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Attention!

Attention!
If you have bought the computer separately, install the software before you connect
the device to the computer for the first time (see technical manual of the device)! After
the first start of the program execute the Setup|Change menu command, enter
the hospital name on the “General” page and set the correct parameters of your
equipment on the “Equipment” page (see more information in section 2.7 “Hardware
and Software Configuration Setting”).
In case LCD monitor (i.e. reversal pattern) is available in your delivery set, set
the turn-on delay time in the program settings for the pattern correct operation. Otherwise, visual evoked potential latencies will be incorrect. In case you purchased LCD
monitor together with the device, it already has a special Neurosoft marking with
the monitor turn-on delay time. Keep in mind that the delay values specified in the
monitors’ acquisition certificates disagree with actual values as a rule and the special
equipment for their measurement is needed. For reversal patterns based on CRT
monitors the delay time always equals to 0 (zero).
If activation (i.e. the file with license key) is needed while working with the device, it is
necessary to contact your dealer or Neurosoft Ltd. and provide them with the device
serial number to get the license key. To install the file with license key, double-click
with the left mouse button on the corresponding file or select it and choose “Install”
item from the local menu opened by right mouse button click. This file can be recorded either in work directory of the program or in root directory of any computer
disc. The license key is required only for data recording from the device. In case data
analysis without recording is carried out on any computer, the license key is not
needed. You can install the program and license key on any number of computers
without restrictions. If the device has been changed, a new activation (i.e. a new file
with license key) will be necessary. In case several Neurosoft devices are used on
one computer, you will need several files with license key as well (one file for one device).
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Introduction
Neurosoft Ltd. constantly improves its devices and software. Therefore, the program
may be slightly different from the one described in this manual. The current version of
the manual is on the electronic storage media supplied with the device.
This manual is supplied with Neuro-MEP.NET software and one of the following
Neurosoft devices:
1.

Neuro-MEP-4 (Neuro-MEP-8/16) multifunctional PC-based system for electroneuromyography, electroretinography, transcranial magnetic stimulation, studies of auditory, visual, somatosensory and cognitive evoked potentials and otoacoustic emission (the set of supported techniques depends on delivery set).

2.

Neuro-EMG – the device for electroneuromyography produced on the basis of
Neuro-MEP complex.

3.

Neuro-ERG – the device for electroretinography, electro-oculography and visual
evoked potentials studies produced on the basis of Neuro-MEP complex.

4.

Neuro-MEP-Micro (version 2009) – the miniature device for electroneuromyographic studies and studies of auditory, visual, somatosensory and cognitive
evoked potentials. There are Neuro-MEP-Micro delivery alternatives without auditory and visual stimulators.

5.

Skybox (Neuro-MEP-5) – the miniature 5-channel device for electroneuromyography, studies of auditory, visual, somatosensory and cognitive evoked potentials

6.

Neuro-Audio (version 2010) – the portable hearing screening device for objective audiometry.

7.

Neuron-Spectrum-4/EP and Neuron-Spectrum-4/EPM digital systems for electroneuromyographic studies and studies of auditory, visual, somatosensory and
cognitive evoked potentials registered by additional device channels.

8.

Neuro-EMG-Micro – the miniature device for electroneuromyographic studies
and studies of somatosensory and cognitive evoked potentials.

9.

Neuron-Spectrum-5 and Neuron-Spectrum-5/S digital systems for electroneuromyographic studies and study of auditory, visual, somatosensory and cognitive
evoked potentials registered by additional device channels.

10. Neuro-IOM system for intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring and EMG/EP
studies.
Neuro-MS magnetic stimulator produced by Neurosoft Ltd. should be bought separately in order to carry out magnetic stimulation.
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Neuro-MEP-Micro,
Neuron-Spectrum-4/EP,
Neuron-Spectrum-5
and
Neuro-EMG-Micro have limited capacity in comparison with Neuro-MEP digital system. While using these devices, some software facilities are inaccessible (for example, it is impossible to set noise masking into unstimulated ear while recording auditory EP).
Besides, when using different complete sets of Neuro-MEP, Neuro-MEP-Micro,
Neuro-Audio and also Neuron-Spectrum devices, some techniques become impossible. Yet, there are no special notes about it in the description of separate techniques
in this manual.
Application of high technologies, imported components, development of software with
modern requirements and advanced tools in production of Neurosoft devices guarantees high reliability and easy operation of the devices; its small weight and size ensure
convenience for conducting exams and high flexibility of applied techniques. We hope
that our device will increase diagnostic capabilities and prestige of your clinic and you
will enjoy working with it.
You can send your responses and recommendations to the following address:
Post Office Box 10, Ivanovo, 153000, Russia
or by e-mail:
help@neurosoft.com
You can find additional information on Neurosoft products on our website:
www.neurosoft.ru
or ask questions by phone:
+7 (4932) 24-04-37; +7 (4932) 59-21-12 (Service Department)
+7 (4932) 24-04-34; +7 (4932) 95-99-99
You can also contact SAS Neuromed Company, Authorized European Representative of Neurosoft Ltd. (to Mr. Pierre Scholl) by the following address:
Chemin du tomple
84330 Le Barroux, France
Phone: +33 490-650-470, +622-748-384
Fax: +33 490-650-470
E-mail: bscholl@orange.fr
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1.

Quick Start
1.1. General Requirements
In this section the short instructions are given describing the sequence of user actions
to execute some widely distributed techniques. They are helpful:
 in case when there is no possibility to study the user manual in details;
 as a prompt for those who starts working with the program.
To execute one of the techniques first refer to the part “The very beginning: new exam” and then to the part concerned with the necessary technique. In the text the
square brackets ([ ]) mean the hotkeys which can be used instead of the described
menu commands to speed up the work.
In this section the minimum possibilities of the program for acquisition and study of the
bioelectric signals are described. Study the complete manual to master all the functions.
Most of high frequency actions in the program can be carried out in several ways. For
instance, to start single stimulation you can:
 use Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu item; to select the menu item use either the left mouse button or the keyboard ([Alt] key is the menu activation; then
you can use arrow keys and [Enter] for selection);

 use
button located on the toolbar in the upper part of the screen – place the
mouse cursor on the button and click its left button;
 if a footswitch is available, press the left foot pedal;
 if you use the device with built-in keyboard (Neuro-MEP-Micro, Skybox), press “·”
button located on the unit’s panel;

 if you use dedicated Bluetooth keyboard, press

button;

 if you use a stimulation electrode with steel stimulation points, press “Start” button
on the stimulator’s case.
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The first variant (menu command) is more understandable and can be easily found
when you start working with the program. The last variants are fast and easy-to-use if
you already have some experience. In this section all the possible variants of user actions are not specified but only the main ones are described to present the information
clearly.
During EMG studies keep in mind that the active electrode is black or white and the
reference one is red. On the stimulating bar electrode next to the negative terminal
(cathode) the mark is placed (and vice versa at the negative stimulus polarity).
During EP studies take into consideration that on the amplifier casing the active electrode must be connected to the negative terminal (“-”) which is usually black and the
reference electrode must be connected to the positive terminal (“+”) which is usually
red.
During EMG and EP studies do not forget to place the ground (general) electrode on
the patient (its terminal on the amplifier casing is usually of green color). If the ground
electrode is not available, the interference (noise) level can be too high and you fail to
get good quality signal.
Before the first exam you must execute Setup|Change menu command and on the
“Equipment” page check whether the power frequency corresponds to that of your region accepted by default (for Russian Federation – 50 Hz); then check CRT size of
the reversal pattern (if available) if LCD monitor is used as a reversal pattern, set the
delay time in the program settings, otherwise, visual evoked potential latencies will be
incorrect.; then check the type of headphones used for auditory evoked potentials (if
they are available). Enter the hospital name on the “General” page to ensure its correct displaying in the exam report.

1.2. If You Have No Dedicated Keyboard
Neuro-MEP.NET software is developed in such a way that bioelectric signals can be
recorded easier with the use of dedicated keyboard. During signal recording the doctor’s right hand is usually busy (it is holding stimulating electrode, needle etc.) and
working with the mouse or complex hotkey combinations is notably uncomfortable. As
for the dedicated keyboard, which can be placed closely to the patient, it helps to carry out the necessary actions quickly and accurately.
If you have bought Neuro-MEP-Micro or Skybox, you should know that this device
has a built-in keyboard. If you use another device (Neuro-MEP, Neuron-Spectrum,
Neuro-EMG etc.) it is strongly recommended that you use these devices together with
the wireless Bluetooth keyboard manufactured by Neurosoft Ltd..
If you have no dedicated keyboard due to some reasons, it is recommended to select
the old style of Neuro-MEP functional keys to lighten the work. For that purpose execute the Setup|Change menu command, select the “Program” page and put a mark
against “Use Neuro-MEP old style”. The functional keys ([F1] – [F12]) of the computer
keyboard will change their functions and during signal recording you will be able to
use them in the following way:
11
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 [F2], [F3] – changing of stimulus intensity;
 [F4], [F5] – changing of stimulus duration;
 [F6] – starting/ending of signal monitoring;
 [F7] – beginning of signal recording or stimulus supply;
 [F9] – beginning of repetitive stimulation;
 [F8] – ending of signal recording and saving results for analysis.
If you use the old style of Neuro-MEP functional keys, the context-sensitive commands must be executed by pressing the functional keys together with the [Alt] key.

1.3. The Very Beginning: New Exam

To start Neuro-MEP.NET software, find the
shortcut on the desktop and
double-click on it with the left muse button or select it and press [Enter] key.
To start a new examination of a new patient, select Exam|New ([F2]) menu item. In
the appeared “New exam” dialog box enter patient’s basic data (optional). If you are
short of time, press “OK” ([Enter]) in the dialog box without input of any information.
It is more convenient to enter the main information in the “Exam” dialog box in the following order:
 input patient’s name;
 press [Tab] key; if patient is a man, press [Space] key and [Tab] key; if patient is a
woman, press [Tab] key and [Space] key.
 press [Tab] key;
 enter the date of birth by pressing numeric keys and keys with delimiter character (it
is “.” or “/” symbol depending on language specified in Windows). For example, if a
patient was born on the 21st of May, 1956, it is enough to enter “21.05.56”). The
date format specified in your Windows system is used that is why in some countries
other sequence than “day-month-year” can be applied;
 to enter a patient’s height (the height is used while calculating some indexes), press
[Tab] key and enter the height in centimeters;
 to enter the department (the number of ward, hospital etc.), press [Tab] key and enter the necessary name;
 to enter a provisional diagnosis, press [Tab] key and enter the diagnosis;
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 if you need to enter data on the “Additional” page, press [Ctrl+Tab] key combination and continue entering;
 press [Enter] to close the “New exam” window.
To select a test type use Test|New menu item or quick-access “New test” toolbar buttons.

1.4. Motor Conduction Velocity
Execute the actions described in the section 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.

To perform a motor conduction velocity test press
button on the “New test”
toolbar and select the name of a test template and recording site side from the dropdown list. If test template name is missing you need use the Test|New menu item and
select a default test template.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measuring (the Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on
a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. The numbers of used amplifier
channels and the names of sites are displayed in the top left corner of the window under the “Montage” heading. Press [F1] key to receive reference information on electrode placement and stimulation sites. Close the impedance measurement window
([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced
enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve
under examination.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required M-wave, repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change the stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result. Instead of single stimulation the repetitive stimulation can be started by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu item (or by the corresponding button
on the dedicated keyboard).
At supramaximal stimulus intensity and qualitative M-wave finish the acquisition and
save the M-wave for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or
by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you do not want to save
the results press [Esc].
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If M-wave is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude) you can start
the manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and holding it click the
left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
After you save M-wave, enter the value of stimulation site distance from the computer
or dedicated keyboard (Test| Enter conduction distance menu command ([F2])). If
the wireless Bluetooth keyboard is available, you can enter the distance in this way:
by turning the “Select trace” knob

you can change the distance value by 1 mm,

- by 10 mm. If you have Neuro-MEP-Micro deby turning the “Shift trace” knob
vice, then you can change the distance value by 1 mm by turning the Sweep knob
and by 10 mm by turning the “Sensitivity” knob. If you use Neuro-MEP-Micro (version

2009) device, rotate
change by 10 mm.

knob to change the distance by 1 mm and

knob to

Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site and repeat the procedure.
After recording all the necessary M-waves you can study the other side of the same
muscle (Test|New test, opposite side, [Ctrl+F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or you can
start another technique using either the Test|Linked tests menu command ([F3]) or
Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
To print the results and exit the program, see the section 1.12 “How to Print the Results and Exit the Program”.

1.5. Sensory Conduction Velocity
Execute the actions described in the section 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.

To perform a sensory conduction velocity test press the
button on the “New
test” toolbar and select the name of a test template and the recording site side from
the drop-down list. If test template name is missing you need use the Test|New menu
item and select a default test template.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. The numbers of used amplifier channels and the names of sites are displayed in the top left corner of the window under the “Montage” heading. Press [F1] key to receive reference information on
electrode placement and stimulation sites. Close the impedance measurement win-
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dow ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced
enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item or repetitive stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation
menu item. The signal averaging is switched on/off by the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command ([Ins]). If you fail to get the required
nerve action potential, you can stop acquisition by the Acquisition |Cancel menu
command ([Esc]) and then restart it.
When you get qualitative nerve action potential, finish the acquisition and save the results for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you do not want to save the results,
press [Esc].
If nerve action potential is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude)
you can start the manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and
holding it click the left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
After you save wave enter the value of stimulation site distance from the computer or
dedicated keyboard (Test| Enter conduction distance menu command ([F2])). If the
wireless Bluetooth keyboard is available, you can enter the distance in this way: by
turning the “Select trace” knob

you can change the distance value by 1 mm, by

turning the “Shift trace” knob
- by 10 mm. If you have Neuro-MEP-Micro device,
then you can change the distance value by 1 mm by turning the “Sweep” knob and by
10
mm
by
turning
the
“Sensitivity”
knob.
If
you
use

Neuro-MEP-Micro (version 2009) device, rotate

by 1 mm and

knob to change the distance

knob to change by 10 mm.

Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site and repeat the procedure.
After recording all the necessary results you can study the other side of the same
nerve (Test|New test, opposite side, [Ctrl+F4]), other nerve ([F12]) or you can start
another technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
To print the results and exit the program, see the section 1.12 “How to Print the Results and Exit the Program”.
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1.6. F-Wave
Execute the actions described in the section 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.
Before F-wave studying it is recommended to perform a motor conduction velocity
test first and then begin F-wave study by means of the Test|Linked tests|F-wave
menu item.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu items or
dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve
under examination.
If you want to get the required M-wave first and then proceed to F-waves accumulation, start traces accumulation by the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu
command (hotkey [Ins] or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required M-wave or F-wave repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change
the stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result.
At supramaximal stimulus intensity and qualitative M-wave switch the accumulation of
traces by the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command (hotkey [Ins] or
the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). You can use either single pulse
(Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus or the corresponding button on the keyboard) or
repeated (Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation or the corresponding button on the
keyboard) stimulation. After accumulation of the required number of traces the acquisition is finished automatically, but you can finish the stimulation earlier by means of
the Acquisition|Exit menu item (or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If you
don’t want to save the results press [Esc].
If M-wave is qualitative and you wish to start F-waves accumulation procedure from
the
first
stimulus,
switch
to
the
accumulation
mode
first
(the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command, hotkey [Ins] or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) and then start stimulation.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
After recording all the necessary responses you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side, [Ctrl+F4]), other nerve ([F12]) or you can start
another technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
To print the results and exit the program, see the section 1.12 “How to Print the Results and Exit the Program”.
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1.7. H-Reflex
Execute the actions described in the section 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.

To perform H-reflex test press the
button on the “New test” toolbar and select
the name of a test template and recording site side from the drop-down list. If test
template name is missing, you need use the menu item Test|New and select a default
test template.
Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the necessary electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. The numbers of
used amplifier channels and the names of sites are displayed in the top left corner of
the window under the “Montage” heading. Press [F1] key to receive reference information on electrode placement and stimulation sites. Close the impedance measurement window [Esc] when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required value of electrical stimulus at which the significant М-wave and Hreflex are expected by means of the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and
Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu items or dedicated keyboard control. Place
the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve under examination.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required M-wave and H-reflex, repeat the stimulation start-up and move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result. Pay attention that for H-reflex test the
automatic increase of the stimulus for one stage after each stimulation is set by default. If you get qualitative responses, close the acquisition window
(the Acquisition|Cancel menu command, key [Esc] or the corresponding button on
the dedicated keyboard).
Set the minimum initial value of the stimulus and execute the Acquisition|Repetitive
stimulation menu command (or press the corresponding button on the keyboard).
Pay attention that in this test the stimulation frequency is set rather low by default (as
a rule, one stimulus for 10-20 sec.) to restore H-reflex completely. If it is necessary
you can use the manual start-up of the stimulus by the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (or by the corresponding button on the
keyboard).
At supramaximal stimulus intensity finish the acquisition by means of
the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If
you do not want to save the results press [Esc].
If you don’t like the automatic H-reflex or M-wave marking you can start the search of
waves in the desired area. First, select the desired area with the mouse: place the
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cursor at the beginning of the search area, press the left button and move it till the end
of the search area then release the left mouse button. After that, use the Test|M-wave
search by selection or Test|H-reflex search by selection menu command.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
To switch М-wave and Н-reflex state block (skip) use the Test|М-wave
skip/realization and Test|H-reflex skip/realization menu commands.
After recording all the necessary responses, you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side) or you can start another technique (Test|New
or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
To print the results and exit the program, see the section 1.12 “How to Print the Results and Exit the Program”.

1.8. Repetitive Stimulation (Decrement Test)
Execute the actions described in the section 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.
Before you start repetitive stimulation, it is recommended to perform a motor conduction velocity test first and then begin repetitive stimulation by means of the
Test|Linked tests|Repetitive stimulation menu item.
Set the required value of electrical stimulus by means of the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu items or dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve under examination.
On the “Protocol” panel select a stimulation protocol (algorithm) you need ([F2] key).
For example, the protocol “3 Hz, 5 stim., every 10 sec.” corresponds to series of 5
stimuli given every 10 seconds. The protocol “Test with tetanization” corresponds to a
repetitive stimulation with titanic series.
Place the stimulator and start a protocol by the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation
menu item (or press the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
During the protocol performing you can skip some commands or repeat the executed
ones. To do it, left-click the command in the list to select it. It will be executed next
one.
To finish the protocol, use the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or press the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard or [Esc] key).
After recording all the necessary responses you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start another
test (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
To print the results and exit the program, see the section 1.12 “How to Print the Results and Exit the Program”.
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1.9. Blink Reflex
Execute the actions described in the section 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.

To perform a blink reflex test press the
button on the “New test” toolbar and
select the name of a test template from the drop-down list. If test template name is
missing you need use the Test|New menu item and select a default test template.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measuring (the Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the necessary
electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. The numbers of used
amplifier channels and the names of sites are displayed in the top left corner of the
window under the “Montage” heading. Press [F1] key to receive reference information
on electrode placement and stimulation sites. Close the impedance measurement
window [Esc] when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced
enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection
of nerve under examination.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required response repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change the
stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result.
Instead of single stimulation the repetitive stimulation can be started by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu item (or by the corresponding button
on the dedicated keyboard).
When you get a qualitative response, finish the acquisition and save the traces for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Exit menu item. If you do not want to save
the traces, press [Esc].
Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site and repeat the technique.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
To switch the block (realization/skip) of R1 and R2 waves on the selected trace use
the Test|R1 skip/realization menu commands (hotkey [F2]) or Test|R2
skip/realization (hotkey [F3]).
After recording all the necessary traces you can start another technique (Test|New or
the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
To print the results and exit the program, see the section 1.12 “How to Print the Results and Exit the Program”.
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1.10. Quantitive EMG (QEMG)
This test is performed using needle electrode, and is used for recording and analysis
of muscle spontaneous activity, motor unit potentials (MUP) and interference pattern
at tonic contraction. It is not necessary to perform signal recording in all abovementioned modes for further analysis.
Perform steps described in chapter 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.

To perform QEMG test, click on the
button located on the “New test” toolbar,
and choose exam template and recording site side from the drop down list. If the required name is missing, use the Test|New menu command and choose the default
template.
QEMG test contains four signal review/acquisition modes:
 spontaneous activity (muscle spontaneous activity acquisition and analysis);
 motor unit potentials (MUP acquisition and analysis);
 interference pattern (EMG acquisition and analysis at muscle tonic contraction);
 QEMG (includes analysis result review of all mentioned modes).
To switch between modes use [F2] – [F5] keys; you can switch at any time, even during signal acquisition.
Prepare needle electrode, apply ground electrode to a patient, and connect electrodes
to amplifier input. If it is necessary you can use surface electrodes instead of concentric needle ones.
To display help information concerning needle insertion point, press [F1] key or use
the View|Help window menu command.
To switch to spontaneous activity recording mode, press [F2] key or use the
Test|Work mode|Spontaneous activity menu command.
Insert the needle into a muscle and start signal acquisition with the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command.
To pause acquisition, use the Acquisition|Pause menu command or [Space] key or
corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard. If it is required to record each next
fragment as a new trace, use the Acquisition|Averaging/Continuous menu command, [Ins] key or corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard.
To add the recorded traces to analysis, use the Acquisition|Stop menu command or
corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard. To refuse, use the Acquisition|Cancel menu command, [Esc] key or corresponding button on the dedicated
keyboard.
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If it is necessary repeat these steps for another needle insertion.
In case the spontaneous activity presents, you can mark the observed phenomenon in
the “Phenomena” window, or differentiate and measure these phenomenon more accurately. To do it, position the mouse cursor over the phenomenon, press [Alt] key
and press left mouse button holding [Alt] key down. Then release [Alt] key and in the
drop down list that appears choose the type of selected phenomenon.
You can also use the option of automatic spontaneous activity phenomena classification activated by the Test|Spontaneous activity classification menu command.
To switch to the MUP acquisition mode press [F3] key or use the Test|Work
mode|MUP menu command.
Start the signal acquisition with the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command and adjust the muscle contraction in order to obtain not overlaying MUPs. Observe the obtained MUPs in the Preview window. Move the needle slightly till all the
buttons located near potentials that appears becomes green. Green color of these
buttons indicates a good quality of obtained MUPs. Then start MUP accumulation using the Acquisition|Averaging/Continuous menu command ([Ins] key).
To add the recorded traces to analysis, use the Acquisition|Stop menu command or
corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard. To refuse, use the Acquisition|Cancel menu command, [Esc] key or corresponding button on the dedicated
keyboard.
If it is necessary repeat these steps for another needle insertion.
To switch to interference curve acquisition mode press [F4] key or use the Test|Work
mode|Interference pattern menu command.
Start the signal acquisition with the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command.
To pause acquisition, use the Acquisition|Pause menu command or [Space] key or
corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard. If it is required to record each next
fragment as a new trace, use the Acquisition|Averaging/Continuous menu command, [Ins] key or corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard.
To add the recorded traces to analysis, use the Acquisition| Stop menu command or
corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard. To refuse, use the Acquisition|Cancel menu command, [Esc] key or corresponding button on the dedicated
keyboard.
If it is necessary repeat these steps for another needle insertion.
If a spontaneous activity trace were obtained in interference curve mode, you can
move it to the spontaneous activity window using the Spontaneous activity trace local menu command. The same algorithm is used in case the interference trace were
obtained in spontaneous activity mode.
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To switch to QEMG mode press [F5] key or use the Test|Work mode|Quantitative
EMG menu command.
When all required responses are obtained you can move to the same musle on the
other side of the body (Test|New test, opposite side menu command), other muscle
[F12] or a new technique (Test|New menu command or corresponding “New test”
toolbar button).
To print the results and finish working with the software move to chapter 1.12 “How to
Print the Results and Exit the Program”.

1.11. Evoked Potentials (EP)
Execute the actions described in the section 1.3 “The Very Beginning: New Exam”.
To study the evoked potentials click on the necessary button on the “"” toolbar and select the name of a test template from the drop-down list. For instance, for shortlatency auditory EP acquisition, use the
button. If test template name is missing
you need use the Test|New menu item and select a default test template.
Start the process of impedance measuring (the Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on
a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. The numbers of used amplifier
channels and the names of sites are displayed in the top left corner of the window under the “Montage” heading. Press [F1] key to receive reference information on electrode placement and stimulation sites. Close the impedance measurement window
[Esc] when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced enough,
you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of stimulus using the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase
and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu commands or dedicated keyboard controls.
Make the necessary stimulator ready and connect it to the device.
Start the repetitive stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation
menu item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) and follow the
process of signal averaging. If you fail to get the required evoked potentials, you can
stop averaging by the Acquisition|Cancel ([Esc]) menu command and then restart
it.
When you get qualitative evoked potentials, finish the acquisition and save the results
for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item. If you do not want
to save the results, press [Esc].
To mark the EP components manually, click the left mouse button on the corresponding component name on the toolbar and shift the appeared crosshair cursor to the
point of the assumed component and press the left mouse button once more.
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If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
After recording all the necessary traces you can start another technique (Test|New or
the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
To print the results and exit the program, see the section 1.12 “How to Print the Results and Exit the Program”.

1.12. How to Print the Results and Exit the Program
The main method of getting the results of analyses in printed form is to generate an
exam report and print it.
To create a new exam report use the Report|New report 1 ([Ctrl+R]) menu command,
button on the toolbar, to print it use Report|Templates|Basic report
Ctrl+R menu command. Before printing you can preview your exam report and make
all necessary corrections (there is a possibility to edit all the contents of the exam report).
After generation of the exam report, you can continue signal acquisition in any available tests or create new ones.
To create reports of various types, use the Report|Template editor menu command.
To finish your exam use the Exam|Close menu command, to exit the program use the
Exam|Exit ([Alt+X]) menu command.

1.13. How to Review Previous Exams
To review the previous exams, start the program and execute the Exam|Open Exam
Manager menu command ([Ctrl+O]). Select the exam you need in the appeared dialog box and press the Open button.
To

finish

your

exam

review,

execute

the

Exam|Close

menu

command.
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2.

General Principles of Working with Program
2.1. Software Installation. Computer Requirements
In case you purchase the digital system together with the PC, the equipment is delivered with the installed and configured software. If you purchase the system separately, please study carefully the information stated below.
The digital system is delivered with Neuro-MEP.NET software and can function properly on any IBM compatible computer with the processor Intel Core Duo (Intel Core i5
is recommended) and higher with not less than 4 Gb memory, and Windows XP (SP3
and above), Windows Vista (SP1 and above), Windows 7, Windows 8 operating systems. For software setup there should be 1 Gb of free hard disk space as well as not
less than 1 Gb for the exam archive.
The exam results made by the digital system are saved on the hard disk in a database
shared with all Neurosoft digital systems.
The software is delivered on a compact disc (DVD disc). The installation process is
given below:
Log in as administrator.
Insert the compact disc into the disc drive and wait the installation program to start
(Fig. 2.1). If the auto run does not start and the picture (Fig. 2.1) does not appear, find
the AUTORUN.EXE file on the DVD and start it.

Fig. 2.1
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Locate the mouse cursor on the Neuro-MEP.NETomega line and click the left mouse
button. Follow the installation instructions.
To setup the program and the hardware, start the program (see below) and select
the Setup|Change menu command. The process of adjustment is given in details in
the section 2.7 “Hardware and Software Configuration Setting”.
The examples of Neuro-MEP-Micro exams (EMG records) are supplied on the same
CD. To review the examples you should copy them into the database. It should be
performed as follows.
Start Neuro-MEP-Micro program. Select the Exam| Open Exams Manager menu
item.

In the appeared “Exam selection” dialog box press the
button and select
“NeuroMEP.nsarc” file located in “Neuro-MEP.NET Exams” folder in root directory on
CD, after that press

button.

To review the exam examples, use the Exam|Open Exams Manager menu command.

2.2. Neuro-MEP.NET Start and Closing

To start Neuro-MEP.NET software, find the
shortcut on the desktop and
double-click on it with the left mouse button or select it and press [Enter] key.
To exit the program, choose one of the following ways:
 select the Exam|Exit menu item;
 press the [Alt+X] key combination (first press [Alt], and then, holding it, press [X]);
 click on the

closing button in the top right corner of the program window.

While recording signals from the patient, the central processor and other system resources are actively used by the program, so it is strongly recommended not to start
the other programs (applications) at the same time.
You can launch several software copies (instances) by default. If you want to adjust
the software in order to run only one copy at the current moment, you should add
“/oneinstance” parameter to the command line (you can also do it using, for example,
program icon properties).
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2.3. General Principles of Program Running
Neuro-MEP.NET software functions in Windows operating system and it has been
made with taking into account all the essential requirements to software in this environment. If you have worked with some program in Windows, e.g. Microsoft Word,
you will master Neuro-MEP.NET easily. If you have not worked with Windows, you
should study the fundamentals of working in this operating system.
After Neuro-MEP.NET loading you will see its main window (Fig. 2.2). There is a
menu with Exam, Report, etc. items in the action bar. Below the action bar there are
panels with speed buttons (toolbars) – special buttons which are activated with the
mouse.
Toolbar with speed buttons

Main menu

Fig. 2.2

The program control is carried out with the help of menu, in other words, by selection
of some menu item. Most frequently used menu items are duplicated by buttons on
the toolbars.
Toolbars can be placed in the top or bottom part or on the side of the window
(Fig. 2.3). For that purpose “catch” the panel with the mouse cursor by the drag marker
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Besides, to show or hide the panels or set their view (button size, signature, visibility,
sequence of button, hotkeys and etc.) (Fig. 2.4), click the right mouse button on the
panel and select the Customize… menu item from the context menu. The detailed
customization of toolbars is stated in section 2.7 “Hardware and Software Configuration Setting”.

Fig. 2.3

Fig. 2.4

During patient’s exam it is inconvenient to work with the mouse as the doctor’s right
hand is usually busy holding the stimulating electrode or needle. In this case the dedicated keyboard is much more convenient. If you are working with Neuro-MEP-Micro
or Skybox, then this device has a built-in keyboard. If you use another device (NeuroMEP, Neuron-Spectrum, Neuro-EMG etc.) it is strongly recommended that you use
these devices together with the wireless Bluetooth keyboard manufactured by Neurosoft Ltd.. Neuro-MEP.NET software is developed in such a way that bioelectric sig-
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nals are recorded with the help of the dedicated keyboard. For the purposes of presentation clarity, only the menu commands which must be executed to achieve some
targets are mentioned below. The buttons on the dedicated keyboards corresponding
to these menu commands can be found in the keyboards’ descriptions.
The results of the exams carried out with the help of the program are saved in the database (card-file system). During the first time start the database is created automatically in C:\cardbaseMdb directory on a computer hard disk. In future, you will be able
to create new and connect any available databases created by .NET-programs produced by Neurosoft Ltd.. For database description such terms as card-file, patient
card, exam and exam test are used.
“Exam” in Neuro-MEP.NET software is a data collection, received as a result of patient medical exam with the use of Neuro-MEP device. Exam includes data from one
or more tests (traces and results of their processing) and exam reports.
“Exam test” is a data collection, received as a result of applying of a specific medical
technique (e.g., analysis of M-wave and motor conduction velocity) processed (analyzed) as a single set. As a rule, it contains patient registered traces and results of
their processing.
Exams data are saved in a patient card.
“Patient card” contains basic patient data (surname, name, year of birth etc.) and may
include any exam quantity, carried out at different times by any Neurosoft devices.
Patient cards are saved in card-files.
“Card-file” is a pool of any quantity of patient cards. Each card-file has a unique name
and may contain, besides patient cards, nested card-files. Cards can be combined into card-file by any feature. Well-engineered card-files system will help you to put into
order all stored information and to speed up access to it.
Experienced user should know that physically a card-files system (database) represents several files saved in a directory (folder) on a computer hard disk. If it is necessary, you can create several data-bases on a computer hard disk (see more details
below).

2.4. New Exam Execution
To start a new patient exam select the Exam|New menu item (or press the
ton on the toolbar). The “Exam” dialog box will appear (Fig. 2.5).
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Fig. 2.5

In the appeared “Exam” dialog box enter patient’s basic data (optional). If you are
short of time, press “OK” ([Enter]) in the dialog box without any information.
It is more convenient to enter the main information in the “New exam” dialog box in
the following order:
 enter the patient’s name;
 press [Tab] key;
 if patient is a man, press [Space] key and [Tab] key; if patient is a woman, press
[Tab] key and [Space] key.
 press [Tab] key;
 enter the date of birth by pressing numeric keys and keys with delimiter character (it
is “.” or “/” symbol depending on language specified in Windows). For example, if a
patient was born on the 21st of May, 1956, it is enough to enter “21.05.56”). The
date format specified in your Windows system is used that is why in some countries
other sequence than “day-month-year” can be applied;
 to enter the patient’s height (the height is used while calculating some indexes),
press the [Tab] key and enter the height in centimeters;
 to enter the department (the number of ward, hospital etc.), press the [Tab] key and
enter the necessary name;
 to enter a provisional diagnosis, press the [Tab] key and enter the diagnosis;
 if you need to enter data on the “Additional” page, press the [Ctrl+Tab] key combination and continue entering;
 press [Enter] to close the “New exam” window.
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The database does not contain card-files by default (all exams are saved in one
place). You can press the
other one which already exists.

button and create new card-file or select the

To add patient’s photo click on the square on the right side of the dialog box and indicate the image (graphic) file. If you have a video camera, connected to your PC (for
example, USB camera) you can take a photo using camera. To make a snapshot,
press
button (Fig. 2.6). This button and camera type drop-down list are available
only if there are video cameras connected to your PC.

Fig. 2.6

If an exam is performed by the planned exam template, select this template from the
“Exam template” combo-box. See more details concerning the exam templates in section 2.7.3 “Exam Templates”.
You can enter patient’s height in foots and inches. If you want to change measurement units, use dropdown list to the right from the field heading (Fig. 2.7).

Fig. 2.7

It should be noted that the external view of “Exam” window can be adjusted using the
Customize elements view… local menu command. Local menu is opened by right
mouse button click. Using this command you can add new fields such as “Assistant”
or “Nurse”, or hide fields which are unnecessary for you.
After you fill in the fields, press

or [Enter].

If a patient has already been examined and his/her card already exists in the database, then a patient with the most appropriate name will be offered while entering the
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name (Fig. 2.7). If a patient card already exists in the database, then a new exam will
be saved to the existing patient card.

Fig. 2.8

If some patient’s details were entered with a mistake, you can correct them using the
Exam|Properties menu item.
Before the exam, in the appeared “Clinical info” window (Fig. 2.9), you can enter a
clinical state of the patient, his/her complaints or any other information you consider to
be important.

Fig. 2.9
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To select a technique (test type) click on one of the “New test” toolbar buttons and select the test template and recording site you need (Fig. 2.10). You can also select the
test template without the mouse, using [F12] key, arrow keys, [Enter] key. To choose
recording site use [<] and [>] keys. It is possible to select a technique using the dedicated keyboard, at that left or right side of the recording site is selected by “right” or
“left” arrow button. If there is no required template for the test type you have selected
(e.g., Motor conduction velocity), you can use a default template by selecting the
top menu bar – Motor conduction velocity [default template]. In the last case you
must enter the necessary sites of the amplifier channels. “Basic” (
), “Additional”
(
), “Rare” (
), “All” (
) and “Show atlas” (
) buttons are intended to
be used as filters to shorten the visible list of test templates and speed up specialist
work (for more information see chapter 2.7.2.1).

Fig. 2.10

To speed up the work you can chose several test templates from the list. To do it, you
should click on the selected templates with the left mouse button holding [Ctrl] key
down; before clicking on the last chosen template, release [Ctrl] key. It should be
mentioned that using this method you can choose tests relating to any technique, and
the test execution order will be the same as selected one. You can select several test
templates at once using the device keyboard. Use stimulus duration buttons to select
separate templates.
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Instead of the toolbar you can use the Test|New menu item and select a test type or a
test template in the appeared “New test” dialog box (Fig. 2.11).

Fig. 2.11

Any tests in any order and relation can be included in the exam. The possibility of
making a particular test depends on the device delivery set.
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An exam can be executed according to one of the exam templates prepared in advance. Exam template is a list of test (technique) templates. You can select the exam
template in “Exam” dialog box (Fig. 2.5), or select the required template later using the
Exam|Exam templates menu command.
After the indicated actions, according to the selected test, you will see a test work
window of the following appearance, for instance (Fig. 2.12).

Fig. 2.12

You can directly proceed to signal recording (after placing the electrodes on a patient)
using the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu item, however the following sequence of actions is recommended:
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To obtain the reference information about the recording sites, use View|Help window
menu command ([F1]) (Fig. 2.13). To hide this window, press [F1] key again. This
window is available only for some test templates and can be missing in some program
configurations.

Fig. 2.13

Start the loop of electrodes impedance measurement by the Acquisition|Impedance
menu command ([Ctrl+Z]) and place the electrodes (you should start with the ground
electrode) simultaneously viewing the received impedances on the screen (Fig. 2.14).

Fig. 2.14

If there is too high impedance in some recording site, it is necessary to position
the electrode more carefully. To finish the impedance measuring, press the
button or [Esc].
If stimulation is suggested to be carried out during the test, it is recommended to start,
at first, signal monitoring (without stimulation) by the Acquisition|Monitoring menu
command and to make sure that there are no interference and artefacts.
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Set the necessary stimulation parameters.
Start signal recording by the Test| Acquisition/Stimulus menu command.
Depending on a test type, to finish recording and/or to save results use
the Acquisition|Stop menu command. The more detailed sequence of actions is described in the corresponding sections. To switch focus between monitoring, acquisition and main windows, use the corresponding key on the dedicated keyboard. To
change sweep and sensitivity (vertical and horizontal scale) by one step, use the keys
located in the right part of the keyboard: grey [/], grey [*], grey [+], grey [-] or joystick
on the dedicated keyboard.
To change epoch of analysis (the received trace length) quickly, use the Acquisition|Increase epoch of analysis and Acquisition|Decrease epoch of analysis.
menu commands These menu commands can be executed directly at signal recording (except the averaging mode).
If the test provides stimulation with varying amplitude, its change is carried out by the
Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu commands. To change stimulus amplitude and duration as well as stimulation frequency
you can also use the information panel (Fig. 2.15). For this purpose either enter the
necessary value directly or use the
buttons. To change stimulus amplitude you can
also use a slider box which appears while clicking on the stimulus amplitude input line
(Fig. 2.15).

Fig. 2.15

In case an error message appears during the recording, check the device connection
to the computer and then execute the Setup|Device reset menu command.
The acquisition window can be displayed on the screen without stimulation/acquisition
run, to show it, use Acquisition|Show acquisition window menu command. This
command is very much useful in case it is required to extract some traces from the
history to analysis after the acquisition termination or at joint use of EMG trigger and
stimulator (see more details below).
If traces appeared in the acquisition window do not satisfy you (for example, because
of the noises during the signal averaging), you can use the function of quick acquisition restart (acquisition termination and its restart). To apply this function, use “Delete
trace” button located on the dedicated keyboard.
You can enable continuous stimulation mode using Acquisition|Continuous stimulation menu command. After that you can run and stop the signal acquisition any
number of times. However, the stimulation is not terminated until the Acquisition|Continuous stimulation menu command is repeated.
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After test completion it is possible to start a new test of any available type by means of
the “New test” toolbar buttons or by the Test|New menu command. Moreover, it is
possible to return to any previous test and continue signal recording. It is convenient
to switch between the tests by the Test|List menu command or by the Test|Next and
Test|Previous menu commands.
If a test template was selected by mistake, and several traces have been already recorded, it can be replaced to another one using Test|Test template|Replace template menu command. At that the following dialog box will appear where you should
select new template (Fig. 2.16).

Fig. 2.16

“Change recording sites for all traces in accordance with new test template”. If
the checkbox is checked, the site names of the recorded traces will be changed according to the new test template.
“Change recording sides in accordance with new test template”. If the checkbox is
checked, the recording sides will be changed according to the new test template.
To finish the new exam, execute the Exam|Close menu command.
You can find the detailed description of working in the acquisition window is given in
the section 2.6 “Working in the Main Test Window”, while peculiarities of signal recording for each test type are described in the sections corresponding to separate
tests.
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2.5. Opening of Exam Data from Card-File for
Review and Analysis or Continuation of
Acquisition
To review (analyze) an exam, select the Exam|Open Exam Manager menu item
(press [F3] or the
appear (Fig. 2.17).

button on the toolbar). The “Exams manager” dialog box will

Fig. 2.17

To open the exam, select it from the list and press
or double-click on the
patient’s surname. In the right window panel all the tests (techniques) are displayed
which were carried out for the patient. To open the test you need to double-click on it.
In the exam opened in such a way you can analyze tests or create new ones.
Start taping patient’s surname to perform the quick search of the patient. At that the
cursor (selection) will be positioned in the line with the required patient’s surname.
To sort the list by surnames, dates etc. click with the left mouse button on the corresponding column (its name).
To create a new exam for a certain patient, press the
button. The possibility
corresponds to the Exam|New menu command with the difference that the patient is
selected from the list in advance.
You can switch the view mode of the “Exams manager” dialog box between “Patients”
and “Exams” using items of “View” menu (Fig. 2.18). In the “Patients” mode patient’s
passport details and all his/her exams are displayed in the right panel. To open the
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exam you need, double-click on the certain exam in the “Exam” list. Double-clicking
on the patient’s surname opens his/her card (Fig. 2.19). To return to the list of patients
press the

button.

Fig. 2.18

Fig. 2.19
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With the help of “Exams manager” you can create either new card-files of any nesting
button) or new patient cards (the

level (the

button). Use

button to adjust information displayed on the right part of the window. You
can drag information panels with the mouse and position them as you like, for example, to display heterogeneous information simultaneously (Fig. 2.20).

Fig. 2.20

You can also export exams to the external archive file (e.g., for moving to another
computer) by the

button and then import them from the achieve by the

button.

button. The dataTo connect existing and create new databases, use the
base is created by default in C:\cardbaseMdb directory. Database is in MDB (Microsoft Access) format. You can create new databases either in MDB format or Microsoft
SQL and MySQL formats.
To find a patient or an exam use the search window in the bottom left corner of the
“Exams manager” dialog box (Fig. 2.21). Just enter a part of patient’s surname, diagnosis or some other information and press the
button. At the same time, all
the exams containing such a line will be displayed (Fig. 2.22).
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Fig. 2.21

Fig. 2.22

You can create and save search templates for repeatedly used samples using
button.
To finish the exam use the Exam|Close menu command.
You can find the detailed description of working in the acquisition window is given in
the section 2.6 “Working in the Main Test Window”, while peculiarities of signal recording for each test type are described in the sections corresponding to separate
tests.

2.6. Working in the Main Test Window
Signal recording from a patient, traces review and analysis are carried out in the main
test window.
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A possible view of the main test window is shown below (Fig. 2.23). In the test window
heading the current technique type is displayed (in this case – motor conduction velocity test).
Current amplifier
settings

Sensitivity and sweep current
Current stimulator
settings
Sites

Movable buttons
with traces names
Quick analysis window
Character points markers
Fig. 2.23
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In the test window the data of one (current) test are always shown. To view data of
another test use the Test|List, Test|Next, Test|Previous menu commands. You can
also use an exam inspector located in the right side of the pop-up window by default
(Fig. 2.24). Double-click on the test name and the pop-up window will appear.

Fig. 2.24

In the test window the channel sites (Fig. 2.23) have special checkboxes which can be
switched on/off during the work. Therefore, while using several channels, it is possible, for instance, to record signal only from the first channel first and then – only from
the second one.
To change the amplifier channel or recording site side quickly during the bioelectric
signals recording just click the right mouse button on the sites and select the corresponding option from the local menu (Fig. 2.25).

Fig. 2.25
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Using “Comment” field in the information panel you can add your comments to the
test.
“Copy to report” checkbox is checked by default while creating a new test (Fig. 2.26).
If you don’t want the test data to be copied into exam report during its generation, then
uncheck this checkbox. If it is required to generate the exam report only for the specified test, check the “Only this test” checkbox (Fig. 2.26), after that generate the exam
report (report creation is described below). “To existing report” checkbox allows adding the data to the existing report, otherwise a new report is created.

Fig. 2.26

To change quickly the maximum number of stimuli, it is enough to enter the new stimulus number at the stimulator toolbar (Fig. 2.27).

Fig. 2.27

Tabs with tests can be “dragged apart” by the mouse so, that they will be displayed in
different windows. It is convenient for comparing different tests of one exam or even
different exams (by default this option is blocked (unavailable), and you should enable
it using the Setup|Edit menu command, “Software” tab, “Enable analysis window
dragging” option). It is carried out in the following order:
 place the mouse cursor at a test tab (Fig. 2.28);
 press the left mouse button and, holding it, move the mouse (Fig. 2.29);
 release the mouse button (Fig. 2.30).
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Fig. 2.28

Fig. 2.29
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Fig. 2.30

Later separate tabs with tests can be “dragged” between two analysis windows or
“dragged apart” with creation of new working windows.

2.6.1. Working with Traces
The advantage of Neuro-MEP.NET is the possibility of simultaneous analysis of practically any number of traces received from a patient within one test.
To the left of each trace in the window there is a button with its name (Fig. 2.23). If the
trace is selected (current, focused) then the button has the heading in bold type. Most
of menu commands affect only the selected trace. To make the trace current, click the
left mouse button on the trace or on the adjacent button. To select several traces click
the left mouse button holding the [Ctrl] key on the keyboard. All traces of the test can
be selected by the Trace|Select all menu command. To move to the next trace use
the Trace|Next menu command ([Ctrl+Down]), to the previous one –
Trace|Previous ([Ctrl+Up]). To switch between the traces it’s convenient to use the
knob on the dedicated keyboard.
To change a trace position, shifting it upward and downward on the screen, drag the
button with the name by the mouse. For this purpose it is necessary to place the
mouse cursor at the button, press the left mouse button and, holding it, move the
mouse until the button is in the right place and then release the mouse button. Moreover, the traces position on the screen can be changed by the View|Traces menu
command.
In fact, any current trace can be deleted by the Trace|Delete menu command; all
traces of the test can be deleted by the Test|Clear command; the current test can be
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deleted from the exam by the Test|Delete command. To delete several traces simultaneously click on them with the left mouse button holding the [Ctrl] key and then execute the Trace|Delete menu command. It is also possible to delete all the traces except selected ones by the Trace|Delete all except selected menu command.
The removal of separate trace fragment (fragments) is possible. To do it, select the
trace fragment by clicking it with the left mouse button and without releasing it, drag
the fragment (Fig. 2.31). After that, you can use Delete trace fragment or Delete all
in the trace except selected fragment local menu command. If “Ctrl” key is pressed,
you can select several trace fragments at once.

Fig. 2.31

Any trace can be hidden and excluded from the analysis and then shown once again.
To hide a trace use the Hide trace local menu command. It is convenient to switch
the state of traces visibility by the window appeared while using the Trace|List menu
command ([Ctrl+U]).
It should be noted that the “Delete trace” button on of the dedicated keyboard is not
meant to delete trace physically, but to hide it. The deleted (hidden) trace can be
shown again.
It is possible to show amplitude spectrum for any trace using the Trace|Amplitude
spectrum menu command. Trace filter is activated with the Trace|Filter… or
Trace|Fast filter menu command. Any recorded trace can be played by the computer
speakers and even exported to external .wav file using the Trace|Playback menu
command.
Using the Trace|Calculation menu command you can carry out various mathematical
operations with the traces (i.e. addition, subtraction and averaging). The commands of
the menu relate to the selected traces, so you must select the traces under operation
first.
To control the type of markers on the traces and the information displayed next to
each trace use the View|Markers menu command.
To change scales of traces representation, use the following commands (Table 1).
Adjective “grey” indicates that buttons belong to numeric keypad, key section of a
computer keyboard , usually on the very far right (Fig. 2.32).
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Parameter

Menu command

Hotkey

To increase sensitivity
(vertical scale)

View|Sensitivity|Increase

Grey [+]

To decrease sensitivity
(vertical scale)

View|Sensitivity|Decrease

Grey [–]

To increase sweep
(horizontal scale)

View|Sweep|Increase

Grey [*]

To decrease sweep
(horizontal scale)

View|Sweep|Decrease

Grey [/]

The indicated menu commands and hotkeys act upon the current window with traces.
If there are several windows on the screen (e.g., test work window, monitoring and
acquisition windows), you can switch between them by clicking on the window, using
the View|Next window menu command or the corresponding button on the dedicated
keyboard.

Fig. 2.32
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To specify scale (scale factor of a grid), it is more convenient to use drop-down lists
for scales in the top right corner of the trace picture (Fig. 2.33).

Fig. 2.33

While working with multi-touch screen (sensor tablet display or special laptop) use
a pinch gesture for trace scaling. It is especially convenient to use trace scaling in order to correct marker positions with your finger, because it is rather difficult to do it in
review mode. Besides, additional buttons for trace scaling (sensitivity and sweep) appears in the right lower corner of the trace image when working with touch screen.
If during the trace recording the active and reference electrodes were mixed up (the
trace is “upside-down”), use the Trace|Invert menu command to return the trace into
the correct position.
The long traces can be displayed both with a wrap (cascade visualization) and as one
line. To switch between these modes quickly, use Trace|Cascade menu command.
If it is necessary, the traces can be copied from one test to another one, including
the tests of different types. It can be done using Trace|Clipboard|Cut,
Trace|Clipboard|Copy and Trace|Clipboard|Paste menu commands. This command should be used very carefully as far as the different trace parameters are specified in the different types of tests and the above-mentioned actions can result in incorrect analysis results.
In some test types the traces can be grouped using Traces|Grouping|Group menu
command (Fig. 2.34). At that several traces are “sticked together” but only one trace
marked with bright color is analyzed. Select the analyzed trace in the group using
Trace|Grouping|Move
backward,
Trace|Grouping|Move
forward
and
Trace|Grouping|Bring trace to front menu commands (the last command impacts
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only selected trace). Later traces can be ungrouped using Traces|
Grouping|Ungroup menu command. The traces can be grouped automatically if you
select the current trace for rerecording and then record a new trace. You can find the
detailed information about the traces selected for rerecording in section 3.2.1 “MWave Acquisition”.

Fig. 2.34

If several traces overlapping each over (Fig. 2.35 on the left) are displayed on
the screen simultaneously, it is convenient to use the mode of one trace viewing
(Fig. 2.35 on the right). For this purpose double-click on the trace you need. At
the same time in the quick analysis window only this trace parameters will be displayed. To return to the mode of all traces viewing, double-click on the trace once
again.

Fig. 2.35

In tests with quite long traces the double-click mode is usually configured to display
the review window with the “long” trace (see comments to Fig. 2.120 related to this
setting). This mode is applied to select (cut) several fragments of long trace for
the analysis (Fig. 2.36).
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The whole analysis epoch is displayed in a “condensed” (long) format in this window.
The current fragment of the same trace is displayed in the top part of this window.

Trace fragments selected for the analysis

Sight frame (indicates the borders of trace displayed above)

“Condensed” trace
Fig. 2.36

“Take selected fragments to analysis”. If the checkbox is checked, all selected fragments will be added to the work window of the test as separate traces as soon as you
press “OK” button. If there are no selected fragments, the fragment displayed in
the top part of the window will be added.
“Hide source trace”. If the checkbox is checked, the native trace will not be displayed
in the work window any more (it becomes invisible) as soon as you press “OK” button.
To display this trace again, use the Trace|List menu command.
To select the trace fragment in this window, use the mouse. Click the fragment onset
with the left mouse button and without releasing the button, move the mouse cursor to
a new position, then release the button. To change the durations of the selected fragments, drag any border with the mouse. To remove a fragment, click the right mouse
button on it and select Delete fragment item in a context menu. All above-mentioned
operations can be done both in the top part of the window (non-condensed trace) and
in the bottom one (condensed or long trace). To move along the trace, use the scrollbar of the top part or click the mouse on the required fragment in the bottom part.
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To review the zoom-in trace fragments, use the “magnifier” mode. To activate this
mode, press and hold [Ctrl] and [Alt] keys on the keyboard. The “magnifier” will appear on the screen (Fig. 2.37). You can shift the “magnifier” by moving the mouse and
keeping [Ctrl] and [Alt] keys pressed. If you release the keys, the “magnifier” will disappear. To change the ratio of “magnifier” zoom-in, use mouse scroll.

Fig. 2.37

For each trace you can enter a text comment using either the Trace|Comment menu
command or the Trace comment local menu command activated by pressing the
right mouse button.
To correct a marker position on the trace, move the mouse cursor to the marker (the
cursor changes its view to
) and then press the left mouse button, drag the marker
to a new place and release the mouse button. The marker can also be dragged by its
heading (button). After shifting the markers, automatic renewal of quick analysis windows takes place (see below).
In most tests there is an automatic setting of analysis markers that is executed just after the corresponding trace acquisition. Besides the manual markers correction, described in the previous paragraph, in EMG tests there is a possibility of the second
start of automatic wave search from any time position. For this purpose move the
mouse cursor to the most strongly pronounced component of the required wave on
the trace, press and hold the [Alt] key and press the left mouse button.
In some tests separate markers on traces can be deleted, if they are not necessary,
by the Trace|Marker|Delete current, Trace|Marker|Delete all on trace or
Trace|Marker|Delete all menu commands.
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For quick wave latency measuring place the mouse cursor on the trace holding the
[Shift] key. Next to the mouse cursor the time will be displayed (Fig. 2.38).

Fig. 2.38

For quick intervals and/or amplitudes measuring it is necessary to (Fig. 2.39):
 Move the mouse cursor to the start measuring point (e.g., to a trace peak).

Fig. 2.39

 Press and hold the [Shift] key on the keyboard.
 Press the left mouse button and, holding it, drag the mouse to the end measuring
point. A rectangle with vertexes at the chosen points will appear on the screen and
next to it the numeric values of the amplitude and interval will be displayed.
Thus, it is possible to view at once a few amplitudes (intervals) if they have the common start measuring point.
The traces can be exported to the external file (i.e. for processing by external programs). To export test traces, use the Trace|Export|to XML…, the Trace|Export|to
EDF+…, or Trace|Export|to text file… menu command. In the first case the traces
are saved in XML format. The format of file export is described in 7.3 “XML-format of
Data Export” appendix. In the second case the traces are saved in common EDF+
format. In the third case the traces are described as conventional text with comments.
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2.6.2. Quick Analysis Windows
Quick analysis windows with tables and graphs are located by default either on
the side from the window with traces or below it (Fig. 2.40).

Fig. 2.40

You can switch the visibility of quick analysis windows on the screen by
the View|Analysis tables and View|Analysis graphs menu commands. Besides,
you can hide any analysis window just pressing the
symbol in the top right corner
of the corresponding window.
There exist two different layouts of analysis windows and you can switch between
them using the View|Window layout|Layout toggle ([Ctrl+Tab]) menu command. It
is possible to adjust the visibility, size and position of each window in any of these
layouts. Moreover, the windows can be disposed either next to each other (Fig. 2.41,
a) or on tabs (Fig. 2.41, d). The program ensures two different layouts for desktop/notebook PC and tablet (this option is activated with Setup|Use Touchscreen
style menu command).
To change the size move the mouse cursor to the window border and drag holding
the left mouse button down.
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To place windows on tabs, “catch” the window header by the mouse (Fig. 2.41, a, b),
drag it to another window in the center of the appeared symbol of cross (Fig. 2.41, c)
and release it (Fig. 2.41, d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2.41

To drag apart windows on tabs, “catch” the window tab by the mouse (Fig. 2.42, a, b),
drag it to the one of four appeared corners of the cross (Fig. 2.42, c) and release
(Fig. 2.42, d). If you drag the window (Fig. 2.42, a) by the heading, the whole window
together with tabs will be removed.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2.42

Any window can be made as pop-up which doesn’t take place on the screen as only
its heading is displayed. To make a pop-up window, click on the symbol in the top
right corner of the analysis window (Fig. 2.43, a).
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After that, only the heading will be visible (Fig. 2.43, b). To review the window contents just move the mouse cursor to its heading and left-click it – the window will pop
up (Fig. 2.43, c). If you left-click beyond the window, it will disappear (Fig. 2.43, d).
Click the

button once again to return the window to the previous (not pop-up) state.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2.43

For the tables located in the quick analysis windows it is possible to:
 change the width of separate columns by dragging the borders of their headings
with the mouse (by default the column width is automatically adjusted to fill its content); if you changed the column width at first and then want to set default width,
double-click on the right border of column heading with the left mouse button;
 change the visibility of separate columns (rows) by pressing the right mouse button
on the table and selecting the required visibility parameter with local menu command;
 sort the table rows by values of any column. To do this, click left mouse button on
its heading; when you click for the first time, the sorting by value increase, if you
click it again, it is sorted by value decrease, if you do it next time, the sorting is disabled;
 change the column position in the table. To do it, drag its heading to a new place
with a mouse;
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 switch the table arrangement between two modes: automatic width arrangement
(Fig. 2.44, a) and fulfillment of the whole analysis window (Fig. 2.44, b);

a)

b)

Fig. 2.44

 group table by selected columns. The initial table is given in Fig. 2.45, a and the table grouped by “Recording site” column is given in Fig. 2.45, b.

a)

b)
Fig. 2.45
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When selecting (focusing) a trace, the corresponding row in the table and point (or diagram bar) on the graph in the quick analysis window are automatically selected. In
the same way, when selecting a table row or point (diagram bar) in the quick analysis
window the corresponding trace is selected (Fig. 2.46).

Fig. 2.46

2.6.3. Exam Reports
Each exam can include one or more reports. Besides text, exam report can include
tables, graphs and pictures. There is a possibility of both automatic report generation
and input of any information using the computer keyboard. The software allows creating two types of reports: built-in and Microsoft Word format (Microsoft Word 2007 or
later version is necessary). You can select the type of exam report using
the Report|Use Microsoft Word menu command (Fig. 2.47).

Fig. 2.47
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The built-in report in many respects is identical to the standard WordPad program in
Windows. The editor has such advantages as fast work, no necessity to install additional software and good quality of the created report (Fig. 2.48).

Fig. 2.48

Fig. 2.49
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Microsoft Word report allows obtaining access to all facilities of Word editor developed
by Microsoft Company (Fig. 2.49). However, to work with this editor Microsoft Word
must be installed on your computer.
To generate new exam report, use the Report|Templates menu command. Select
the template from the menu to generate the report. To speed up the work, use toolbar
buttons for report generation or hotkeys. The number of reports is unlimited.
Exam report is generated according to the special template where the type of information and its view are specified. The number of report templates is unlimited.
By default, reports are saved together with the exams in the database. To copy reports simultaneously to any catalogue (folder) on the computer disc, check the “Copy
reports to the folder” (Fig. 2.95) checkbox and select folder name. Therefore, when
the report is being saved to the database, it will be copied to the indicated catalogue
at the same time.
To print the exam report, use the Report|Print menu command. Besides, you can export the report to the external file (the Report|Export… and Report|Export to PDF…
menu commands) or send it by e-mail (the Report|Send… menu command). The report can be exported to pdf only if PDFCreator software is installed (the program is
free and is supplied with Neuro-MEP.NET distributive).
During work with a new exam it is convenient to enter some information to “Clinical
state” and “Conclusion” windows. Further its contents can be copied to the exam report both manually (Report|Copy conclusion) and with the use of report template.

2.6.4. Exam Report Templates
The exam reports can be created by copying the graphs and tables from different
tests manually but it can take too much time. The exam report templates are powerful
mechanism to speed up the report creation. The sequence, composition and type of
information included in the report are defined in the template. Several templates are
provided with the program by default but you can change these templates and create
the new ones taking into account the concrete requirements, which provides the flexible system of the report generation.
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To edit the report templates, use Report|Templates editor… menu command.
The report template editor is shown in the Fig. 2.50.

Fig. 2.50

The toolbar for the report templates control is located in the top part of the window.
Using the buttons of this toolbar you can create the new report templates, remove the
existing ones and import the templates from files, export the templates to files (for example, to remove to other computer) and rename them.
The combo-box of the available reports templates is located to the right. After the selection of the required report template from this list, you can start its editing. The window of the templates manager is divided into three parts. The left part contains the list
of the information available for inclusion to the report (list of elements or blocks). All
the report elements are divided into groups which names can be seen on the tabs. To
select the active tab, press it with the left mouse button. To include the required element to the report template, drag it with the mouse to the middle part of the window.
The report template editor (“canvas”) is located in the middle part of the window. It
contains the elements that are to be included in the exam report. It is possible to
change the report template using both the keyboard and by adding the elements
(blocks) from the list. The list has a tree structure, i.e. some elements can contain
other elements.
To add some data to the report that will be known at report generation stage (for example, name and age of a patient), you can use the so called “tags” in the report template text. When generating the report, all tags will be replaced by its values. The examples of tag use ($Name, $Age, $LongDate) are shown in Fig. 2.51. In this case after report generation patient’s name appears instead of $Name tag, her/his age instead of $Age tag and exam date instead of $LongDate tag. To obtain the list of all
available tags, press [Ctrl+Space] key combination or

button on the toolbar (see
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Fig. 2.52) while editing the template. Please, pay attention that the text replacing the
tag will be of the same style (size, typeface, bold letters, etc.) as the tag itself.

Fig. 2.51

Fig. 2.52

To format the template text, there are corresponding buttons (they are standard for
most text editors) over the editor. Also among these buttons you can find the following
ones: the
button to insert the table-container to the template, the
button to
insert the image from a file, the buttons to move the selected fragment one position
forward
and backward
. Besides you can copy, insert, insert image from file,
insert table-container using the context menu of the editor.
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To specify indentations in printed document and change page orientation use the
button, and to specify the content of page header and footer use the
can use the above-mentioned tags in header and footer.

button. You

The right part of the editor contains the settings panel of the current report element.
Each element has its own settings, using them you can change the information appearance included in the report. By default, the settings of the editor “canvas” look like
this way (Fig. 2.53).

Fig. 2.53

The user tags are the ones created by report template developer. They as tags already mentioned can be inserted to any part of exam report, however their real values
are requested from a user during the generation of exam report. Let us see the example.
It is supposed that it is required to add an information about a patient’s temperament
type. There are no such data in the exam features and typically there is no wish to enter this data to the report manually (it is easy to forget about it). In this case you can
apply user tags. As soon as you press
dialog box appears on the screen (Fig. 2.54).

button (Fig. 2.53), the following

Fig. 2.54
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Press
button, specify “$Temperament” tag name, enter “Temperament” tag
description and select “List” tag type (Fig. 2.55).

Fig. 2.55

In the appeared “User tag setup” window (Fig. 2.56) create the list of four
temperament types.

Fig. 2.56

As soon as these dialog boxes are closed, the editor settings will change the following
way (see Fig. 2.57). Besides, the new “$Temperament” tag will appear in the list of
available tags activated by means of [Ctrl+Space] key combination or by pressing the
button.

Fig. 2.57
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Now this tag can be used in the report template, for example, this way (Fig. 2.58).

Fig. 2.58

While generating the exam report the dialog box shown in Fig. 2.59 will appear on the
screen. You should select the temperament of a patient and the report should look like
as shown in Fig. 2.60.

Fig. 2.59

Fig. 2.60

The $ExamComment user tag is processed the following way. After the report generation the content of this tag is added to the exam comment, and can be reviewed
using, for example, exam manager.
Let us consider several main elements (blocks) that can be used to generate the report template.
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2.6.4.1. Table
To add the table to the report template, click on the left part with the left mouse button
(Fig. 2.61, “M-wave parameters” table) and then click on the place of the table location
in the template editor “canvas” with the left mouse button (Fig. 2.62). The table settings will appear in the right part of the window (Fig. 2.63). Using these settings, you
can set up the table appearance (fonts, column visibility, headings, etc.).

Fig. 2.61

Fig. 2.62
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Fig. 2.63

During the exam report generation using this template, the table with obtained exam
data will be inserted to the report instead of the table image (Fig. 2.62). This table image is only schematic. Thus, if the table settings (Fig. 2.63): column visibility, grouping
are not changed, the table is copied to the report as it is specified in the exam for
which the report is generated. So, the table appearance in the report may differ from
the one in Fig. 2.62. If the settings of the column visibility (Fig. 2.63) are changed, the
table appearance shown in Fig. 2.62 and the table in the report will correspond to these modifications.
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2.6.4.2. Graph (Diagram)
To add the graph to the report template, click on the left part with the left mouse button (Fig. 2.64, “M-wave amplitude” graph) and then click on place of possible graph
location (Fig. 2.65) at the template editor “canvas” with the left mouse button.
The graph settings will appear in the right part of the window (Fig. 2.66). Using these
settings, you can specify the graph appearance (dimensions, color rendering, etc.).

Fig. 2.64

Fig. 2.65

Fig. 2.66
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During the exam report generation using this template, the graph plotted with the use
of the certain exam data will be inserted to the report instead of the conditional graph
(Fig. 2.65).

2.6.4.3. Trace Image
To add the trace image to the report template, click on the left part with the left mouse
button (Fig. 2.67, “Traces”) and then click on place of possible trace image (Fig. 2.68)
at the template editor “canvas” with the left mouse button. The trace image settings
(Fig. 2.69) will appear in the right part of the window. Using these settings, you can
specify the trace appearance (dimensions, color rendering, etc.).

Fig. 2.67

Fig. 2.68
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Fig. 2.69

During the exam report generation using this template, the trace image plotted with
the use of the certain exam data will be inserted to the report instead of the schematic
trace image.
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2.6.4.4. Text
To add some information (text, images, etc.) to the report template, it is enough to add
it to the “canvas” (Fig. 2.50). However, if this information should not be inserted always (for example, only if “Motor CV” is included in the exam), then “Text” special
template elements are used (Fig. 2.70).

Fig. 2.70
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The example of “Text” element content in the report template is shown in Fig. 2.71.
For “Motor CV” test the test name (instead of $TestName tag), list of recording sites
(instead of $Leads tag), trace image and two tables of “M-wave parameters” and “Motor CV” are inserted to the report in this “Text” element.

Fig. 2.71

For each “Text” element the arbitrary comment can be entered (see “Enter comment”
line in Fig. 2.71). This comment is displayed only in the report template and is intended for the identification and the search of this element. If you click on
icon
with the left mouse button, you can reduce the element up to its heading (Fig. 2.72)
and then open again.

Fig. 2.72

2.6.4.5. Conditional Element “If.. Then”
Sometimes you have to include some information to the report depending on some
conditions. For example, if a patient’s height and weight are entered, the body mass
index can be included in the report. If one of the parameters is missing, the calculation
of the body mass index is impossible and makes no sense. In this case the special
conditional elements “If... then” can be used. They allow to define some piece of information if one condition is fulfilled and define another one (or do not define at all) if
the condition is not fulfilled.
To add the conditional element to the report template, click on the left part with the left
mouse button (Fig. 2.73) and then click on the place of possible element location
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(Fig. 2.74) at the template editor “canvas” with the left mouse button. The element settings (Fig. 2.75) will appear in the right part of the window.

Fig. 2.73

Fig. 2.74

Fig. 2.75

Let us consider the above-mentiond example concerning the body mass index
(Fig. 2.76).

Fig. 2.76

If patient’s age ($Age tag) and height ($Height tag) are entered, the “Body mass index: [real value of body mass index]” text will be added to the report, otherwise the
“Body mass index is unavailable” text will appear. Let us consider the “If $Age != ""
AND $Height > 0, then” string. It is read the following way: if age ($Age) is not equal
to (!=) an empty string (""), i.e. is not empty and (AND) height ($Height) is greater (>)
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than zero (0), then … To get help in generation of such logical expressions, press the
button (Fig. 2.76). Please, pay attention that different variants of comparison can
be applied to $Age and $Height tags (in one case it is “!=”, in other case it is “>”). As it
is shown in Fig. 2.52, “$Age (String) | Patient’s age” and “$Height (Number) | Patient’s
height (cm)”. Thus, different types of data (string and number) can be used for height
and age that is why different types of comparison are used. The age is specified with
the use of string as far as it can be an expression like “59 years”, “41 years”, “1 year
and 2 months”, “25 days”, however the height is always set in centimeters and can be
expressed in number.
Please note, that besides text any other elements like tables, graphs and even nested
elements “If… then” can be added to the element as an information.

2.6.4.6. Loop
It often happens that this or that information should be added to the report several
times. For example, it is required to add motor conduction velocity at different segments. In such cases, the special conditional element “loop” can be used. It allows
displaying the required information for specified number of times.
To add the loop element to the report template, click on the left part with the left
mouse button (Fig. 2.77) and then click on the place of possible element location
(Fig. 2.78) at the template editor “canvas” with the left mouse button. The element settings (Fig. 2.79) will appear in the right part of the window.

Fig. 2.77

Fig. 2.78
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Fig. 2.79

Let us consider the above-mentioned example with motor conduction velocities
(Fig. 2.80), when it is required to display “Velocity on segment “[segment name]”
[velocity value] m/s” string for each segment. When you perform an exam, it may look
like the following way:
The velocity on “wrist – bend of elbow” segment is 56/3 m/s. The velocity on “bend of
elbow – lower third of shoulder” segment is 64.3 m/s.

Fig. 2.80

This loop should be performed several times depending on the conduction segment
quantity in the test. If you press [Ctrl+Space] key combination or
button on the
toolbar, you will see that “$SegmentVelocity (Array of numbers)” and
“$SegmentVelocity.Length (Number)” tags are available in “Motor CV” test.

Fig. 2.81

“Array of numbers” indicates that this variable contains several values, each of them is
available by its index (number) and the number of elements in the array is defined by
its “Length” property. To get an access to a specified value of the array at each loop
iteration, use the loop variable (the loop variable in Fig. 2.80 is $I). Thus you can fulfill
the loop input boxes “from” and “to” as we need the velocity values of the very first
segment ($I = 1) up to the last one ($I = $SegmentVelocity.Length). To refer to
separate array elements and add the correct value of velocity for each loop iteration,
the expression of $SegmentVelocity[$I] type is used.
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Arrays of named lines for EP components, EP intervals, EP amplitudes, and EP amplitude ratio (Fig. 2.82).

Fig. 2.82

These arrays can be used as follows:
If the report template contain the following phrase:
Latency of the component N75 is $Latency[“N75”] ms, and latency of the component
P100 is $Latency[“P100”] ms ,
then the following information will be included into the report :
Latency of the component N75 is 78,3 ms, and latency of the component P100 is
105 ms.
Please note, that besides text any other elements like tables, graphs and even nested
loops can be added to the loop body.

2.6.4.7. Loop Through All Tests
Each exam can contain different number of tests with different techniques. To structure the information in the report, use “Loop through all tests” report template element.
To add the loop element to the report template, click on the left part with the left
mouse button (Fig. 2.83) and then click on place of possible element location
(Fig. 2.84) at the template editor “canvas” with the left mouse button. The element settings (Fig. 2.85) will appear in the right part of the window.

Fig. 2.83

Fig. 2.84
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Fig. 2.85

The loop through all tests is similar to the one mentioned before. The difference
between them is that loop through all tests always performs as much iterations as
tests in the exam. Any other elements can be inserted inside this element. In the
element settings (Fig. 2.85) you can specify the order of test sequence in the loop
(sort order) and also define for which test templates it is required or is not required to
fulfill this loop.

2.6.4.8. Table-container
The table-container allows formatting the information in the report by strings and columns. Using it, you can display the tables, text and other information side-by-side.
To add the table-container to the report template, click on the
icon located on the
toolbar with the left mouse button or select “Enter table-container” menu command
from the local menu (Fig. 2.86). After that the table-container will appear on the
template editor “canvas” at the text cursor position (Fig. 2.87). The element settings
will appear in the right part of the window (Fig. 2.88).

Fig. 2.86
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Fig. 2.87

Fig. 2.88

The example of table-container where two tables “F-wave parameters” and “M-wave
parameters” are placed side-by-side is shown in Fig. 2.89. At that, the borders of table-container are invisible.

Fig. 2.89
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2.6.4.9. Other Functionality
You can include patient photo, image with examined muscles, help window content,
summary table with all tests and table with diabetic neuropathy indices into exam report (Fig. 2.90).

Fig. 2.90

The “Examined muscles” block contain human body muscle diagram. Examined muscles are painted over (Fig. 2.91). If you insert this block into the loop on tests of
the certain type, the software will paint over only muscles examined during these
tests.

Fig. 2.91
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2.7. Hardware and Software Configuration Setting
The setting of program basic parameters is carried out by the Setup|Change menu
command.
“General” page (Fig. 2.92).

Fig. 2.92

“User”.
“Login:”. The user name to log in. Each user has his/her own setting system (e.g.,
the possibility to change window layout, toolbar settings and traces color; to connect
databases, etc.), which doesn’t influence the setting system of any other user. To add
a new user, use “Administration” tab of the window.
“Password:”. A keyword required at each program start. Keep in mind that it will be
impossible to restore the password in case you forget it. You can leave this field empty (entry without password).
“Request login and password”. If the checkbox is checked, user login and password
will be required after the program startup.
“Protect settings with password:” If the checkbox is checked, you are allowed to
change the program settings only after the password entering.
“Hospital”. A name of medical establishment indicated in the exam report ($Hospital
tag value).
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“Program start”. Action carried out automatically after the program startup.
“After closing exam”. Action carried out automatically after the exam closing.
“Database. Use data compression for archiving”. The data compression at saving to
archive allows to save the space on a disk but slows down the operation with archives.
“Maximum opened exams count:”. Limit of exam quantity to be opened simultaneously.
“Optimize traces drawing (turn off if you have some problems with traces view)”. It is
recommended to check this checkbox. It allows speeding up of trace drawing on the
screen. In case you have problems with trace drawing (picture “freezing”; markers can
not be moved using mouse, etc.), uncheck this checkbox.
“Software” page (Fig. 2.93).

Fig. 2.93

“Tests setup”

By means of this button you can create, delete and edit test templates. Test template is a template list of separate tests and speeds up doctor’s work.

Test templates (exam techniques) setup.
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List setup of all possible sites.
“Colors and markers”. Trace view colors and markers setup.
“Analysis table font size” – the font size of values in analysis tables.
“Default exam report”. Binding of the Report|New report 1 and Report|New report 2
menu commands with the certain report templates. In Fig. 2.93, the exam report will
be generated according to “Basic report” template if the Report|New report 1 menu
command is selected.
“Autosave on new test”. If the checkbox is checked, the Exam|Save command is executed automatically while the new test of a new exam is created.
“Use old Neuro-MEP functional key style”. If the checkbox is checked, the functional
keys ([F1] – [F12]) of the computer keyboard are used as hotkeys while recording bioelectric signals from the patient. This mode makes the work with the program easier
if there is no special dedicated keyboard in the delivery set.
“Scale 1-2-5 for traces”. If the checkbox is checked, the trace scales (sweep and sensitivity) can be only displayed as 1-2-5, i.e. 10 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms per division
etc. If the checkbox is not checked, the scale is displayed more smoothly: 10 ms,
15 ms, 20 ms, 25 ms, 40 ms, 50 ms, 75 ms, 100 ms per division etc.
“Open clinical state in new exam”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, the window for input of patient’s clinical state data entering is opened just after a new exam
creation.
“Template name instead of test name”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked,
the template name is displayed instead of exam technique in the exam inspector and
test windows headings.
“Show test tabs”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, tab for each test is displayed. The test type is also displayed on the tab.
“Show analysis windows captions”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, large
window headings are displayed. You can use these header, for example, to drag
analysis windows.
“Enable analysis windows dragging”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, you
can drag analysis windows by the header area.
“Semitransparent floating windows” — when this option is activated, the analysis windows become semitransparent allowing to see the content they overlay.
“Use reference (norm) values”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, the received parameters are compared with the normal ones and their difference from
the normative ones (if the norms are available in the norm base) is provided. If the
checkbox is unchecked, the requests to the norm system are not executed.
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“Display abnormal values with red font”. If the checkbox is checked, the values going
beyond the reference values, are marked with red. In case the checkbox is unchecked, they are marked with red background.
“Copy test data to report by default”. If this checkbox is selected, the analysis data of
each test will be copied to the report. Otherwise this option is activated manually using
the information panel.
All program settings, including exam templates, toolbar appearances, trace colors etc.
(excluding system of norms) can be exported to an external file by the Setup|Save
menu command. Then the settings can be imported into the program by the Setup|Load menu command. Besides, you can selectively export report templates, exam
templates and list of recording sites using the Setup|Test templates|Export menu
command. To import the settings use the Setup|Test templates|Import menu command. System of norms can be exported and imported using buttons in the “Norm editor” window (Setup|System of norms menu item).
“Hardware” page (Fig. 2.94).

Fig. 2.94

“Sound output. Gain (discrete/mm)”. Ratio for the data of the displayed traces multiplying before transferring to computer sound card (measured in discretes of the sound
card per screen millimeter). The maximal signal value received by the sound card
without distortion corresponds to 32000 discretes.
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“Auditory EP. Headphones”. The type of headphones used for the auditory EP study.
Use the
button to edit correction index tables for different loudness scales, devices
and headphones.
“Reverse pattern screen. Screen diagonal (inches)”. Diagonal of the reversal pattern
monitor for acquisition of reversal pattern visual EP (ERG). Keep in mind that the diagonal described in the monitor registration certificate often distinctly exceeds the real
visible picture size. It is recommended to measure the diagonal of the reversal pattern
visible picture with the ruler and specify its real size (1 inch = 25.4 mm). It is necessary to measure exactly the pattern picture, but not the whole visible diagonal of the
screen.
“Screen aspect ratio”. You can choose widescreen (16:9) or a standard one (4:3).
“LCD monitor delay (ms)”. If you purchased the system with LCD monitor serving as
reverse pattern screen, you should specify the monitor delay for its correct work. Otherwise, values of visual evoked potential latency may be incorrect. If you purchased
monitor from Neurosoft Ltd. it has marking made in Neurosoft Ltd. laboratory. This
marking indicates the real value of monitor delay. Remember, that delay values given
in monitor passports differ from real values, and you need special equipment to
measure the real delay. For CRT monitors serving as reverse pattern screens delay
equals zero.
“Power supply. Power supply frequency (Hz)”. Electric mains frequency in your region
in Hz for the interference notch filter matching. In Russia and Europe this value equals
to 50 Hz, in USA – 60 Hz.
“Wireless keyboard”. Button for Bluetooth-keyboard connection in the wireless data
transfer mode. Press the button only once – when you connect the wireless keyboard
to your computer for the first time. If the Bluetooth-keyboard is connected through
USB port, it will function without pressing this button.
“Create exam report by device button”. If the checkbox in this group box is checked,
you can press Tab (Window) button on the device or dedicated keyboard to generate
exam report.
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“Report” page (Fig. 2.95).

Fig. 2.95

“Show dialog “New report”. If the checkbox is checked, the dialog box with a query for
report name and comment will be displayed before creating a new exam report.
“Show glossary with report”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, the glossary
window will be displayed each time you display exam report on the screen.
“Copy reports to the folder”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, the exam reports are simultaneously copied to the indicated folder on a computer disk at the moment of report saving.
“Report template name”. The file name template for the exam report. In this template
you can use the same tags as in the exam report. It allows making the file name more
clear. For example, in this case («$NAME_$ID_$SHORTDATE_$TIME») the file
name will consist of a patient’s name, an ID, date and time of exam creation.
“Copy reports as PDF”. If this checkbox is selected, the reports are saved in PDF. It is
possible only if PDFCreator software is installed (the program is free and is supplied
with Neuro-MEP.NET distributive).
“Font”. The font of the exam report is set by default. The same font is used by default
in “Clinical state” and “Conclusion” windows.
“The

button”. Changing of the exam report templates.
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“Exams manager” page (Fig. 2.96).

Fig. 2.96

“Data transfer”. Folder for temporary storage”. The folder for temporary data storage
transferred from database to CD. The data are stored in the folder till its size achieves
the maximum possible size to burn it on CD.
“Maximum disk size”. The used size of compact disk for the exam recording. The size
can be selected both from the combo-box and specified arbitrary.
“View. Show only compatible exams”. If the checkbox is checked, the “Exams Manager” will display only those exams that can be reviewed (opened) with
Neuro-MEP.NET software.
“View. Use the trash bin for deleted exams”. If the checkbox is selected, the exam,
removed with “Exams manager” program, is not deleted completely, it is placed to
a special folder called “Trash bin” and can be restored later.
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“Administration” page (Fig. 2.97). The page is available only for administrator.

Fig. 2.97

“User database”. The network database where the list of users and software settings
are saved. This capability is handy if there are common list of users and individual
software settings for each user within the network, regardless of which PC specialist
work.
“Users”. The list of users. The
tended to edit the list of users.

,

and

buttons are in-

“Workstation name”. The name of network station (computer) at operation with network database.
“Patient and exam data”
“Customize elements view…”. The setup of patient card appearance, requested at the
beginning of each new exam.
“Additional parameters…”. The setup of additional (user) parameters introduced in patient card.
“Default patient gender”. It allows to specify the patient’ sex by default at the beginning of each new exam.
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“Name and date of birth are required”. If the checkbox is selected, the check of entered patient name, sex, age and weight is done before the patient card closing.
“Run only one instance of the application”. If the checkbox is selected, the second instance of the application is disabled.
“Upgrade” page (Fig. 2.98).

Fig. 2.98

“Turn on autoupgrade”. If the checkbox is checked, the program is updated automatically. The programs checks the presence of new program version in the specified
folder at each program start and, if it is available, updates the program automatically.
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“GDT” page (Fig. 2.99).

Fig. 2.99

The folder names with input and output data to synchronize the exams and GDT integration protocol of a hospital are entered on this page.
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2.7.1. Toolbars
The toolbars are intended to speed up an access to some menu commands. The program has flexible system of toolbar setup allowing to customize these toolbars and
assign “hot keys” to the menu commands. Besides, you can drag the toolbars with the
mouse and position them at any convenient place along the perimeter of main program window.
To set up the toolbar, click on it with the right mouse button and select “Setup…” local menu command (Fig. 2.100). At that “Toolbar setup” window (Fig. 2.101) will appear on the screen.

Fig. 2.100

Fig. 2.101

Using this window you can set up the toolbar appearance: text/image ratio, image
size, text width, hot keys if they are required.
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The “Commands” tab of “Toolbar setup” window (Fig. 2.102) allows customizing the
information panels. In this window you can see all menu commands that are available
at this context (i.e. when “Toolbar setup” window is opened). Any of these commands
can be added to any toolbar as a button.

Fig. 2.102

To do it, select the required element from the list of commands and drag it with the
mouse to any place of any toolbar. Besides in this mode you can drag the available
buttons between the toolbars, remove them from the toolbars by pulling them out of
the toolbars.
To assign the new hot keys for the commands, use
button, and
button for
quick search. Alphanumeric keys without combination with modifier keys (Ctrl, Alt etc.)
can not be used as hotkeys. However, if [Ctrl+1] combination is assingned as a
hotkey for some command, and you press “1” while working with program (without Ctrl
button), the software tries to interprete this command as [Ctrl+1] and execute the
corresponding command. Definetely, this command will not be executed in case an
input field is active. In this case “1” figure will appear in the input field.
You can “lock” any menu command by hiding corresponding buttons on toolbars and
menus. To do it, you should click with the left mouse button to the left from the
corresponding command. At that
symbol appears (see Fig. 2.102). So, hiding
unused commands you can make program interface much easier.
The setup of toolbar appearance can be done separately for each type of test (i.e. for
each technique).

2.7.2. Test Templates
2.7.2.1. Test Types
The settings for each technique are saved in a test template in which there are device
settings (channel numbers, filter parameters, amplification coefficients, stimulator settings etc.), list of sites, record parameters, trace scales by default, names of markers
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etc. The program is delivered with certain tests templates by default but you can
change tests templates and create new ones by yourself. To work with tests templates
use either the Tests templates button (Fig. 2.93) or the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. In the Test templates setup window (Fig. 2.103) use
either the
one or the

button to create new test template on the basis of the selected
button to change the selected test template.

Fig. 2.103

Besides, it is possible to create the new templates folders (along with “Electroneuromyography”, “Electromyography”, “Neuromuscular junction” and other folders which
are available by default), new groups of test templates (along with already existing
“Motor CV”, “Sensory CV” and other groups), using operations for copying, insertion
and renaming of any elements of tree (Fig. 2.103).
As soon as you press
or
buttons, the test template wizard
which contains a big number of pages with settings (Fig. 2.104) will appear on the
screen.
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Use the
and
buttons to switch between the pages. The direct access to separate window pages is available via the list of pages located in the left part
of the window. The pages which can be found in several tests types are described below. The pages for a certain test type are described in special sections.

Fig. 2.104

“Template name”. The displayed test template name.
“Hotkeys”. Keys combination with the help of which you can create a new test by certain template at any time while working with the program.
“Template importance”. The degree of importance and frequency of test template use
for a user: basic, additional or rare (see more information in this section).
“Comments”. Any text information with template description.
“Overwrite protection in grouped operations”. If the checkbox is checked, the record
group operations are not applied to a certain template (for more details see comments
to Fig. 2.126).
“Template icon”. The list of icons available for the present test template. This list is
displayed only if several icons are available for this type of test template.
“Amplifier channels”. The amplifier channels which will be used in the test should be
checked.
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The parameter of template importance is especially convenient when the total amount
of test templates is very large, however the most of them are rarely used. Thus, when
selecting the test template you can select the templates to be displayed or hidden
(Fig. 2.105).

Fig. 2.105

– show the basic test templates in the drop-down list.
– show the additional test templates in the drop-down list.
– show the test templates used rarely in the drop-down list.
– show all test templates in the drop-down list.
If you press
button, the menu will be displayed as shown in Fig. 2.106. At that the
list of available templates contain only those templates stimulation sites of which
corresponds to selected body area. It speeds up the search of required template.

Fig. 2.106
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2.7.2.2. Montage (Recording Sites)
On the “Channel 1” page of test template wizard (Fig. 2.107) you can set the recording site (montage) for amplifier channel.

Fig. 2.107

To select a body part click on it either on the picture or in the “Body part” drop-down
list. All possible sites for this body part appear in the list of recording sites. The list of
possible sites can be edited by the buttons to the right of the list. The “Do not show”
button for body side means no information about body part in a recording site. If you
select the “Request” button, the body part will be requested at the moment when a
new test by certain template is created. “As previous montage” and “Change from
previous” options are convenient to use with several channels for recording site side
request to be executed only one time. “As previous montage” allows selecting the
same recording site side as in previous used montage (it can be the montage from
previous test or, if you use additional montages, the previous montage in the current
test). If the previous montage is absent (for example, the first exam test), the side request will be performed.
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2.7.2.3. Additional Montages
The “Additional montages” page of test template wizard (Fig. 2.108) allows to use
several montages in the test with the possibility of quick switch between them using
the buttons on the toolbar (Fig. 2.109).

Fig. 2.108

“Use additional montages in test”. The checked checkbox allows application of additional montages.
The drop-down list located to the right from montage name allows linking montage
with stimulation side. It means that montage sets automatically when you choose the
stimulation side. It can be applied to all EP types, including the somatosensory EP.
“Autochange next montage after new trace acquisition”. If this checkbox is checked,
than after the acquisition of the next trace the automatic switch to the next montage
will occur.
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To edit the montages list, use

,

,

,

and

buttons.
To select quickly the montage in the acquisition window, use the following buttons
(Fig. 2.109).

Switch to next montage
Fig. 2.109

Select new montage from the montage list

2.7.2.4. Acquisition Mode
On the “Acquisition mode” page (Fig. 2.110) you can set the main record parameters.

Fig. 2.110

“Use stimulation”. The checkbox is checked for those tests in which any types of stimulators are used.
“Traces acquisition mode”.
“Stimulus synchronization/EMG ”. Recording modes in which the trace beginning coincides with the moment of stimulus start or excess of a certain threshold by EMG
signal (EMG-trigger).
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“Single/averaging”. Single traces recording mode. This mode is used in such tests
types as Motor CV, Sensory CV, evoked potentials study.
“Continuous”. Recording mode in which trace sets are accumulated. This mode is
used in such test types as F-wave, H-reflex. If “Traces superposition” checkbox is selected, the traces being accumulated in the acquisition window are overlapped. When
the “Continuos stim.” checkbox is selected, the continuous mode is enabled and the
higher stimulation frequency can be used.
“Series”. Recording mode in which trace series are accumulated. Series is displayed
on the screen as several traces superimposed on each other with small horizontal
shift. This mode is used in such tests types as Repetitive Stimulation (decrement
test).
“Without stimulus/EMG synchronization”. Recording modes both with stimulation and
without it, however, the trace beginning is not synchronized with stimulus start.
“Free-run”. In this mode rather long epochs (from 0.5 sec up to several minutes) are
recorded after manual start. If the “Loop recording” checkbox is not checked, trace
graphing stops after the defined analysis epoch is reached. If the “Loop recording”
checkbox is checked, trace graphing continues repeatedly (i.e. after graphing of the
whole analysis epoch, record starts again from the trace onset) until it is stopped
manually. If the “Cascade” checkbox is checked, the traces are displayed with a wrap
i.e. if the traces do not fit the screen width, they are forwarded to the next line. This
mode is used in such tests as Spontaneous activity, Interference EMG.
“Free-run with long trace” – the recording mode when both a fragment of trace being
recorded and the whole analysis epoch in a condensed form are displayed.
“Fragment limit (ms)” – the limitation of the maximal duration of the automatically recorded (selected for analysis) trace fragment. However the duration of this fragment
can be enlarged manually. The number of trace fragments selected for the analysis is
unlimited.
“Loop recording”. If the checkbox is unchecked, the trace recording is stopped as
soon as the specified analysis epoch is obtained. If the checkbox is checked, it is continued in loops (i.e. the recording starts again from the trace onset as soon as
the whole analysis epoch is recorded) until it is stopped manually.
“Epoch autoincrease”. If the checkbox is checked, the epoch increments automatically
as soon as the whole trace is recorded. The number of incremental steps is limited.
“Sensitivity ratio:” – the sensitivity ratio to display the native trace and the condensed
image.
“Save in the absence of selected fragments”. In case there are no marked fragments
on trace you can save (select for analysis) either whole trace or its visible fragment.
“Trigger synchronization (continuous)”. Recording mode by short epochs (as a rule, by
several tens of milliseconds) while synchronizing the received traces by special trigger
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and accumulation of received single realizations. This mode is used in such test types
as MUP, Single Fiber (Jitter). If “Traces superposition” checkbox is checked,
the traces being accumulated in the acquisition window are overlapped.
“Trigger synchronization (averaging)”. Recording mode by short epochs (as a rule, by
several tens of milliseconds) while synchronizing the received traces by special trigger
and averaging of received single realizations. This mode is used in such tests types
as MUP, Macro-EMG.
“Stimulation frequency (Hz)”. Stimulation frequency by default after a test creation by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command.
“Zero after stimulus (µs)”. Using this parameter you can “cut off” (replace to isolation
line) a stimulus artefact appearing in some tests at the trace beginning. This value
does not influence the trace latency periods.
“Maximum stimuli/aver. count”. Maximum stimuli count displayed using
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command or maximum number of averagins.
“Possible artefacts (specify reserve stimuli)”. It is recommended to keep this option
active. There are only few exceptions, for example, if you use stimulation by pulse series within one epoch (one trace).
“Prerecording time (ms)”. This parameter allows including the “skipped” phenomena in
the trace (while free recording) or trace segment before the stimulus (in tests with
stimulation). For example, in free recording mode if the prerecording time value
equals to 200 ms and the accumulation mode is switched on
(the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command) or when unpausing (the
Acquisition|Pause menu command), the record starts 200 ms earlier, i.e. a 200 ms
trace fragment received before the start of recording will be included in the trace.
“Previous traces count”. The number of previous stimulus traces (traces recorded before) displayed “on the background” of the acquisition window. This option allows, for
example, following the response amplitude changes at stimulus increase in the acquisition window.
“Monitoring autostart”. If the checkbox is checked, the Acquisition|Monitoring menu
command is executed immediately after creation of a new test.
“Start impedance checking immediately”. If the checkbox is checked, the Acquisition|Impedance measurement… menu command is performed automatically after a
new test creation.
“Stimulus protocol (autoinc)”. If the checkbox is checked, the next stimulus increases
by one step (increments) after each stimulus start.
“Start averaging/continuous immediately”. If the checkbox is checked, after a new test
creation, the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command is executed and
the
further
trace
averaging
(accumulation)
starts
by
using
either
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Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus or Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu
commands.
“Turn on averaging/continuous when repetitive stimulation starts”. If the checkbox is
checked, while executing the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command,
the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command is also executed compulsively, i.e. at repetitive stimulation the trace averaging (accumulation) always takes
place immediately.
“Acquisition autocompletion”. If the checkbox is checked, when the preset maximal
number of stimuli is reached (or the whole analysis epoch is recorded), the Acquisition|Stop menu command is executed automatically resulting in closing of the acquisition window and inclusion of all the received traces into analysis.
“Acquisition autorestart”. If the checkbox is checked, autoacquisition restarts immediately after the Acquisition|Stop menu command is executed.
“Save traces before go to next test during acquisition”. If the checkbox is checked and
acquisition mode is run, the switch to another test results in preliminary automatic execution of Acquision|Stop menu command, i.e. the traces from closed acquisition
window will be saved for the analysis. In case the checkbox is unchecked, the traces
in the same conditions will not be saved for the analysis.
“Use temperature sensor”. If the checkbox is checked and the temperature sensor is
included into the delivery set, the current temperature value from the sensor is displayed on the information panel.
“Show all traces after acquisition”. If the checkbox is checked, the View|Traces|Show
all menu command is executed automatically as soon as the signal acquisition is finished.
“Sort traces by stimuli”. If the checkbox is selected, all traces are sorted by stimulus
increase after acquisition stop. The traces with the same stimuli are overlapped.
“Sort traces by recording sites”. If the checkbox is selected, all traces are sorted by
recording sites after acquisition stop. The traces with the same sites are overlapped.
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2.7.2.5. Footswitch and Adjustable Electro Stimulating
Probe Configuring
The “Footswitch/commands setup” page of test template wizard (Fig. 2.111) allows
footswitch setting up and linking pedals to menu commands. It is also possible to reprogram probe buttons, for example, for Motor CV test you can link “Repetitive stimulation” button with “Acquisition stop” menu command.

Fig. 2.111
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2.7.2.6. Averaging
The “Averaging” page (Fig. 2.112) is available only in the “Single/averaging” recording
mode.

Fig. 2.112

“Weighed averaging”. If the checkbox is selected, the “smart” averaging mode is activated. Typically it increases the quality of obtained traces (the statistical analysis of all
native traces obtained after each stimulus is done. The traces are ranged by quality
and only high quality traces are averaged).
“Autooptimization by quality”. If the checkbox is selected, the automatic selection of
averaging technique and quality criteria are done to obtain the best results.
“First stimuli to skip”. Number of stimuli to skip (ignore) before the start of averaging.
“Stimulus period change”. Random spread of stimulation period includes a special algorithm of stimulus changing period within narrow limits and allows decreasing the interference value in small amplitude average signal.
“Remove artefacts”. If the checkbox is checked, the traces which amplitude increases
the “Artefact level” are screened out.
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“Additional traces during acquisition”. If the checkbox is checked, the additional trace
(with dull color at the background ) can be displayed together with the trace being averaged.
“Averaged trace with the same stimulus”. Shows the trace with the same stimulation
parameters at the background. At that the programs tries to find the latest trace with
the same stimulation parameters among all test traces, however a user can select
other trace by selecting it (with the mouse or keyboard) before the acquisition start.
“Averaged trace with the same stimulus side”. This option is analogous to the previous
one except the stimulus amplitude (used to obtain the trace) that can differ from current stimulator settings.
“Native trace”. Shows the native trace at the background, i.e. the trace obtained after
each stimulus.
“Statistical analysis (screening)”. If the checkbox is checked, the statistical analysis of
the ensemble of native traces is made, which were received after each stimulus, to
range the traces by quality and include only high quality ones into the averaging process.
“Autocompletion criteria”. Autostop of averaging before the preset maximal number of
stimuli is reached on condition that the preset level of the further averaging parameters is reached.
“FMP:”. Minimal value of signal frequency at averaging. For instance, for short-latency
auditory evoked potentials it is recommended that this parameter takes the value not
less than 3.1.
“SNR (signal/noise)”. Signal/noise minimum ratio.
“RNL (resid. noise, nV)”. Maximal value of residual noise, in nanovolts.
“Native trace (reaveraging possibility)”. This option is described in details in section
5.2 “EP Acquisition.
“Do not save (max. performance)”. If the checkbox is selected, the native traces (epochs obtained after each stimulus) are not saved for the analysis. The further signal
reaveraging is impossible.
“Keep before closing the exam”. If the checkbox is selected, the native traces (epochs
obtained after each stimulus) are kept in the test data. Thus the trace reaveraging can
be done until the exam is closed.
“Save (significant increase of exam size)”. If the checkbox is selected, the native
traces (epochs obtained after each stimulus) are kept in the test data for the analysis.
Thus the trace reaveraging can be done any time.
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2.7.2.7. Device
On the “Device” page (Fig. 2.113) there are hardware settings (amplifier and stimulators) depending on the device type you choose in the “Device” drop-down list.

Fig. 2.113

“Signal input range”. Maximal signal range at amplifier input which is received by the
device without distortion. Select the input range so that it is 2-3 higher than the maximum possible expected signal from the patient. Too high values of input signal increase noise level and too low values lead to amplifier overswing and signal distortion.
“Low frequency (HPF)”. Low cutoff frequency (high-pass filter).
“High frequency (LPF)”. High cutoff frequency (low-pass filter).
“Notch filter”. Interference notch filter state (50 or 60 Hz).
“Notch filter type. Recursive” notch filter has high suppression ratio but it can lead to
the distortion of high-amplitude responses, so it is recommended to be used in the
tests without stimulation only. “Adaptive” notch filter has low suppression ratio, it does
not lead to the responses distortion and can be used in the tests with stimulation.
“High harmonic filter. Adaptive” high harmonic filter is useful when the interference
level is considerable at high-frequencies.
“Sample rate”. A/D converter sampling frequency.
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“Impedance measurement”. Green/yellow/red thresholds are set for visual color display of electrode placement quality.

2.7.2.8. Sound Output
On the “Sound output” page (Fig. 2.114) there are synchronous sound playback settings. The sound is reproduced through computer speakers.

Fig. 2.114

“Turn on sound output”. If the checkbox is checked, synchronous sound output will be
turned on after a new test creation.
“Speaker connection”. Amplifier channel number to which the speaker will be connected after a new test creation.
“All channels (mixing)”. If this option is activated, the mixing of all channels used in
test takes place, i.e. the sound is output simultaneously from all channels.

2.7.2.9. Traces
The “Traces” page (Fig. 2.115) is used in cases when the recording not only the signals received from bio amplifier, but also additional (calculated) signals is required. It
is used also in cases when the special types of triggers are used to start signal acquisition. The special triggers can be, for example, two electrical stimulators in one test
or EMG trigger, i.e. the acquisition starts at EMG signal excess the specified level in
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one of the channels. To do it, check the checkbox “Traces do not correspond to amplifier channels or EMG trigger is used” (Fig. 2.116).

Fig. 2.115
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Fig. 2.116

Table “Calculated traces”. Each row of the table corresponds to one trace received after recording.
“New name”. The new name of the trace. If you leave the field empty, the trace name
specifies by default.
“Calculation formula”. The formula of trace calculation. For example, chan1 indicates
that this trace corresponds to the signal received from the first amplifier channel;
chan1+chan2 means that this trace is the sum of signals from the first and second
channels. The more detailed information about calculation formulas is given below.
“Trigger”. The trigger used for synchronization (recording start). The following variants
are possible:
 by default – the special triggers are not used.
 stimulus 1 (stimulus 2, stimulus 3, stimulus 4) – the synchronization (recording) of
the corresponding trace by first (second, third, fourth) stimulus. It is used, for example, in somatosensory EP test with the alternate electrical stimulation of different
limbs. At that, the applied device should provide the paired (multi) stimulation mode.
This trigger type can not be combined with others.
 EMG – synchronization (recording) of the corresponding trace at the excess of this
signal level in one of the amplifier channels. At the use of this trigger in test with
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stimulation the stimulus will also be a trigger, i.e. it is possible to apply two types of
trigger simultaneously.
“EMG trigger”.
“Amplifier channel number” – the channel number in which the EMG signal level is
tracked.
“EMG threshold (µV)” – the module of EMG signal value, in microvolts; the signal of
acquisition beginning is generated at the excess of this value.
“Beep after threshold exceeds”. The audio signal delivers through PC audio card
when signal by monitored EMG channel exceeds threshold value.

2.7.2.10. Formulas for Additional Traces Calculation
When you set the calculation traces in EMG program (Fig. 2.116) the special mathematical block is activated. For example, at the use of two amplifier channels (first and
second) and setting of three calculation traces (Fig. 2.116) the mathematical block will
look like the following (Fig. 2.117).

chan1
chan2

trace1
trace1 = chan1
trace2 = chan 2
trace3 = chan1+chan2

trace2
trace3

Fig. 2.117

Here:
“chan1, chan2” – the input signals from first and second amplifier channels correspondingly.
“trace1, trace2, trace3” – the output signals of mathematical block displayed as traces.
If the mathematical block is absent (Fig. 2.117), the signals from the amplifier channels (chan) should always correspond to received traces.
The formula “trace1 = chan1” indicates that the signal of the first trace corresponds
completely to the signal from the first amplifier channel. The formula “trace3 =
chan1+chan2” shows that the signal of the third trace is the sum of the signals from
first and second channels of the amplifier. In these formulas you can use four main
mathematical operators of addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*) and division (/)
and parentheses to group the expressions and also special functions abs (expression
module, rectified signal), sqrt (square root) and filtration functions (filters) described
below. Let us consider several examples of calculation formulas, which can be set in
“Traces” window (Fig. 2.116).
“(chan3 + chan4) / 2” – the calculation of average of 3 and 4 channels.
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“-chan1” – the inversion of the first channel (the channel signal will be inverted,
“turned over”).
“chan1 – chan2 + trace1” – the difference of 1 and 2 channels, to which the trace 1 is
added. Pay attention that both input amplifier channels (in this case chan1 and chan2)
and output channels, i.e. calculated traces (in this case trace1) can be used in the
formula.
“abs(chan2)” – rectified signal of the second channel, i.e. in absolute magnitude.
“sqrt (chan1 * chan1 + chan2 * chan2)” – the square root of the sum of squares of 1
and 2 channels.
For the additional traces filtration you can use the following filtration functions:
“hcf (<signal for filtration>, <cutoff frequency>)” – the high-cut filter. This filter passes
the signal with the frequencies below cutoff frequency and cuts the signal with the frequencies above the frequency cutoff.
“lcf (<signal for filtration>, <frequency cutoff>)” – the low-cut filter. This filter passes
the signal with the frequencies above cutoff frequency and cuts the signal with the
frequencies below the frequency cutoff.
The examples of filters use.
“hcf (chan1, 500)” – the filtration of signal from channel 1 with the low-cut filter with
500 Hz frequency cutoff.
“lcf (chan2 + trace3, 2.5) + hcf(trace3, 1000)” – the filtration result of signals sum from
second channel and third trace by the high-cut filter with 2.5 Hz frequency cutoff is
added up to the result of signal filtration of third trace by low-cut filter with 1000 Hz
frequency cutoff.

2.7.2.11. Use of EMG Triggers
EMG triggers can be used as reference signals for acquisition/averaging of traces
along with signals from stimulators. At that, the trace acquisition starts in case the signal amplitude in one of channels has reached the specified threshold. Moreover, EMG
triggers can be used together with any other type of stimulus. For this purpose it is required to use the mathematical block of the program, though the number of used amplifier channels and received traces can coincide.
Let us consider the example of test set up for intraoperative monitoring, where it is required to record M-wave by four channels, though the recording should start at the
standard electrical stimulus presence and at exceeding the specified threshold by
EMG signal in any of channels (for example, in the result of mechanical impact of a
surgeon on nerve).
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On “Acquisition mode” page of test templates wizard (Fig. 2.118) check “Use stimulation” checkbox, at that the selected mode can be either “Single/averaging” and “Continuous” as it is required.

Fig. 2.118
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On “Traces” page of test templates wizard (Fig. 2.119) it is required to check “Traces
do not correspond to amplifier channels or EMG trigger is used” checkbox, in “Trigger”
column select “EMG” for all channels, indicate any amplifier channel, specify the required threshold of EMG signal amplitude for the trigger initiation and check “Beep after threshold exceeds” checkbox. The beep is very useful to inform the surgeon of
EMG activity emergence as a result of mechanical impact on nerve.

Fig. 2.119

While performing the acquisition in a test created by this template, the new traces will
appear both at electrical stimulation and mechanical impact on nerve. It is important to
mention that Acquisition|Show acquisition window menu command is very useful
at simultaneous use of EMG trigger and electrical stimulation. Using this command,
the acquisition window is displayed on the screen without stimulation run. Then the
stimulation
can
be
activated
by
Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus
or
Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu commands.
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2.7.2.12. Traces View
On the “Traces view” page (Fig. 2.120) there are the settings of trace displaying in
the test.

Fig. 2.120

“Display traces parameters”.
“Common for all channels”. Common showing parameters (sensitivity, sweep, analysis epoch) for all traces of the test. Sensitivity and sweep changing commands influence all the traces in the window at once.
“Individual”. Individual parameters for vertical scale (sensitivity) and analysis epochs
can be set for each channel. Sensitivity changing commands impacts the selected
traces in the window only. To set the individual parameters by default press
the
button. In the work window you can switch
quickly between the individual and common settings using Trace|Individual scales
menu item.
“Common scale for acquisition and monitoring”. If the checkbox is checked, the synchronous scale changing in the acquisition and monitoring windows takes place. If
the checkbox is not checked, the synchronous scale changing takes place in the active window only.
“Monitoring”.
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“Sweep. Sensitivity”. Sweep and sensitivity values in the monitoring window by default.
“Lines (traces) count”. Number of trace lines (“ray” runs) displayed in monitoring window. The bigger amount of lines allows reviewing traces for a longer last time period.
“Acquisition”.
“Sweep. Sensitivity”. Sweep and sensitivity values in the monitoring window by default.
“Averaging sweep. Averaging sensitivity”. Sweep and sensitivity values for averaged
traces (if the average mode is used).
“Vertical splitter”. When the screen is divided into two parts with different sensitivity
the vertical splitter is used. For example, it is used at F-wave acquisition.
“Sensitivity after splitter”. Sensitivity at the right of the vertical splitter.
“Analysis epoch (ms)”. Analysis epoch duration, i.e. registered trace duration. For free
record mode (Fig. 2.110) this value determines the maximal trace length as in this
mode the trace acquisition can be stopped at any moment.
“Traces markers”. Traces markers display mode. The “Show all” variant is used most
of all. If there are too many markers and the scanning of traces is difficult, you can use
the “Only on the selected traces” mode.
“Traces layout”.
“Cascade”. If the checkbox is checked, the traces with “image transfer” are displayed,
i.e. the traces which don’t fit to the view window width are transferred to a new “line”.
“Vertical interval (mm)”. Vertical distance between traces by default. But after new
traces acquisition you can change their position by the mouse drag.
“Horizontal interval (mm)”. Horizontal distance between traces in series. It is used, for
example, at repetitive stimulation acquisition.
“Two panels (right side/left side stim.)”. The displaying of traces on two panels located
side-by-side: one contains traces received at right side stimulation, the other one – at
left side stimulation.
“Inverted position (left side/right side stim.)”. As in previous case but with inverse position of panels. The left panel shows the traces obtained at left side stimulation and
the right panel displays the traces obtained at right side stimulation. Pay attention that
this option is unavailable in already created (displayed at the screen) test.
“Information next to trace”. Various additional information displayed at the right of
the trace.
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“Double click in view mode” – the special program option. As soon as you double-click
the trace in the review window, you can either switch to the review mode with one
trace or switch to the condensed (long) trace review mode, for example, to select (cut)
several fragments of the long trace for the analysis.

2.7.2.13. Marker Names on Traces
On the “Marker names” page (Fig. 2.121) there are the settings of trace displaying in
the test (it is available not in all test types).

Fig. 2.121

“Default name”. Marker name in the program by default.
“New name”. If the marker name by default does not suit you, enter a new name in
this line. In case you prefer the marker button to be hidden, and to display only the
marker as a short line, set one empty space instead of marker name.
“Marker button”. If the checkbox is checked, the marker button appears at the trace.
“Visibility on the trace”. Marker visibility (presentation) on the trace.
“Description (comment)”. Marker type description for its correct identification.
“Show isoline traces”. If the checkbox is checked, a dashed isoline is displayed on the
trace (horizontal line drawn through wave onset marker).
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“Automatic wave search”. If the checkbox is checked, the automatic search of waves
with marker arrangement is done for new traces.

2.7.2.14. Test Protocols (Macros)
On the “Test protocols (macros)” page (Fig. 2.122) there are the settings of various
scripts for traces acquisition automatization. A protocol is a sequence of menu commands executed either at specified time moment or in certain sequence.

Fig. 2.122

“Active protocol”. Protocol name by default (active protocol after a new test creation).
“Active protocol start by Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command. If
the checkbox is checked, the execution of the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation
menu command is replaced by the Acquisition|Protocol start menu command to
start protocols easily using the dedicated keyboard.
“Protocol list”. The list of all protocols in the test template. To edit protocols use the
buttons at the right of the list.
Macros contains of sequence of event|action pairs, where event is, for example, time
passed from macros launch, and action means actions to be taken when event occures (when the specified moment is reached), for example, stimulus parameter setting, text message, signal acquisition start etc. You can create long and complicated
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scenarios using macroses, because any menu command can be included into macros
as an action.
The buttons
and
allow to export (import) the macros to external file (from external file) which provides the opportunity both to transfer them from
one computer to another one and copy from one test template to another one.

2.7.2.15. Comments/Windows/Reference Values
The page with test template wizard is given in the Fig. 2.123.

Fig. 2.123

“Test comment choices”. Comment choices set in advance. To set one of the choices
in the test quickly, click the right mouse button on the “Comment” panel and select
the comment you need from the local menu (Fig. 2.23, the upper part of the window).
“Trace comment choices”. Comment choices set in advance. To set one of
the choices in the test quickly, click the right mouse button on the trace and select
the comment you need from the local menu.
“Automatic comment input”. If the checkbox is checked, the automatic adding of
comment for each new trace takes place. At that the first comment is assigned to
the first trace, the second one is done to the second trace, etc.
“Windows layout”.
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The
button. The deletion of window layouts from a test template. This option is used when a test template has individual window layout, however
there is no need to use it and it is required to switch to common layout (the common
layout is kept in the default template).
The buttons
and
allow to export (import) the window layout to
external file (from external file) which provides the opportunity both to transfer them
from one test template to another one.
“Help window”.
button. It allows to edit the content of help window. If you
The
press this button, the “Help window content” window (Fig. 2.122) appears. You can
review or change the reference information in this window.

Fig. 2.124

You can use following ways to save the content of help window:
1.

Saving in test template. The reference information is saved in test template. It is
not necessary to additionally copy it when exporting/importing settings.

2.

Saving in test template as reference to external file. The test template contains
only the reference to external file (file path). The file opens only when help window opens. It is convenient when you operate the large amounts of reference in117
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formation. However, it is necessary to additionally copy the containment of external file when exporting/importing settings and ensure the correct file location (the
same file path).
3.

Saving in test template as reference to Web resource (Web page). The test template contains only Web address. Help window contentment from Internet loads
only when help window opens. Convenience of this approach is that user can use
third-party Web resources and use hypertext links. However, the necessity of Internet connection presence on PC is a disadvantage of this approach.

“Reference values”.
– using this option you can edit the reference values for this
test template (i.e. for EMG sites or EP components used in this test). Please, pay attention that the reference values are kept in the norm database of the program, not in
the test template.

2.7.2.16. Linked Tests
On the “Linked tests” page (Fig. 2.125) there are the linked tests list.

Fig. 2.125

If this list is left empty, then, while passing to the linked test, for example from Motor
CV to F-wave, a default template for F-wave test will be selected and in this template
only sites will be replaced to the sites from Motor CV test. If a default template is not
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suitable in this case, it is necessary to add another F-wave test template to the linked
tests list.

2.7.2.17. Setup Completion
The last page of the test template wizard (Fig. 2.126).

Fig. 2.126

“Apply setup changes to all tests of this type (protected excluded)”. If the checkboxes
are checked, the certain settings of the template are copied into all the templates of
the technique (for example, into all the templates of Motor CV technique). The settings are not copied into those tests templates in which the “Protect from overwriting in
group operations” checkbox is checked (Fig. 2.104).
“All except sites”. If the checkbox is checked, all the template settings except the selected sites are copied.
“Traces view”. If the checkbox is checked, traces scales by default, markers types and
information near traces are copied.
“Devices settings”. If the checkbox is checked, all the devices settings (input ranges,
filters, stimulators settings) are copied.
“Analysis epoch”. If the checkbox is checked, the duration of analysis epoch is copied.
“Footswitch settings”. If the checkbox is checked, the copying of all changes of footswitch functions occurs.
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“Recording site sides” – if the checkbox is checked, the copying of sides of all sites
takes place.

2.7.3. Exam Templates
Exam template is a list of tests (techniques) templates which allows to perform exams
according to a predetermined plan more quickly. To create new templates or edit existing ones use the

button (Fig. 2.93).

In the “Exam templates” dialog box (Fig. 2.127) there is a list of all the exam templates
available in the program.

Fig. 2.127

To change the exam templates list use the buttons at the right of the list.
The selection of an exam template can be done in “New exam” dialog box (see Fig.
2.5). To select an exam template, after creation of a new exam, use the Exam|Exam
templates menu command.
At that a new test from the exam template will be created automatically. Then, to create the next test from the exam template list, use the Test|Next menu command. Besides, you can select any new test from the exam template using the Test|New (exam
template) menu command. While working with an exam template you are not limited
to the list of tests included into this exam template. At any moment you can use
the Test|New menu command and include a new test which was absent in the exam
template list into the exam.
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3.

Electroneuromyography and
Electromyography
3.1. EMG Electrodes Marking
Surface EMG electrodes are marked with different colors (Fig. 3.1 represents the example of Neuro-MEP-4 connection, Fig. 3.2 is the example for Neuro-MEP-Micro attachment). The active electrode (negative, “-“) is marked in black or white (1 on the
picture), the passive electrode (positive, “+”) is marked in red (2 on the picture), the
ground electrode is marked in green (3 on the picture).
Similar marking is used for stimulating electrodes for fingers (ring electrodes)
(Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.1

Fig. 3.2
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The cathode (negative terminal) of the electrical stimulator always has special marking (cross, point etc.). With the positive polarity, the following potentials appear on the
electrical stimulator (Fig. 3.3): on the wire side – positive (anode), on the opposite side
– negative (cathode). With negative polarity (switched by the program) the potentials
change their places.

Fig. 3.3

3.2. Motor Conduction Velocity
3.2.1. M-Wave Acquisition
To perform a motor conduction velocity test, after creating a new exam, press
button on the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template and
the
recording site side from the drop-down list (Fig. 3.4). If test template name is missing,
you need use the Test|New menu item and select a default test template.

Fig. 3.4

Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
If the skin temperature sensor is available, place it on the patient’s skin in the projection of nerve under examination. At the same time the temperature will be displayed
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on the information panel (Fig. 3.5) and saved together with each M-wave during its recording. Conduction velocity norm will be corrected according to the skin temperature.
The possibility to use the temperature sensor is set in the test template.

Fig. 3.5

To obtain the reference information about recording and stimulation sites, use
the View|Help window menu command ([F1]) (Fig. 3.6). To close the window, repeat
this command.

Fig. 3.6

Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you
are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve
under examination.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) (Fig. 3.7). If you fail
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to get the required M-wave, repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change
the stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result. Instead of single stimulation the repetitive stimulation can be started by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu item (or by the corresponding button
on the dedicated keyboard). On the top of the acquisition window the current amplitude of M-wave in millivolts (mV) (if the value is not normal, it will be displayed in red
color), the increment of amplitude in comparison with the previous stimulus (displayed
only after the second stimulus), latency and duration of the received M-wave in milliseconds (ms) are displayed (Fig. 3.7). Besides, the traces of the previous stimulus are
displayed on the screen in light purple color.

Fig. 3.7

If the message “Stimulus differs from the specified one” or “Open circuit of electrical
stimulator” appears, check the stimulating electrode connection to the electrical stimulator and place it more carefully. Do not forget to moisten felt inserts of the stimulating
electrodes with physiological solution.
When you obtain the supramaximal stimulus intensity and qualitative M-wave, finish
the acquisition and save the M-wave for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
You can select the best response of all recorded ones using Trace|Grouping|Move
backward ([F5]) and Trace|Grouping|Move forward ([F6]) menu commands. You
can also use the trace selection encoder located on the dedicated keyboard. If you
don’t want to save the results, press [Esc].
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After you save M-wave enter the value of distance between stimulation point and
stimulation sites (Test|Enter conduction distance menu command or [F2]) from the
computer or dedicated keyboard. If the wireless Bluetooth keyboard is available, you
can enter the distance in this way: by turning the “Select trace” knob

you can

change the distance value for 1 mm, by turning the “Shift trace” knob
- for 10
mm. If you have Neuro-MEP-Micro device, then you can change the distance value
for 1 mm by turning the Sweep knob and for 10 mm by turning the “Sensitivity” knob.
As a rule, the distance of trace fitting for each trace is set with reference to the previous stimulation site (for the first trace – with reference to the recording site). Traces
can be recorded in any order, i.e. it is not obligatory to move from distal parts to the
proximal ones, however, it is important to observe the correspondence of the entered
distances to the traces. The input of absolute distances is possible for each stimulation site, i.e. the distances from the stimulation site to the recording site will be entered
for each trace. This option is set in the test template (Fig. 3.11).
Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site and repeat the procedure.
If M-wave has low amplitude, you can use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation
menu command to make it better.
Traces are usually recorded sequentially from distal point to proximal one. If the reversal recording order was used (from proximal to distal point) or traces were recorded not in the regular order, then, after recording of all the traces, you can use
the Trace|Sort by latency menu command.
If after recording of several traces you need to replace already recorded one (poor
M-wave), it is convenient to mark and rerecord such trace using either the Trace|Mark
for overwrite menu command or the Mark for overwrite local menu. In this case, after the acquisition of a new trace, it will overlap the trace selected for overwriting. The
overwriting process can be repeated several times and then you can select the best
trace using Trace|Grouping|Move backward ([F5]) and Trace|Grouping|Move forward ([F6]) menu commands.
It happens that during the recording you have got rather good M-wave but you decided to get better one and continued stimulation. However, new results turned to be
worse than previous ones and the best response is not already seen on the traces of
the previous stimulus. In this case there is a possibility to find the best M-wave on the
“History” page of the acquisition window (Fig. 3.7), select it by the mouse click, press
the right mouse button and select Take into analysis from the local menu.
If M-wave is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude), you can start
the manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and holding it click the
left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately you can correct them with the mouse.
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On the M-wave there can be 5 markers of the feature points:
1 – wave onset marker;
2 – negative peak marker;
3 – marker of negative peak end (if M-wave amplitude measurement is carried out according to the negative peak, this marker is also considered to be the wave offset
marker);
4 – positive peak marker;
5 – wave offset marker.
M-wave amplitude measurement is usually carried out according to the negative peak,
so the markers 4 and 5 are not displayed. The visibility and names of M-wave markers
can be set in test template.
M-wave block (skip) state on the trace can be changed either by the Test|M-wave
skip/realization menu command or by the M-wave skip/M-wave realization context
menu command.
If evident artefact (trend) at the trace beginning is found, you can remove it using
Test|Remove stimulus artefact (trend) menu command or Remove stimulus artefact (trend) local menu command. In the Fig. 3.8 you can see the M-wave before this
command execution (leftward) and after the execution (rightward). The command can
be applied to all selected traces, i.e. can be applied to several traces at once. If the
result of artefact removal does not suit you, you can revert to the initial trace using
Test|Cancel stimulus artefact (trend) removal menu command (Cancel stimulus
artefact (trend) removal local menu command).

Fig. 3.8

In the Motor CV test you can study F-wave together with M-wave. To select F-wave
on the trace, place the mouse cursor on it, press the [Alt] key and, holding it, press
the left mouse button. If the F-wave analysis table (Fig. 3.18) does not appear on the
screen, use the menu command View|Analysis tables|F-wave parameters. To hide
F-wave (delete all F-wave markers) drag the F-wave start marker to the very beginning of the trace.
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After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.9).

Fig. 3.9

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
([Ctrl+Tab]) menu command, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.10).

Fig. 3.10

After recording all the necessary M-waves you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start
another technique using either the Test|Linked tests ([F3]) menu command or
Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Test templates|Setup menu command.
The “Motor CV” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.11).

Fig. 3.11

“Amplitude:” is a method of M-wave amplitude measurement: baseline to negative
peak or peak-to-peak. During the analysis this value can be changed (see comments
to Fig. 3.13).
“Latency:” is a method of M-wave latency measurement: by onset or by negative
peak. This value can be changed during the analysis (see comments to Fig. 3.13).
“Area:” is a method of M-wave area measurement: full area (from peak-to-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of M-wave duration measurement depends on
the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration is equal to duration of all
trace, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to negative peak duration. During the analysis this value can be changed (see comments to Fig. 3.13).
“Stimulation site name”. Names of stimulation sites by default according to traces acquisition. These names are given to new traces automatically as far as they are recorded but later the names can be changed.
“Default conduction distance (mm)”. Default conducting distances in millimeters. They
are given automatically to new traces as far as they are recorded but later they can be
changed.
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“Calculate all velocities”. See comment to Fig. 3.14.
“Full distances”. If the checkbox is checked, conducting distances are interpreted as
full distances from the stimulation site to the recording one. If the checkbox is not
checked, conducting distances are interpreted as distances from the stimulation site
to the previous stimulation site (for the first trace – in relation to the recording site).
“Both sides in same test”. If the checkbox is checked, a new test is not created by the
menu command Test|New test, opposite side. Using this menu command you can
switch the recording site side in the current test and perform the exam from the both
sides in one test. In the last case it is recommended to make visible the “Recording
site” column in the “M-wave parameters” (Fig. 3.13) and “Motor CV” (Fig. 3.14) tables
to display the site side.
“Input distance after each new trace”. If the checkbox is checked, after the next Mwave acquisition, the input focus goes to conducting distance input box, which allows
to start immediately its input by pressing digital keys on the keyboard or using encoders of device keyboard. If the distances will be entered after acquisition of all traces or
you always use distances by default, uncheck the checkbox.
“Beep when norm value exceeded”. The computer will generate the beep, if
the checkbox is checked, M-wave amplitude norm is entered and M-wave exceeds
the maximum norm value during the signal acquisition.
“Increment calculation:”. The calculation of amplitude and area increment is performed
either by the previous or by the very first trace.
“User-defined segments for velocity calculation”. If the checkbox is selected,
the calculation of user-defined conduction velocity can be done (Fig. 3.12). It is useful
when three traces are recorded at the same time and the conduction velocity is calculated for the first two traces (and in other similar cases).

Fig. 3.12
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3.2.2. Analysis Windows
The “M-wave parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.13).

Fig. 3.13

“N” – trace number (name).
“Recording site” – recording site side and name.
“Stimulation site” – name of stimulation site. By default, each test template contains
the list of stimulation sites displayed automatically in this field. You can also select any
other stimulation site from the drop-down list or enter a new one.
“Dist., mm” – conduction distance in millimeters. By default, each test template contains the distance list displayed automatically in this field. For the first trace the distance from stimulation site to recording one, necessary for residual latency calculation, is entered in this field. If you don’t need residual latency, it is possible no to enter
the distance for the first trace. For the second trace and the following ones it is necessary to enter the distance from the stimulation site of the current trace to the previous
stimulation site (except the case when you enter the full distances, see comments to
Fig. 3.11).
“Lat., ms” – M-wave latency in milliseconds. Latency is measured either by M-wave
onset or negative peak according to the value set in the “Latency” drop-down list on
the top of the window (Fig. 3.13). By default, the value for latency calculation method
is set in the test template.
“Lat. norm, ms” – M-wave latency norm, if it is specified in the system of standards, in
milliseconds (ms). It is usually used for short nerves with only one stimulation site.
“Lat. dev., %” – latency deviation from norm in percents.
“Ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude in millivolts. The amplitude is measured either from
peak to peak or only by negative peak according to the value set in the “Ampl.” dropdown list on the top of the window (Fig. 3.13). By default, the value for amplitude calculation method is set in the test template.
“Ampl. increm., %” – increment of M-wave amplitude in comparison with the previous
trace wave in percents. The positive value corresponds to the amplitude increment,
the negative one – to the amplitude decrement.
“Ampl. norm, mV” – M-wave amplitude norm in millivolts.
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“Ampl. dev., %” – amplitude deviation from norm in percents.
“Dur., ms” – M-wave duration in milliseconds. Duration depends on the area measurement method. If the area is measured by “peak-to-peak” method and all 5 markers
of M-wave are present, then all the wave phases are included in the duration. If the
amplitude is measured by “negative peak” method, the duration is calculated only by
the negative peak.
“Dur. increm., %” – increment of M-wave duration in comparison with M-wave at the
previous trace, in percents. The positive value corresponds to the increment, the negative value corresponds to the duration decrease.
“Dur. norm, ms” – M-wave duration norm in milliseconds.
“Dur. dev., %” – M-wave duration deviation from norm in percents.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave in mVxms. The method of area measurement
depends on the value specified in “Area” drop-down list located in the top part of the
window (Fig. 3.13). The value for the area calculation method is set in the test template by default.
“Area increm., %” – increment of M-wave area in comparison with the previous trace
wave in percents.
“Time, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites in milliseconds.
“Velocity, m/s” - nerve conduction velocity in metres per second.
“Velocity norm, m/s” - nerve conduction velocity norm in metres per second.
“ Velocity deviation, %” – conduction velocity deviation from norm in percents.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current M-wave is received in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current M-wave is received in milliseconds.
“t, °С” – skin temperature received from the skin temperature sensor during M-wave
recording in Celsius degrees.
The “Motor CV” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.14).

Fig. 3.14
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“N” – trace numbers (names) for which the conduction time is calculated.
“Recording site” – recording site side and name.
“Segment name” – name of stimulation sites between which the conduction velocity is
calculated.
“Dist., mm” – distance between stimulation sites in millimeters.
“Time, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites in milliseconds.
“Vel., m/s” – motor conduction velocity in meters per second.
“Vel. norm, m/s” – conduction velocity norm in meters per second.
“Vel. dev., %” – conduction velocity deviation from norm in percents.
“Calculate all velocities” – if the checkbox is not checked, only sequential segments
are calculated. If the checkbox is checked, the calculation is made for all segments.
The “M-wave parameters (comparison)” analysis window allows comparing amplitudes and latencies at various measuring methods and contains the following information (Fig. 3.15).

Fig. 3.15

“N” – trace number (name).
“Recording site” – recording site side and name.
“Stim. site” – name of stimulation site.
“Onset lat., ms” – M-wave latency by wave onset marker in milliseconds.
“Peak lat., ms” – M-wave latency by negative peak marker in milliseconds.
“Baseline-to-peak ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude by negative peak measuring in millivolts.
“Peak-to-peak ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude by peak-to-peak measuring in millivolts. To make the correct calculation of this value, both negative peak (2) and positive peak (4) markers must be positioned on the trace.
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“Baseline-to-peak area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave at the measurement by negative peak, in millivolts per millisecond.
“Peak-to-peak area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave at the measurement from peak-topeak, in millivolts per millisecond. For the correct calculation of this value both negative peak (2) and positive peak (4) markers should be positioned on the trace.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current M-wave is received in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current M-wave is received in milliseconds.
The “Motor CV (comparison)” analysis window allows comparing conduction velocities
at various methods of latency measuring and contains the following information
(Fig. 3.16).

Fig. 3.16

“N” – trace numbers (names) for which the conduction velocity is calculated.
“Recording site” – recording site side and name.
“Segment name” – name of stimulation sites between which the conduction velocity is
calculated.
“Dist., mm” – distance between stimulation sites in millimeters.
“Time by onset, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites according to M-wave
onset markers in milliseconds.
“Time by peak, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites according to M-wave
negative peak markers in milliseconds.
“Velocity by onset, m/s” – motor conduction velocity at latency measuring by M-wave
onset in meters per second.
“Velocity by peak, m/s” – motor conduction velocity at latency measuring by M-wave
negative peak in meters per second.
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The “Residual latency and PDF” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.17).

Fig. 3.17

“Recording site” – recording site name.
“Res. lat., ms” – residual latency in milliseconds.
“RL norm, ms” – residual latency norm in milliseconds.
“RL dev., %” – residual latency deviation from norm in percents.
“Term. lat. index” – terminal latency index (TLI).
“Prox.-dist. factor” – proximal-distal factor.
The “F-wave parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.18).

Fig. 3.18

“Lat. F, ms” – F-wave latency in milliseconds.
“Ampl. F, µV” – F-wave amplitude in microvolts.
“Area F, nV×s” – area under F-wave in nanovolts per second.
Ampl., F/M, % – F-wave and M-wave amplitudes ratio in percents.
Area F/M, % – F-wave and M-wave areas ratio in percents.
“F periph. lat., ms” – F-wave peripheral latency in milliseconds.
“Flat.-M lat., ms” – the difference between F-wave and M-wave latency in milliseconds.
“Stim. site-vertebra dist., mm” – the distance from the stimulation site to the corresponding vertebra to calculate proximal conducting speed in millimeters. To enter or
correct the distance, click on this field and enter the distance.
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“V pr., m/s” – proximal conduction velocity (to calculate this parameter enter the distance from the stimulation site to the corresponding vertebra, see above) in meters
per second.
In case two Motor CV tests are available in the exam with the same muscles from
the opposite body sides are examined, the comparison window Motor CV (right/left)
can be displayed on the screen by the Test|Right/left comparison menu command
(Fig. 3.19).

Fig. 3.19

“Side” – stimulation (recording) site side.
“Stim. site” – name of the stimulation site (the table includes the grouping by stimulation sites).
“Lat., ms” – M-wave latency in milliseconds.
“Ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude in millivolts.
“Ampl. increm., %” – increment of M-wave amplitude in comparison with M-wave at
the previous trace, in percents.
“Dur., ms” – M-wave duration in milliseconds.
“Dur. increm., %” – increment of M-wave duration in comparison with M-wave at the
previous trace, in percents.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave in millivolts per milliseconds.
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“Area increm., %” – area increment under M-wave in comparison with the previous
stimulation site, in percents.
“Dist., mm” – the distance between stimulation sites in millimeters.
“Time, ms” – the conducting time between stimulation sites in milliseconds.
“Vel., m/s” – motor conduction velocity in meters per second calculated for the area
between the current and the previous stimulation sites.
– copying of graphs and tables of this window to the exam report.
The “M-wave amplitude” analysis window (Fig. 3.20) contains the graph of M-wave
amplitude dependence on stimulation site number.

Fig. 3.20

The “M-wave area” analysis window (Fig. 3.21) contains the graph of M-wave area
dependence on stimulation site number.

Fig. 3.21
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The “Motor CV” analysis window (Fig. 3.22) contains the graph of motor conduction
velocity dependence on segment number. The fill area corresponds to normal values.

Fig. 3.22

The “M-wave latency” analysis window (Fig. 3.23) contains the graph of M-wave latency dependence on stimulation site number.

Fig. 3.23
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Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.24) you can review
Summary tables for all Motor CV tests performed during the exam. You can find
the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.24
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Using the View|Summary tables for NCS tests… menu command (Fig. 3.25) you
can review Summary tables for all Motor CV, Sensory CV and F-wave tests performed
during the exam. You can find the description of parameters containing in this table
above, and the remaining part of these parameters is described in chapters dedicated
to Sensory CV and F-wave tests.

Fig. 3.25
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Using View|Diabetic polyneuropathy indexes menu command (Fig. 3.26) you can
review the summary tables of diabetic polyneuropathy indexes. To calculate all parameters, use “Diabetic polyneuropathy” template.

Fig. 3.26
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3.3. Sensory Conduction Velocity
3.3.1. Nerve Action Potential Acquisition
To perform a sensory conduction velocity test, after creating a new exam, press the
button on the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template and recording site side from the drop-down list (Fig. 3.27). If test template name is missing,
use the Test|New menu item and select a default test template.

Fig. 3.27

Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
If the skin temperature sensor is available, place it on the patient’s skin in the projection of nerve under examination. At the same time the temperature will be displayed
on the information panel (Fig. 3.28) and saved together with each nerve action potential during its recording. Conduction velocity norm will be corrected according to the
skin temperature. The possibility to use the temperature sensor is set in the test template.

Fig. 3.28
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To read the reference information about the stimulation and the recording sites, use
View|Help window ([F1]) menu command (Fig. 3.29). To close the window, repeat
the same command.

Fig. 3.29

Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you
are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve
under examination.
You
can
start
either
single
stimulation
(the
menu
item
Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus or the corresponding button on the dedicated
keyboard) or repetitive stimulation (the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu
item or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). The signal averaging is
switched on/off by the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command.
If the message “Stimulus differs from the specified one” or “Open circuit of electrical
stimulator” appears, check the stimulating electrode connection to the electrical stimulator and place it more carefully. Do not forget to moisten felt inserts of the stimulating
electrodes with physiological solution.
When you obtain the qualitative nerve action potential, stop the acquisition and save
the results for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or by
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the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you do not want to save the
results press [Esc].
After you save the results enter the value of stimulation site distance (Test|Enter
conduction distance menu command or [F2]) from the computer or dedicated keyboard. If the wireless Bluetooth keyboard is available, you can enter the distance in
this way: by turning the “Select trace” knob

you can change the distance value

for 1 mm, by turning the “Shift trace” knob
- for 10 mm. If you have Neuro-MEPMicro device, then you can change the distance value for 1 mm by turning the
“Sweep” knob and for 10 mm by turning the “Sensitivity” knob.
As a rule, the distance of trace fitting for each trace is set with reference to the previous stimulation (recording) site. The input of absolute distances is possible for each
stimulation (recording) site, i.e. the distances from the stimulation site to the recording
one will be entered for each trace. This option is set in the test template (Fig. 3.33).
Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site (or the recording electrode to
a recording site) and repeat the procedure.
It happens that during the recording you have got rather good nerve action potential
but you decided to get better one and continued stimulation. However, new results
turned to be worse than previous. In this case, there is a possibility to find the best
nerve action potential on the “History” page of the acquisition window, select it by the
mouse click, press the right mouse button and select Take into analysis from the local menu.
If nerve action potential is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude),
you can start the manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and
holding it click the left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately you can correct them with the mouse.
On the nerve action potential there can be 5 markers of the feature points:
1 – wave onset marker;
2 – negative peak marker;
3 – marker of negative peak end (if the measurement of nerve action potential amplitude is carried out according to the negative peak, this marker is also considered to be
the wave offset marker);
4 – positive peak marker;
5 – wave offset marker.
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The measurement of nerve action potential amplitude is usually carried out according
to the negative peak, so the markers 4 and 5 are not displayed. The visibility and
names of nerve action potential markers can be set in test template.
The nerve action potential state block (skip) on the trace can be changed either by the
Test|Nerve action potential skip/realization menu command or by the right-click
Nerve action potential skip/realization menu command.
If the evident artefact (trend) is presented at the trace beginning, you can remove it
using Test|Remove stimulus artefact (trend) menu command or Remove stimulus
artefact (trend) command of local menu. The left part of Fig. 3.30 represents nerve
action potential before the execution of this command and the right one shows the
same action potential after the execution of the command. The command impacts all
selected traces, i.e. can be applied to several traces at once. If the result of artefact
removal does not suit you, you can return to initial trace using Test|Undo stimulus
artefact (trend) removal menu command (Undo stimulus artefact (trend) removal
local menu commands).

Fig. 3.30

After recording all the necessary potentials you can study the other side of the same
nerve Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start another technique using either the Test|Linked tests ([F3]) menu command or
Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.31).

Fig. 3.31

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]), the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.32).

Fig. 3.32
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “Sensory CV” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.33).

Fig. 3.33

“Amplitude:” is a method of nerve action potential amplitude measurement: baseline to
negative peak or peak-to-peak. During the analysis this value can be changed (see
comments to Fig. 3.35).
“Latency:” is a method of nerve action potential latency measurement: by onset or by
negative peak. This value can be changed during the analysis (see comments to
Fig. 3.35).
“Area:” is a method of nerve action potential area measurement: full area (from peakto-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of nerve action potential duration
measurement depends on the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration
is equal to duration of all wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to
negative peak duration. During the analysis this value can be changed (see comments to Fig. 3.35).
“Stimuli (sites) points names”. Stimuli or sites points names by default according to
traces acquisition. These names are given to new traces automatically as far as they
are recorded but later the names can be changed.
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“Default conduction distance (mm)”. Default conducting distances in millimeters. They
are given automatically to new traces as far as they are recorded but later they can be
changed.
“Calculate all velocities”. See comment to Fig. 3.14.
“Full distances”. If the checkbox is checked, conducting distances are interpreted as
full distances from the stimulation site to the recording one. If the checkbox is not
checked, conducting distances are interpreted as distances from the stimulation (recording) site to the previous stimulation (recording) site.
“Both sides in same test”. If the checkbox is checked, a new test is not created by the
menu command Test|New test, opposite side. Using this menu command you can
switch the recording site side in the current test and perform the exam from the both
sides in one test. In the last case it is recommended to switch the “Nerve” column in
the “Nerve action potential” (Fig. 3.35) and “Sensory CV” (Fig. 3.36) tables to display
the recording site side.
“Input distance after each new trace”. If the checkbox is checked, after the next Mwave acquisition, the input focus goes to conducting distance input box, which allows
to start immediately its input by pressing digital keys on the keyboard or using encoders of device keyboard. If the distances will be entered after acquisition of all traces or
you always use distances by default, uncheck the checkbox.
“Remove stimulus artefact (trend)”. If the checkbox is checked, after acquisition of
each new trace the attempt of trend removal, which distorts the trace beginning, takes
place. The trend removal for each acquired trace can be performed also manually using Remove stimulus artefact (trend) local menu command.
“Increment calculation”. The amplitude and area increments can be calculated in relation to the previous trace or the first trace.
“User defines segments for velocity calcuation”. If the checkbox is selected,
the calculation of user-defined conduction velocity can be done (Fig. 3.12). It is useful
when three traces are recorded at the same time and the conduction velocity is calculated for the first two traces (and in other similar cases).

Fig. 3.34
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3.3.2. Analysis Windows
The “Nerve action potential” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.35).

Fig. 3.35

“N” – trace number (name).
“Nerve” – name of nerve under study.
“Stimulation (recording) site” – name of recording site while using orthodromic technique or name of stimulation site while using antidromic technique. By default, each
test template contains the list of stimulation sites displayed automatically in this field.
You can also select any other stimulation site from the drop-down list or enter a new
one.
“Dist., mm” – conduction distance in millimeters. By default, each test template contains the distance list displayed automatically in this field. For the first trace the distance from stimulation site to the recording one is entered in this field. For the second
trace and the following ones it is necessary to enter the distance from the stimulation
site of the current trace to the previous stimulation site (except the case of full distances entering, see comments to Fig. 3.33).
“Lat., ms” – nerve action potential latency in milliseconds. Latency is measured either
by nerve action potential onset or negative peak according to the value set in the “Latency:” drop-down list on the top of the window (Fig. 3.35). By default, the value for latency calculation method is set in the test template.
“Lat. norm, ms” – nerve action potential latency norm, if it is specified in the system of
standards, in milliseconds.
“Lat. dev., %” – latency deviation from norm in percents.
“Ampl., µV” – nerve action potential amplitude in microvolts. The amplitude is measured either from peak to peak or only by negative peak according to the value set in
the “Ampl.” drop-down list on the top of the window (Fig. 3.35). By default, the value
for amplitude calculation method is set in the test template.
“Ampl. increm., %” – increment of nerve action potential amplitude in comparison with
the response at the previous trace, in percents.
“Ampl. norm, µV” – nerve action potential amplitude norm in microvolts.
“Ampl. dev., %” – amplitude deviation from norm in percents.
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“Dur., ms” – nerve action potential duration in milliseconds. Duration depends on the
area measurement method. If the area is measured by “peak-to-peak” method and all
5 markers of nerve action potential are present, then all the wave phases are included
in the duration. If the amplitude is measured by “negative peak” method, the duration
is calculated only by the negative peak.
“Dur. increm., %” – increment of nerve action potential duration in comparison with the
response at the previous trace, in percents.
“Area, nV×s” – area under nerve action potential in nanovolts per seconds. The area
measurement method depends on the value specified in the “Area:” drop-down list located in the top part of the window (Fig. 3.35). The value to calculate the area is set in
the test template by default.
“Area increm., %” – increment of nerve action potential area in comparison with the
response at the previous trace, in percents.
“Vel., m/s” - nerve conduction velocity in metres per second.
“Vel. norm, m/s”. Nerve conduction velocity norm in metres per second.
“Vel. dev., %” – nerve conduction velocity deviation from norm in percents.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current nerve action potential is received
in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current nerve action potential is received
in milliseconds.
“t, °С” – skin temperature received from the skin temperature sensor during nerve action potential recording in Celsius degrees.
The “Sensory CV” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.36).

Fig. 3.36

“N” – trace numbers (names) for which the conduction time is calculated.
“Nerve” – name of nerve under study.
“Segment name” – name of stimulation sites between which the conduction velocity is
calculated.
“Dist., mm” – distance between stimulation sites in millimeters.
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“Time, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites in milliseconds.
“Vel., m/s” – sensory conduction velocity in meters per second.
“Vel. norm, m/s” – conduction velocity norm in meters per second.
“Vel. dev., %” – conduction velocity deviation from norm in percents.
“Velocity increm., %” – the velocity increment in a segment in comparison with
the previous segment in percents.
“Calculate all velocities” – if the checkbox is not checked, only sequential segments
are calculated. If the checkbox is checked, the calculation is made for all segments.
The “Nerve AP parameters (comparison)” analysis window allows comparing amplitudes and latencies at various measuring methods and contains the following information (Fig. 3.37).

Fig. 3.37

“N” – trace number (name).
“Nerve” – name of nerve under study.
“Stimulation (recording) site” – name of stimulation (recording) site.
“Zero-peak ampl., µV” – nerve action potential amplitude by negative peak measuring
in microvolts.
“Peak-to-peak ampl., µV” – nerve action potential amplitude by peak-to-peak measuring in microvolts. To make the correct calculation of this value, both negative peak (2)
and positive peak (4) markers must be present on trace.
“Onset lat., ms” – nerve action potential latency by wave onset marker in milliseconds.
“Peak lat., ms” – nerve action potential latency by negative peak marker in milliseconds.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current nerve action potential is received
in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current nerve action potential is received
in milliseconds.
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The “Sensory CV (comparison)” analysis window allows comparing conduction velocities at various methods of latency measuring and contains the following information
(Fig. 3.38).

Fig. 3.38

“N” – trace numbers (names) for which the conduction velocity is calculated.
“Nerve” – name of nerve under study.
“Segment name” – name of stimulation (recording) sites between which the conduction velocity is calculated.
“Dist., mm” – distance between stimulation (recording) sites in millimeters.
“Time by onset, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites according to nerve
action potential onset markers in milliseconds.
“Time by peak, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites according to nerve
action potential negative peak markers in milliseconds.
“Velocity by onset, m/s” – sensory conduction velocity at latency measuring by the onset of nerve action potential in meters per second.
“Velocity by peak, m/s” – sensory conduction velocity at latency measuring by nerve
action potential negative peak in meters per second.
“Latency ratio” analysis window allows estimating the ratio of trace latencies recorded
from different amplifier channels (Fig. 2.41).

Fig. 3.39

“N” – number (name) of traces intended for the latency ratio calculation.
“Lat. ratio” – value of latency ratio.
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In case two “Sensory CV” tests are available in the exam with the same nerves from
the opposite body sides are examined, the comparison window “Sensory CV
(right/left)” can be displayed on the screen by the Test|Right/left comparison menu
command (Fig. 3.40).

Fig. 3.40

“Side” – side of the stimulation (recording) site.
“Stim. (rec.) site” – name of the stimulation (recording) site.
“Lat., ms” – nerve action potential latency in milliseconds.
“Ampl., µV” – nerve action potential amplitude in microvolts.
“Dur., ms” – nerve action potential duration in milliseconds.
“Area, nV×s” – area under nerve action potential in millivolts per milliseconds.
“Dist., mm” – the distance between stimulation (recording) sites in millimeters.
“Time, ms” – the conducting time between stimulation (recording) sites in milliseconds.
“Vel., m/s” – motor conduction velocity in meters per second calculated for the area
between the current and the previous stimulation (recording) sites.
– copying of graphs and tables of this window to the exam report.
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Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.41) you can review summary tables for all Motor CV tests performed during the exam. You can find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.41

3.4. F-Wave
3.4.1. F-Wave Acquisition
To perform F-wave test, after creating a new exam, press the
button on the
“New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template and recording site side from
the drop-down list (Fig. 3.42). If test template name is missing you need use the
Test|New menu item and select a default test template. Besides, F-wave test can be
created from a motor conduction velocity test by means of the Test|Linked
tests|F-wave menu item.

Fig. 3.42

Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
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Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you
are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection
of nerve under examination.
If you want to get the required M-wave first and then proceed to F-waves accumulation, start traces accumulation by the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu
command (hotkey [Ins] or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required M-wave or F-wave repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change
the stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result.
At supramaximal stimulus intensity and qualitative M-wave switch the accumulation of
traces by the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command (hotkey [Ins] or
the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). You can use either manual
(Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus or the corresponding button on the keyboard) or
repeated (Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation or the corresponding button on the
keyboard) stimulation. After accumulation of the required number of traces the acquisition is finished automatically, but you can finish the stimulation earlier by means of
the Acquisition|Exit menu item (or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If you
do not want to save the results, press [Esc].
If M-wave is qualitative and you wish to start F-waves accumulation procedure from
the
first
stimulus,
switch
to
the
accumulation
mode
first
(the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command, hotkey [Ins] or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) and then start stimulation.
If you don’t like the automatic F-wave marking you can start F-wave search in the desired area. First, select the desired area with the mouse: place the cursor at the beginning of the search area (Fig. 3.43, a), click the left mouse button, move it till the
end and release the left mouse button (Fig. 3.43, b). Then, use the Test|F-wave
search by selection menu command.
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a)

b)

Fig. 3.43

If the markers are placed inaccurately you can correct them with the mouse.
On the M-wave and F-wave there can be 5 markers of the feature points:
1 – wave onset marker;
2 – negative peak marker;
3 – marker of negative peak end (if the wave measurement is carried out according to
the negative peak, this marker is also considered to be the wave offset marker);
4 – positive peak marker;
5 – wave offset marker.
By default, all F-wave markers have F prefix.
In case the express analysis of F-wave is turned on, the test contains only two markers: M-wave onset and F-wave onset. To find the detailed description of this type of
analysis please refer to chapter 3.4.3 “Express F-wave Analysis”.
F-wave state block (skip) on each trace is changed by the Test|F-wave
skip/realization menu command ([F4]).
You can start searching of similar F-waves using the Test|F-waves sorting menu
command. After that the similar waves are located on the screen next to each other
(Fig. 3.44, traces 21 and 28), refreshing of histogram and “Repeated F-waves” analysis table takes place.
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Fig. 3.44

The similarity coefficient used at F-wave comparison is set in the test template and
can be immediately corrected by the Test|Template|Additional menu command.
To calculate proximal conduction velocity, enter the distance from stimulation site to a
corresponding vertebra (Fig. 3.45) either by clicking on the input field in advance or
using the Test|Conducting distance menu command ([F2]).

Fig. 3.45

After recording all the necessary results you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start
another technique using either the Test|Linked tests ([F3]) menu command or
Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.46).

Fig. 3.46

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]), the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.47).

Fig. 3.47
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “F-wave” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.48).

Fig. 3.48

“Amplitude:” is a method of M-wave and F-wave amplitude measurement: baseline to
negative peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of M-wave and F-wave latency measurement: by onset or by
negative peak.
“Area:” is a method of M-wave and F-wave area measurement: full area (from peakto-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of M-wave and F-wave duration
measurement depends on the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration
is equal to duration of all wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to
negative peak duration.
“F-wave similarity coefficient”. Similarity coefficient used at comparing F-waves with
each other while sorting them by shape (the Test|F-waves sorting menu command).
“Express analysis”. If the checkbox is checked, the test switches to the express analysis mode (see section 3.4.3 “Express F-wave Analysis” below).
“Distance between stimulation site and corresponding vertebra (mm)”. Distance from
stimulation site to a corresponding vertebra for calculation of proximal conduction velocity. You can enter both absolute value and formula with variable H (patient height in
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cm). It is very important to be noted that the distance between stimulation site and
corresponding vertebra should be calculated in millimeters, but patient height (variable
H) is in sm. To convert centimeters to millimeters you should multiple H value by 10.
For example, if you want to specify conduction distance equals to one-third of patient
height, you should enter the following formula: (H * 10) / 3.
If you prefer to define conduction distance after signal (see Fig. 3.45), leave this field
empty.

3.4.2. Analysis Windows
The “F-wave parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.49).

Fig. 3.49

“Min, Max, Mean and Differ.” – minimum, maximum and mean parameter value correspondingly, parameter mean value, the difference between maximum and minimum
value and parameters dispersion factor in percents.
“Lat., ms” – F-wave latency in milliseconds.
“F dur., ms” – F-wave duration in milliseconds.
“F ampl., µV” – F-wave amplitude in microvolts. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“F/M ampl., %” – F-wave and M-wave amplitude ratio in percents.
“V prox., m/s” – proximal conduction velocity (for calculation enter the distance from
stimulation site to a corresponding vertebra, see above) in meters per second.
The “F-waves findings” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.50).

Fig. 3.50

“Block F, %” – number of F-wave state blocks (skips) with respect to the total number
of traces in percents.
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“Block F, ●” – number of F-wave state blocks (skips) with respect to the total number
of traces, graphic representation.
“F persist., %” – number of F-wave realizations in % (numerically equals 100 minus
number of blocks in percents).
“F rep., %” – number of repeated waves in percents.
“F ampl. > 1 mV, %” – number of gigantic F-waves (with amplitude of more than 1
mV) in percents.
“F/М ampl. > 5 %, %” – number of gigantic F-waves (with F/M amplitude ratio of more
than 5 percents), in percents.
“F/M ampl. > 10 %, %” – number of gigantic F-waves (with F/M amplitude ratio of
more than 10 percents), in percents.
The “Additional F-waves parameters” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.51).

Fig. 3.51

“F periph. lat., ms” – peripheral latency of F-wave in milliseconds.
“F min-M lat., ms” – difference between F-wave minimum latency and M-wave latency
in milliseconds.
“Norm, ms” – the reference value of “Fmin-Mlat.” parameter.
“Norm deviat., %” – the deviation from the reference value of “Fmin-Mlat.” parameter.
“Stim. site - vertebra distance, mm” – distance from stimulation site to a corresponding
vertebra for calculation of proximal conduction velocity in millimeters. To enter or correct the distance, click on the field (or press [F2] and enter the distance).
The “Repeated F-waves” analysis window contains information about the repeated Fwaves (Fig. 3.52).

Fig. 3.52

“Repeat quantity” – number of repeats. 0 corresponds to the number of blocks, 1 – to
the individual (unique) waves, 2 – to the waves repeated two times etc. This window is
filled in automatically after the Test|F-waves sorting menu command is used. But
then the values for the repeated waves can be corrected manually.
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The “F-waves parameters” analysis window contains information about the individual
F-waves (Fig. 3.53).

Fig. 3.53

“N” – trace numbers (names).
“F lat., ms” – F-wave latency in milliseconds. The value depends on the latency
measuring method set in the test template.
“F ampl., µV” – F-wave amplitude in microvolts. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“F dur., ms” – F-wave duration in milliseconds.
“Area F, nV×s” – area under F-wave in nanovolts per seconds. The value depends on
the amplitude measuring method set in the test template.
“F/М ampl., %” – F-wave and М-wave amplitude ratio in percents.
“F/М area, %” – F-wave and М-wave area ratio in percents.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current F-wave is received in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current F-wave is received in milliseconds.
The “М-wave parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.54).

Fig. 3.54

“Lat., ms” – M-wave latency in milliseconds. The value depends on the latency measuring method set in the test template.
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“Ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude in millivolts. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“Dur., ms” – M-wave duration in milliseconds. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave in millivolts per milliseconds. The value depends
on the amplitude measuring method set in the test template.
The “F-wave latency” analysis window (Fig. 3.55) contains the histogram of F-wave latency distribution in milliseconds.

Fig. 3.55

The “F-wave amplitude” analysis window (Fig. 3.56) contains the histogram of F-wave
amplitude distribution in microvolts (in logarithmic scale).

Fig. 3.56
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The “F-wave latency-amplitude” analysis window (Fig. 3.57) contains the scatter diagram on which the dependence of F-wave amplitude in microvolts on F-wave latency
in milliseconds is displayed.

Fig. 3.57

The “Repeat F-waves” analysis window (Fig. 3.58) contains the graph of repeated
waves distribution in percents. As opposed to the “Repeated F-waves” table, the total
number of F-waves is displayed on the histogram. For instance, if there are three double waves (two identical F-waves are found three times), then the histogram bar height
is equal to 6/ [total number of traces]*100% (2x3=6 waves).

Fig. 3.58
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In case you have two F-wave tests in one exam with the same muscles from opposite
body sides, you can use Test|Right/left comparison menu command to open
“F-wave (right/left)” comparison window (Fig. 3.59).

Fig. 3.59

“Side” – stimulation (recording) side.
“Fmin lat., ms” – minimal F-wave latency, in milliseconds.
“F ampl., µV” – F-wave amplitude, in microvolts.
“М lat., ms” – minimal M-wave latency, in milliseconds.
“Fmin-Мlat., ms” – difference between minimal F-wave and minimal M-wave latencies,
in milliseconds.
“Fmean/М ampl., %” – the relation between F-wave amplitude (mean value) and Mwave amplitude, in percents.
“Max V prox.., m/s” – maximal value of proximal nerve conduction velocity, in metres
per second.
“V prox. diff., m/s” - the spread of proximal nerve conduction velocity, in metres per
second.
is used to copy graphs and tables of the current window to exam report.
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Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.60) you can review summary tables for all F-wave tests performed during the exam. You can find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.60

3.4.3. Express F-wave Analysis
The express F-wave analysis can be set in the test template (see comment to
the Fig. 3.48). This mode is convenient for the express analysis when the base parameters of all waves are required.
To switch between full and express modes quickly use the Test|Express analysis
menu command.
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At that you can see only two vertical markers of M-wave onset and F-wave onset and
one analysis table (Fig. 3.61).

Fig. 3.61

The “F-wave analysis” table contains the following information (Fig. 3.62).

Fig. 3.62

“M lat., ms” – M-wave latency in milliseconds.
“F lat., ms” – F-wave latency in milliseconds.
“F periph. lat., ms” – peripheral latency of F-wave in milliseconds.
“F min-M lat., ms” – difference between F-wave latency and M-wave latency in milliseconds.
“V prox., m/s” – the proximal conduction velocity in meters per second.
“Stim. site - vertebra distance, mm” – distance from stimulation site to a corresponding
vertebra to calculate the proximal conduction velocity in millimeters. To enter or correct the distance, click the mouse in the input box (or press [F2] and enter the distance).
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3.5. H-Reflex
3.5.1. H-Reflex Acquisition
To perform H-reflex test, after creating a new exam, press the
button on
the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template from the drop-down list
(Fig. 3.63). If test template name is missing you need use the Test|New menu item
and select a default test template.

Fig. 3.63

Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measuring (the Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on
a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance measurement
window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required value of electrical stimulus at which the significant М-wave and Hreflex are expected by means of the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu items or dedicated keyboard control.
Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve under examination.
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To obtain the reference information about recording and stimulation sites, use
the View|Help window menu command ([F1]) (Fig. 3.64). To close the window, repeat this command.

Fig. 3.64

Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required M-wave and H-reflex repeat the stimulation start-up and move the stimulating
electrode till you get the acceptable result. Pay attention that for the H-reflex test the
automatic increase of the stimulus for one stage after each stimulation is set by default. If you get qualitative responses, close the acquisition window
(the Acquisition|Cancel menu command, [Esc] key or the corresponding button on
the dedicated keyboard).
Set the minimum initial value of the stimulus and execute the Acquisition|Repetitive
stimulation menu command (or press the corresponding button on the keyboard).
Pay attention that in this test the stimulation frequency is set rather low by default (as
a rule, one stimulus for 10-20 sec.) to restore H-reflex completely. If it is necessary,
you
can
use
the
manual
start-up
of
the
stimulus
by
the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (or by the corresponding button on the keyboard).
At supramaximal stimulus intensity finish the acquisition by means of
the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If
you do not want to save the results press [Esc].
If you do not like the automatic H-reflex or M-wave marking you can start the search
of waves in the desired area. First, select the desired area with the mouse: place the
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cursor at the beginning of the search area (Fig. 3.65, a), press the left button and
move it till the end of the search area then release the left mouse button (Fig. 3.65, b).
After that, use the Test|M-wave search by selection or Test|H-reflex search by selection menu command.

a)

b)

Fig. 3.65

If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
On the M-wave and H-reflex there can be 5 markers of the feature points:
1 – wave onset marker;
2 – negative peak marker;
3 – marker of negative peak end (if the wave measurement is carried out according to
the negative peak, this marker is also considered to be the wave offset marker);
4 – positive peak marker;
5 – wave offset marker.
By default, all H-reflex markers have H prefix.
To switch М-wave and Н-reflex state block (skip) use the Test|М-wave
skip/realization ([F12]) and Test|H-reflex skip/realization menu commands ([F6]).
To display the trace with minimum (threshold) H-reflex, click the corresponding table
cell “H-reflex parameters” with the mouse (Fig. 3.66), the corresponding trace will be
selected (highlighted) on the screen. In the same way you can control other traces.

Fig. 3.66
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To calculate proximal conduction velocity, enter the distance from stimulation site to a
corresponding vertebra (Fig. 3.67) either by clicking on the input field in advance or
using the Test|Distance menu command ([F2]). F-wave latency is determined automatically, in case the corresponding test is available in the exam (F-wave study can
be carried out either before or after H-reflex study).

Fig. 3.67

After recording all the necessary results you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side) or you can start another technique (Test|New
or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.68).

Fig. 3.68
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After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.69).

Fig. 3.69
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “H-reflex” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.70).

Fig. 3.70

“Amplitude:” is a method of M-wave and H-reflex amplitude measurement: baseline to
negative peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of M-wave and H-reflex latency measurement: by onset or by
negative peak.
“Area” is a method of M-wave and H-reflex area measurement: full area (from peakto-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of M-wave and H-reflex duration
measurement depends on the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration
is equal to duration of all wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to
negative peak duration.
“Distance between stimulation site and corresponding vertebra (mm)”. Distance from
stimulation site to a corresponding vertebra for calculation of proximal conduction velocity. You can enter both absolute value and formula with variable H (patient height in
cm). It is very important to be noted that the distance between stimulation site and
corresponding vertebra should be calculated in millimeters, but patient height (variable
H) is in sm. To convert centimeters to millimeters you should multiple H value by 10.
For example, if you want to specify conduction distance equals to one-third of patient
height, you should enter the following formula: (H * 10) / 3.
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If you prefer to define condiction distance after signal (see Fig. 3.67), leave this field
empty.
“Express analysis”. If the checkbox is checked, the software switches to express analysis mode. In this mode only two markers are displayed: minimum M-wave latency
and minimum H-reflex latency. This mode is very similar to F-wave express analysis
mode, and is not described in details.
“Logarithmic scale”. If the checkbox is checked, the stimulus intensity scale in analysis
windows represented in Fig. 3.74 and Fig. 3.75 is displayed in logarithmic scale.

3.5.2. Analysis Windows
The “H-reflex parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.71).

Fig. 3.71

“Threshold stim., mA” – threshold (minimum) stimulus value, at which the response is
observed, in milliamperes.
“Max. wave stim., mA” – stimulus value, at which the maximal amplitude response is
received, in milliamperes.
“Max. wave lat., ms” – latency of maximum amplitude response in milliseconds. The
value depends on the amplitude measuring method set in the test template.
“Max. ampl., mV” – maximum amplitude response in millivolts. The value depends on
the amplitude measuring method set in the test template.
“Max area, mV×ms” – maximum area under response in millivolts per milliseconds.
The value de-pends on the amplitude measuring method set in the test template.
The “Index H” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.72).

Fig. 3.72

“Max. H/M, %” – maximum H-reflex and M-wave amplitude ratio in percents.
“Н incr., mV/mA” – H-reflex amplitude average increment in millivolts per milliamperes.
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“Stim.-vertebra dist., mm” – distance from stimulation site to a corresponding vertebra
for calculation of proximal conduction velocity in millimeters.
“F lat., ms” – F-wave latency (it is filled in automatically, if the corresponding F-wave
test is available in the exam) in milliseconds.
“Prox. CV (sens.), m/s” – proximal nerve conduction velocity through sensor fibers in
meters per second (F-wave latency value is used in calculation).
“Prox. CV, (mot./sens.), m/s” – averaged proximal nerve conduction velocity through
motor and sensor fibers in meters per second.
“Index H, cm2/ms2” – H-reflex index in square centimeters per square milliseconds. To
calculate this parameter, input the patient’s height (the menu command
Exam|Properties).
The “H-reflexes parameters” analysis window contains information about all the traces
with waves (Fig. 3.73).

Fig. 3.73

“N” – trace number (name).
“M lat., ms” – M-wave latency in milliseconds. The value depends on the latency
measuring method set in the test template.
“M ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude in millivolts. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“M dur, ms” – M-wave duration in milliseconds. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“M area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave in millivolts per milliseconds. The value depends on the amplitude measuring method set in the test template.
“H lat., ms” – H-reflex latency in milliseconds. The value depends on the latency
measuring me-thod set in the test template.
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“H dur., ms” – H-reflex duration in milliseconds. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“H ampl., mV” – H-reflex amplitude in millivolts. The value depends on the amplitude
measuring method set in the test template.
“H area, mV×ms” – area under H-reflex in millivolts per milliseconds. The value depends on the amplitude measuring method set in the test template.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current trace is received in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current trace is received in milliseconds.
The “Recruitment curve (amplitudes)” analysis window (Fig. 3.74) contains the dependence of H-reflex and M-wave amplitude on stimulus intensity.

Fig. 3.74

The “Recruitment curve (areas)” analysis window (Fig. 3.75) contains the dependence
of H-reflex and M-wave area on stimulus intensity.

Fig. 3.75
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In case you have two H-reflex tests in one exam with the same muscles from opposite body sides, you can use Test|Right/left comparison menu command to open
“H-reflex (right/left)” comparison window (Fig. 3.76).

Fig. 3.76

“Side” – stimulation (recording) side.
“Threshold stim., mA” – threshold (min) value of stimulus at which the response is obtained, in milliamperes.
“Max wave stim., mA” – stimulus value at which the response with maximal amplitude
is obtained, in milliamperes.
“Max wave lat., ms” – latency of response with maximal amplitude, in milliseconds.
This value depends on the way of latency measuring determined in the test template.
“Max ampl., mV” – maximal response amplitude, in millivolts. This value depends on
the way of amplitude measuring determined in the test template.
“Max area, mV×ms” – maximal area under response, in millivolts multiplied by millisecond. This value depends on the way of amplitude measuring determined in the test
template.
“Max H/M, %” – relation between amplitudes of maximal H-reflex and M-wave, in percents.
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“Index H, cm2/ms2” – H-reflex index, in square centimeters per square millisecond.
is used for copying of graphs and tables of current window to the exam
report.
Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.77) you can review summary tables for all H-reflex tests performed during the exam. You can find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.77

3.6. H-Reflex (Paired Stimulation)
3.6.1. H-Reflex Acquisition
This test is intended for H-reflex study at paired stimulation with variable interstimulus
interval for the calculation of H-reflex recovery curve.
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To perform H-reflex (paired) test, use the Test|New menu command, select
the EMG|H-reflex (pair stimuli) test type and then select the test template you need
(Fig. 3.78).

Fig. 3.78

Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you
are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required value of electrical stimulus at which the significant М-wave and
H-reflex are expected by means of the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu items or dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve under examination.
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Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get
the required M-wave and H-reflex repeat the stimulation start-up and move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result. If you get qualitative responses,
close the acquisition window (the Acquisition|Cancel menu command, [Esc] key or
the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
Execute the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command (or press the corresponding button on the keyboard) to start the “Paired stimulation” protocol. This protocol contains the sequence of commands providing the paired stimulation at gradual
increase of interstimulus interval. Pay attention that in this test the stimulation frequency is set rather low by default (as a rule, one stimulus for 10-20 sec.) to restore
H-reflex completely. If it is necessary you can interrupt the protocol execution by [Esc]
key.
If the markers are placed inaccurately you can correct them with the mouse.
On H-reflex there can be 5 markers of the feature points:
1 – wave onset marker;
2 – negative peak marker;
3 – marker of negative peak end (if the wave measurement is carried out according to
the negative peak, this marker is also considered to be the wave offset marker);
4 – positive peak marker;
5 – wave offset marker.
By default, all H-reflex markers have H prefix.
After recording all the necessary results you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side) or you can start another technique (Test|New
or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.79).

Fig. 3.79

To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “H-reflex (pair)” page of the test template wizard contains the following information (Fig. 3.80).

Fig. 3.80
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“Amplitude:” is a method of H-reflex amplitude measurement: baseline to negative
peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of H-reflex latency measurement: by onset or by negative
peak.

3.6.2. Analysis Windows
The “H-reflex parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.81).

Fig. 3.81

“N” – trace number (name).
“Int., ms” – interstimulus interval within stimulus pair in milliseconds.
“H2 ampl., %” – the second H-reflex amplitude in relation to the first one of the pair, in
percents.
“H1 ampl., mV” – the first H-reflex amplitude of the pair, in millivolts.
“H1 lat., ms” – the first H-reflex latency of the pair, in milliseconds.
The “Recovery curve” analysis window (Fig. 3.82) contains the dependence of the second H-reflex amplitudes ratio on the first ones in pair, in percents, from interstimulus
interval, in milliseconds.

Fig. 3.82
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3.7. Motor Inching
3.7.1. M-Wave Acquisition
To perform a motor inching test, after creating a new exam, press the
button on
the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template from the drop-down list
(Fig. 3.83). If test template name is missing you need use the Test|New menu item
and select a default test template.

Fig. 3.83

Make sure that acquisition step value, i.e. the interval between neighbor stimulator
positions, corresponds to the value you need (Fig. 3.86). If it is necessary, set another
step value which can be either positive or negative.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measuring (the Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on
a patient and con-nect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance measurement
window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve
under examination.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) (Fig. 3.7). If you fail
to get the required M-wave, repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change
the stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result. Instead of single stimulation the repetitive stimulation can be started by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu item (or by the corresponding button
on the dedicated keyboard).
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At supramaximal stimulus intensity and qualitative M-wave finish the acquisition and
save the M-wave for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or
by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you do not want to save
the results, press [Esc].
Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site and repeat the procedure.
If the distance starting point (zero distance) corresponds not to the first recorded
trace, then after recording of the trace with zero distance use the Test|Original trace
menu command ([F2]). It is also possible to mark a trace as initial after recording of all
the traces. For this purpose, mark the necessary trace as current (by clicking on it)
and press [F2].
If M-wave has low amplitude, you can use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation
menu command to make it better.
Traces are usually recorded sequentially from distal point to proximal one (or viceversa). If the traces were recorded not in the regular order, then, after their recording,
you can use either the Trace|Sort by latency menu command or the Sort by latency
local menu.
If after recording of several traces you need to replace already recorded one (poor Mwave), it is convenient to mark and rerecord such trace using either the Trace|Mark
for overwrite menu command or the Mark for overwrite local menu. In this case,
the marked trace will be replaced by the current recorded trace. The detailed description of this option is given in section 3.2.1 “M-Wave Acquisition”.
If M-wave is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude), you can start
the manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and holding it click
the left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
M-wave state block (skip) on the trace can be changed either by the Test|M-wave
skip/realization menu command or by the M-wave skip/realization context menu
command.
After recording all the necessary M-waves you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), some other muscle or you can start another technique using the Test|New (or by the corresponding button on the “New test”
toolbar).
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After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.84).

Fig. 3.84
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “Inching” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.85).

Fig. 3.85

“Amplitude” is a method of M-wave amplitude measurement: baseline to negative
peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of M-wave latency measurement: by onset or by negative
peak.
“Area:” is a method of M-wave area measurement: full area (from peak-to-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of M-wave duration measurement depends on
the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration is equal to duration of all
wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to negative peak duration.
“Default step (mm)”. Step (interval) between the adjacent positions of the stimulator by
default while a new test creation. This value can be either positive or negative. Further, this value can be changed (Fig. 3.86).
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3.7.2. Analysis Windows
The “M-wave parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.86).

Fig. 3.86

“N” – trace number (name).
“Dist., mm” – conduction distance in millimeters. While recording a new trace the distance is increased for the preset step automatically.
“Lat., ms” – M-wave latency in milliseconds. Latency is measured either by M-wave
onset or negative peak according to the value set in the “Latency:” drop-down list on
the top of the window (Fig. 3.86). By default, the value for latency calculation method
is set in the test template.
“Lat. incr., ms” – M-wave latency increment in comparison with the previous M-wave
in milliseconds.
“Ampl., mV” is a M-wave amplitude, in millivolts. The amplitude is measured eitherfrom peak-to-peak or only by negative peak depending on the value specified in
the “Ampl.:” drop-down list located in the top part of the window (Fig. 3.86). The value
for amplitude calculation is set in test template by default.
“Ampl., %” is M-wave amplitude (first response = 100%), in percents.
“Dur., ms” – M-wave duration, in milliseconds. The duration depends on the area
measurement method. If the amplitude is measured by “peak-to-peak” method and all
5 markers of M-wave are present, then all the wave phases are included in the duration. If the amplitude is measured by “negative peak” method, the duration is calculated only by the negative peak.
“Ampl. increm., %” – increment of M-wave amplitude in comparison with the previous
trace wave in percents. The positive value corresponds to the amplitude increment,
the negative one – to the amplitude decrement.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave, in millivolts per milliseconds. The area measurement method depends on the value set in “Area:” drop-down list located in the top
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part of the window (Fig. 3.86). The value for area calculation is set in test template by
default.
“Area, %” – area under M-wave (the first response = 100%) in percents.
“Area increm., %” – increment of M-wave area in comparison with the previous trace
wave in percents.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current M-wave is received in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current M-wave is received in milliseconds.
The “M-wave latency” analysis window contains the histogram of latency dependence
on distance (Fig. 3.87).

Fig. 3.87

The “M-wave latency increment” analysis window contains the histogram of latency
increment dependence on distance (Fig. 3.88).

Fig. 3.88
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The “M-wave amplitude” analysis window contains the histogram of M-wave amplitude
dependence on distance (Fig. 3.89).

Fig. 3.89

The “M-wave area” analysis window contains the histogram of M-wave area dependence on distance (Fig. 3.90).

Fig. 3.90

3.8. Sensory Inching
3.8.1. Nerve Action Potential Acquisition
To perform a sensory inching test, after creating a new exam, press the
button
on the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template from the drop-down
list (Fig. 3.91). If test template name is missing you need use the Test|New menu
item and select a default test template.

Fig. 3.91
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Make sure that acquisition step value, i.e. the interval between neighbor stimulator
positions, corresponds to the value you need (Fig. 3.94). If it is necessary, set another
step value which can be either positive or negative.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you
are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection of nerve
under examination.
Start the single stimulation using the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required nerve action potential, repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously
change the stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result. Instead of single stimulation the repetitive stimulation can be started by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu item (or by the corresponding button
on the dedicated keyboard). The signal averaging is switched on/off by the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command.
When you obtain the qualitative nerve action potential, stop the acquisition and save
the results for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or by
the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you don’t want to save the results, press [Esc].
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Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site and repeat the procedure.
If the distance starting point (zero distance) corresponds not to the first recorded
trace, then after recording of the trace with zero distance use the Test|Original trace
menu command ([F2]). It is also possible to mark a trace as initial after recording of all
the traces. For this purpose, make the necessary trace as current (by clicking on it)
and press [F2].
Traces are usually recorded sequentially from distal point to proximal one (or viceversa). If the traces were recorded not in the regular order, then, after their recording,
you can use either the Traces|Sort by latency menu command or the Sort by latency local menu.
If after recording of several traces you need to replace already recorded one (poor
nerve action potential), it is convenient to mark and rerecord such trace using either
the Trace|Mark for overwrite menu command or the Mark for overwrite local menu
command. The detailed description of this option is given in section 3.2.1 “M-Wave
Acquisition”.
If nerve action potential is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude),
you can start the manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and
holding it click the left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
The nerve action potential state block (skip) on the trace can be changed either by
the Test|Nerve action potential skip/realization menu command or by Nerve action potential skip/realization context menu command.
If the evident artefact (trend) is presented at the trace beginning, you can remove it
using Test|Remove stimulus artefact (trend) menu command or Remove stimulus
artefact (trend) command of local menu. If the result of artefact removal does not suit
you, you can return to initial trace using Test|Undo stimulus (trend) artefact removal menu command (Undo stimulus (trend) artefact removal local menu command).
After recording all the necessary results, you can study the other side of the same
nerve Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), some other muscle or you can start another technique using the Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on
the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.92).

Fig. 3.92
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “Inching” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.93).

Fig. 3.93

“Amplitude:” is a method of nerve action potential amplitude measurement: baseline to
negative peak or peak-to-peak. During the analysis this value can be changed (see
comments to Fig. 3.94).
“Latency:” is a method of nerve action potential latency measurement: by onset or by
negative peak. During the analysis this value can be changed (see comments to
Fig. 3.94).
“Area:” is a method of nerve action potential area measurement: full area (from peakto-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of nerve action potential duration
measurement depends on the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration
is equal to duration of all wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to
negative peak duration. During the analysis this value can be changed (see comments to Fig. 3.94).
“Default step (mm)”. Step (interval) between the adjacent positions of the stimulator
(recording electrode) by default while a new test creation. This value can be either
positive or negative. Further, this value can be changed (Fig. 3.94).
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“Remove stimulus artefact (trend)”. If the checkbox is checked, after acquisition of
each new trace the attempt of trend removal, which distorts the trace beginning, takes
place. The trend removal for each acquired trace can be performed also manually using Remove stimulus artefact (trend) local menu command.

3.8.2. Analysis Windows
The “Nerve action potential” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.94).

Fig. 3.94

“N” – trace number (name).
“Dist., mm” – conduction distance in millimeters. While recording a new trace the distance is increased for the preset step automatically.
“Lat., ms” – nerve action potential latency in milliseconds. Latency is measured either
by nerve ac-tion potential onset or negative peak according to the value set in the “Latency:” drop-down list on the top of the window (Fig. 3.94). By default, the value for latency calculation method is set in the test template.
“Lat. incr., ms” – nerve action potential latency increment in comparison with the previous nerve action potential in milliseconds.
“Ampl., µV” – nerve action potential amplitude in microvolts. The amplitude is measured either from peak to peak or only by negative peak according to the value set in
the “Ampl.:” drop-down list on the top of the window (Fig. 3.94). By default, the value
for amplitude calculation method is set in the test template.
“Ampl., %” – nerve action potential amplitude (the first response = 100%) in percents.
“Amp. increm., %” – increment of nerve action potential amplitude in comparison with
the previous trace wave in percents. The positive value corresponds to the amplitude
increment, the negative one – to the amplitude decrement.
“Dur., ms” – nerve action potential duration, in milliseconds. Duration depends on
the area measurement method. If the area is measured by “peak-to-peak” method and
all 5 markers of nerve action potential are present, then all the wave phases are included in the duration. If the amplitude is measured by “negative peak” method, the
duration is calculated only by the negative peak.
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“Area, nV×s” – area under nerve action potential, in nanovolts per seconds. The
method of area measurement depends on the value specified in “Area:” drop-down list
located in the top part of the window (Fig. 3.94). The value for area calculation is set
in the test template by default.
“Area, %” – area under nerve action potential (the first response = 100%) in percents.
“Area increm., %” – increment of nerve action potential area in comparison with
the previous trace wave in percents.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current nerve action potential is received
in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current nerve action potential is received
in milliseconds.
The “Nerve AP latency” analysis window contains the histogram of latency dependence on distance (Fig. 3.95).

Fig. 3.95

The “Nerve AP latency increment” analysis window contains the histogram of latency
increment dependence on distance (Fig. 3.96).

Fig. 3.96
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The “Nerve AP amplitude” analysis window contains the histogram of nerve action potential amplitude dependence on distance (Fig. 3.97).

Fig. 3.97

The “Nerve AP area” analysis window contains the histogram of nerve action potential
area dependence on distance (Fig. 3.98).

Fig. 3.98

3.9. Motor Conduction Collision
3.9.1. M-wave Acquisition
The Motor Conduction Collision test can be executed only is the coupled electrical
stimulator is available (for example, two electrical stimulators of Neuro-MEP-4).
To perform the test after the new exam creation, use Test|New menu command and
select the corresponding test template.
Prepare the stimulating electrodes and connect them to electrical stimulator control
unit.
Run the process of impedance measurement (Acquisition|Impedance measurement menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or footswitch button) and place the required electrodes on a patient by connecting them to amplifier input. As soon as you achieve
the acceptable impedance level, close the impedance measurement window ([Esc]).
When you gain enough experience, you can execute this technique without measuring
the impedance of the placed electrodes.
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Enter
the
required
initial
value
of
the
electrical
stimulus
using
Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase stimulus and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease
stimulus menu commands or control elements on the dedicated keyboard. Place
both stimulating electrodes in the projection of the studied nerve and fix them. Make
only one stimulator active by unchecking the checkbox of the other one (Fig. 3.99). To
switch quickly the stimulators checkboxes “circularly”, it is convenient to use [F4] functional key, to increase/decrease the interstimulus interval, use [F6] and [F5] keys correspondingly.

First stimulator checkbox
Second stimulator checkbox

Interstimuli interval

Fig. 3.99

Run the single stimulation using Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command
(or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) (see Fig. 3.7). If the required
M-wave is not obtained, repeate the stimulation run and simultaneously measure
the stimulus intensity or shift the stimulating electrode up to the acceptable result
aschieving. Instead of single stimulation, you can run the repetitive stimulation using
Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command (or the corresponding button on
the dedicated keyboard).
As soon as the supramaximal stimulus intensity and qualitative M-wave are achieved,
terminate the acquisition. Activate the second stimulator and repeat the process of
supramaximal response obtaining.
Enter the distances between the stimulators at any time. To do this, use Test|Enter
conduction distance ([F2]) menu command.
Make both stimulators active. Set the initial value of interstimuli interval (see
Fig. 3.99). Run the single stimulation (Acquisition|Acquisiton/Stimulus). As soon as
the qualitative response is achieved, terminate the acquisition by saving the response
for the analysis using Acquisition|End menu command (or the corresponding button
on the dedicated keyboard). To refuse from the received response saving, press
[Esc] key. Change the interstimuli value (it is better to use [F5], [F6] keys) and repeat
the acquisition.
If M-wave is not found on trace automatically (very low amplitude), then you can run
the search manually from the mouse cursor. To do this, press [Alt] key and holding it,
click the supposed place of wave location with the mouse.
The markers arranged inaccurately can be corrected with the use of mouse.
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To switch the block (presence/absence) of second M-wave on the selected trace, use
Test|Skip/implementation of second M-wave menu command ([F3]).
After acquisition of several traces, the test window looks like the following (Fig. 3.100).

Fig. 3.100
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The preliminary setup of test template can be performed using Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. The “Collision” page of template setup wizard contains
the following information (Fig. 3.101).

Fig. 3.101

“Amplitude:” is a method of M-wave amplitude measurement: baseline to negative
peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of M-wave latency measurement: by onset or by negative
peak.
“Area:” is a method of M-wave area measurement: full area (from peak-to-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of M-wave duration measurement depends on
the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration is equal to duration of all
wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to negative peak duration.
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3.9.2. Analysis Windows
The “Conduction velocity” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.102).

Fig. 3.102

“N” – the trace number (name).
“Conducting fibres, %” – the number of nerve fibres providing the received conduction
velocity (the last table column), in percents.
“Dist., mm” – the distance between the electrical stimulators measured in the nerve
projection.
“Delay, ms” – the delay of second electrical stimulator triggering relative to the first
one, in milliseconds.
“Velocity, m/s” – the conduction velocity provided by received percent of nerve fibres,
in meters per seconds.
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The “CV distribution” analysis window contains the graph of conducting fibres recruitment and histogram of fibres distribution depending on its conduction velocity
(Fig. 3.103).

Fig. 3.103

3.10. Sensory Conduction Collision
3.10.1. Nerve Action Potential Acquisition
The Sensory Conduction Collision test can be executed only is the coupled electrical stimulator is available (for example, two electrical stimulators of Neuro-MEP-4).
To perform the test after the new exam creation, use Test|New menu command and
select the corresponding test template.
Prepare the stimulating electrodes and connect them to electrical stimulator control
unit.
Run the process of impedance measurement (Acquisition|Impedance measurement menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or footswitch button) and place the required electrodes on a patient by connecting them to amplifier input. As soon as the acceptable
impedance level is achieved, close the impedance measurement window ([Esc]).
When you gain enough experience, you can execute this technique without measuring
the impedance of the placed electrodes.
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Enter
the
required
initial
value
of
the
electrical
stimulus
using
Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase stimulus and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease
stimulus menu commands or control elements on the dedicated keyboard. Place
both stimulating electrodes in the projection of the studied nerve and fix them. Make
only one stimulator active by unchecking the checkbox of the other one (Fig. 3.104).
To switch quickly the stimulators checkboxes “circularly”, it is convenient to use [F4]
functional key, to increase/decrease the interstimulus interval, use [F6] and [F5] keys
correspondingly.

First stimulator checkbox
Second stimulator checkbox

Interstimuli interval

Fig. 3.104

Run the single stimulation using Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command
(or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) (see Fig. 3.7). If the required
nerve action potential is not obtained, repeate the stimulation run and simultaneously
measure the stimulus intensity or shift the stimulating electrode up to the acceptable
result aschieving. Instead of single stimulation, you can run the repetitive stimulation
using Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command (or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
As soon as the supramaximal stimulus intensity and qualitative nerve action potential
are achieved, terminate the acquisition. Activate the second stimulator and repeat
the process of supramaximal response obtaining.
Enter the distances between the stimulators at any time. To do this, use Test|Enter
conduction distance ([F2]) menu command.
Make both stimulators active. Set the initial value of interstimuli interval (see
Fig. 3.99). Run the single stimulation (Acquisition|Acquisiton/Stimulus). As soon as
the qualitative response is achieved, terminate the acquisition by saving the response
for the analysis using Acquisition|End (or the corresponding button on the dedicated
keyboard) menu command. To refuse from the received response saving, press [Esc]
key. Change the interstimuli value (it is better to use [F5], [F6] keys) and repeat
the acquisition.
If nerve action potential is not found on trace automatically (very low amplitude), then
you can run the search manually from the mouse cursor. To do this, press [Alt] key
and holding it, click the supposed place of wave location with the mouse.
The markers arranged inaccurately can be corrected with the use of mouse.
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To switch the block (presence/absence) of second nerve action potential on the selected trace, use Test|Skip/implementation of second AP menu command ([F3]).
After acquisition of several traces, the test window looks like the following (Fig. 3.105).

Fig. 3.105
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The preliminary setup of test template can be performed using Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. The “Collision” page of template setup wizard contains
the following information (Fig. 3.106).

Fig. 3.106

“Amplitude:” is a method of nerve action potential amplitude measurement: baseline to
negative peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of nerve action potential latency measurement: by onset or by
negative peak.
“Area:” is a method of nerve action potential area measurement: full area (from peakto-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of nerve action potential duration
measurement depends on the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration
is equal to duration of all wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to
negative peak duration.
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3.10.2. Analysis Windows
The “Conduction velocity” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.107).

Fig. 3.107

“N” – the trace number (name).
“Conducting fibres, %” – the number of nerve fibres providing the received conduction
velocity (the last table column in the same row), in percents.
“Dist., mm” – the distance between the electrical stimulators measured in the nerve
projection.
“Delay, ms” – the delay of second electrical stimulator triggering relative to the first
one, in milliseconds.
“Velocity, m/s” – the conduction velocity provided by received percent of nerve fibres,
in meters per seconds.
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The “CV distribution” analysis window contains the graph of conducting fibres recruitment and histogram of fibres distribution depending on its conduction velocity
(Fig. 3.108).

Fig. 3.108

3.11. Quantitative EMG (QEMG)
This test is performed using needle electrode, and is used for recording and analysis
of muscle spontaneous activity, motor unit potentials (MUP) and interference pattern
at muscle contraction. It is not necessary to perform signal recording in all abovementioned modes for further analysis.

To perform QEMG test, click on the
button located on the “New test” toolbar,
choose exam template and recording site side from the drop down list. If the required
name is missing, use the Test|New menu command and choose the default template.
QEMG test contains four signal displaying/acquisition modes:
 spontaneous activity (muscle spontaneous activity acquisition and analysis);
 motor unit potentials (MUP acquisition and analysis);
 interference pattern (EMG acquisition and analysis at muscle contraction);
 QEMG (includes analysis result review of all mentioned modes).
To switch between modes use [F2] – [F5] keys; you can switch at any time, even during signal acquisition.
Signal acquisition and analysis in first three modes have much in common with acquisition and analysis in corresponding tests described below. The forth mode (QEMG) is
meant for simultaneous review and analysis of data obtained in the previous three
modes.
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3.12. Spontaneous Activity
3.12.1. Spontaneous Activity Acquisition
To perform a spontaneous activity test press the
button on the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template from the drop-down list (Fig. 3.109). If test
template name is missing you need use the Test|New menu item and select a default
test template.

Fig. 3.109

Make the needle electrode ready, place the ground electrode on a patient and connect the electrodes to the amplifier input. If it is necessary, you can use surface electrodes instead of the concentric needle ones.
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To obtain the reference information about needle insertion points, use the View|Help
window menu command ([F1]) (Fig. 3.110). To close the window, repeat this command.

Fig. 3.110

Insert the needle into a muscle and start signal acquisition by the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command. To control the correctness of needle position and muscle contraction you can start signal monitoring by the Acquisition|Monitoring menu command (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated
keyboard.
To record the quite long traces, being typical for this test, use one of two modes:
the “Free recording” and the “Free run with long trace”. See more information related
to these acquisition modes in the comment to Fig. 2.110. Let us consider these
modes.
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3.12.1.1. “Free Recording” Mode
The acquisition window in “Free recording” mode is given in Fig. 3.111.

Fig. 3.111

The traces in the acquisition window can be displayed depending on the selected settings. They can be displayed as one line or with a wrap (cascade visualization).
The loop recording of a trace is possible, in this case the the recording starts again
from the trace onset as soon as the whole analysis epoch is recorded. Read more information about the mode settings in the comment to Fig. 2.110.
You can pause the trace acquisition with Acquisition|Pause menu command
([Space] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If each new fragment
should be recorded as a new trace, then use Acquisition|Averaging/Continouos
menu command ([Ins] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard) to pause
the acquisition and the same menu command to renew the acquisition.
To include all recorded traces to the analysis, use Acquisiton|Stop menu command
(or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If you want to cancel it, use Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
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3.12.1.2. “Free Run with Long Trace” Mode
The acquisition window in “Free run with condensed trace” mode is shown in
Fig. 3.112.

Fig. 3.112

The settings of this acquisition window are described in the comment to
the Fig. 2.110.
The condensed (long) trace representing the complete analysis epoch is displayed in
the bottom part of this window. To start/finish the fragment recording (the fragment is
marked with other color on the screen), use Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation
menu command ([Ins] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard). Any number
of fragments can be recorded.
You can pause the trace acquisition with Acquisition|Pause menu command
([Space] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
To select the additional trace fragments in this window, use the mouse either in
the pause mode or as soon as the whole trace is recorded. To do this, click the left
mouse button on the fragment onset and without releasing the button, drag the mouse
cursor to a new position, then release the button. Besides in the pause mode you can
select the fragment by double-clicking the averaging/accumulation button on the device. The duration of the selected fragment is equal to the maximal specified one or if
the maximal duration is not specified, than the whole visible part of the trace located in
the top part of the window will be selected. To change the borders of the selected
fragment, drag any border with the mouse. To remove the fragment, click the right
mouse button on it and select Delete fragment in the context menu. All abovementioned actions can be executed both in the top part of the window (uncondensed
or short trace) and in the bottom part (condensed or long trace). To navigate over the
trace, use the scrollbar of the top window or click the mouse on the required trace
fragment in the bottom part of the window.
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The analogous selection of fragments can be done during the exam analysis if several
traces are recorded (see more information in the comment to Fig. 2.36).
To add the recorded traces to the analysis, use Acquisition|Stop menu command (or
the corresponding button on the keyboard), to cancel this operation, use Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If there are selected fragments on the trace, only these fragments are to be
analysed. If there are no selected fragments, the whole trace or its fragment displayed
in the top part of the window is to be analysed. The choice depends on “Save if there
are no selected fragments” combobox state (see Fig. 3.112).

________________
If it is necessary, repeat the acquisition of new traces for the other needle injection.
In case of presence of the spontaneous activity, you can simply put the marks near
the detected phenomenon in “Phenomena” window (Fig. 3.113) or differentiate and
measure them more thoroughly. For that purpose, place the mouse cursor to the phenomenon, press [Alt] and holding it press the left mouse button. After that release
[Alt] key and select the required phenomenon type from the appeared drop-down list
(Fig. 3.114).

Fig. 3.113

Fig. 3.114

The search and classification of phenomena can be performed in the automatic mode
also. To do this, use Test|Spontaneous activity classification menu command
([F7]). In the appeared window the search results of spontaneous activity phenomena
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by all test traces (Fig. 3.115 ) as more charactiristic (more offen appearing) representatives will be displayed. Press
cally (Fig. 3.121).

button to fill the analysis window automati-

Fig. 3.115
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For more detailed review of all phenomena of this type use
button or
double-click the trace with the mouse, at that the window represented in the Fig. 3.116
will appear. Under trace buttons the potentials number of each type are indicated. To
remove this or that potential from analysis, use checkbox near each trace. Using local
menu commands, you can change the activity type from one to another one, if it was
automatically defined incorrectly and also remove separate potentials.

Fig. 3.116
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To review all potentials composing this one, double-click the trace with the mouse
(Fig. 3.116), at that the window represented in the Fig. 3.117 will appear on the
screen. The averaged potential is displayed in left part of this window, all source potentials layed over each other are provided in the right top part of this window and all
source potentials in cascade representation are displayed in the left bottom part. To
remove separate potentials, use the buttons in the top part of the window or local
menu commands.

Fig. 3.117

To review the spontaneous activity phenomena
Test|Classification results menu command ([F8]).

identified

earlier,

use

You can calculate mean amplitude and wave frequency for any fragment of spontaneous activity. The sequence of actions is as follows:
 Mark the trace with the fragment you need as current (selected), clicking either on it
or on the link button with the left mouse button.
 Place the mouse cursor in the top left corner of the fragment (Fig. 3.118, a).
 Press and hold [Ctrl] and [Shift] keys on the keyboard.
 Press the left mouse button and, holding it, shift the mouse to the right bottom corner of the fragment (Fig. 3.118, b), then release the left mouse button.
 Release [Ctrl] and [Shift] keys on the keyboard.
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 On the screen the calculation results and phenomena list will appear in which you
must mark the necessary phenomenon (Fig. 3.118, c). If the phenomena list does
not appear, it means that the trace is not selected or there are less than 2 peaks in
the square (rectangle).

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 3.118

The results of measurements are displayed in the “Frequency” analysis window
(Fig. 3.122). If you don’t want to make measurements, press [Esc].
To delete the current description line from the upper table of the quick analysis window (Fig. 3.122), click on it with the right mouse button and select the Delete current
line option from the local menu. To clear the entire table, select the Clear table option.
After recording all the necessary traces you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start
another technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.119).

Fig. 3.119

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.120).

Fig. 3.120
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3.12.2. Analysis Windows
The “Phenomena” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.121).

Fig. 3.121

“Phenomenon” – name of observed phenomenon of spontaneous activity. Put the
marks against the corresponding phenomenon.
“Manifestations” – put the marks at multiple manifestations of phenomenon.
“Count” – number of the corresponding phenomenon, which increases automatically
or can be set manually.
“Ampl., µV” – phenomena amplitude in microvolts, which can be set either manually or
automatically (see above).
“Freq., Hz” – phenomena frequency in hertz, which can be set either manually or automatically (see above).
The “Frequency” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.122).

Fig. 3.122

“Phenomenon” – name of observed phenomenon.
“Ampl., µV” – mean phenomenon amplitude in microvolts.
“Freq., Hz” – mean phenomenon frequency in Hertz.
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Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.123) you can review
summary tables for all spontaneous activity tests performed during the exam. You can
find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.123
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3.13. Interference EMG
3.13.1. Interference EMG Acquisition
The signal acquisition is described in section 3.12.1 “Spontaneous Activity Acquisition”.
After acquisition you can put the marks near the detected phenomena in “Interpretation” table (see Fig. 3.130).
Turn-amplitude analysis according to Willison can be carried out either for the whole
trace (one point for a trace) or separate trace sections (several points for one trace).
For that purpose, use the Test|Template|Additional menu command ([Alt+A])
(Fig. 3.124).

Fig. 3.124

If the turn analysis interval equals 0 (zero) (Fig. 3.124), then the analysis is carried out
for the whole trace. If this value differs from zero, the trace is divided into the corresponding fragments and the analysis is carried out for each fragment separately. In
the same window you can set the turn minimum amplitude for the turn-amplitude
analysis and switch on/off the cyclical recording mode. It is possible to perform
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the analysis only for one trace fragment. To do this, select it with the mouse
(Fig. 3.125).
Turn-amplitude analisys accuracy can be improved, if the noise level in the obtained
signal is measured. To do it, you should record a short trace fragment from a relaxed
muscle, select this fragment with the mouse and click on Noise estimation by the
selected fragment context menu item. After that the analysis of all traces will be renewed taking into account the obtained noise level value.
If it is required to analyze several separate trace segments, select these segments
first. It is done in the following way. Select the trace fragment with the mouse, then
click the right mouse button and choose Take segment into analysis item in
the context menu. The markers will appear both sides of the segment. You can
change the segment duration by moving these markers. You can select any number
of segments. To remove the segment, select one of the segment markers (onset or
offset marker), click the right mouse button and choose Remove segment from
analysis item of the context menu.
By default, spectral analysis according to Fredriksson is carried out for the current
trace. It is possible to carry out the analysis for one trace fragment only: for that purpose, select it with the mouse (Fig. 3.125). At the same time the “Spectral analysis”
table and the “Spectral analysis” graph are refreshed.

Fig. 3.125

Using the received interference curves you can search for motor unit potentials
(MUP). For this purpose, select the necessary traces with the left mouse button (several traces are selected when the [Ctrl] key is pressed) and then use the MUP Classification or MUP Decomposition local menu command. MUP classification is preferred for the traces which separate motor unit potentials are not overlapped. MUP
decomposition is preferred for the traces which motor unit potentials are overlapped
(pattern analysis). To the trace name, for which the classification or decomposition
was performed, the symbol “*” is added. The more detailed information about these
analysis modes is described in Motor Unit Potential (MUP) test.
After recording all the necessary traces, you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start another
technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.126).

Fig. 3.126

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.127).

Fig. 3.127

If it is required, you can study several muscles at once in one test. To add the site
names to “Interpretation” table (Fig. 3.130), click the left mouse button on it and select
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Recording sites in the local menu. At that the following window will appear
(Fig. 3.128).

Fig. 3.128

The list of the sites is formed from all sites possible to be used in “Inference curve”
test. You can add/remove the sites by checking/unchecking the checkboxes opposite
the corresponding sites.
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “Interference pattern” page of the test template wizard contains the following information (Fig. 3.129).

Fig. 3.129

“Changed names for interpretation table” – check this checkbox if you want to specify
your own names of interpretation table columns (see Fig. 3.130).
“Interpretation choices” – options for columns of interpretation table.
“Min. turn level (µV)”. Minimal turn amplitude for the turn-amplitude analysis, in microvolts.
“Turns analysis interval (ms)”. If turns analysis interval is preset to zero, then the entire trace is analyzed. If the turns analysis interval differs from zero, then the trace is
divided into the corresponding fragments which are analyzed separately.
“Online turn-amplitude analysis”. If the checkbox is checked, turn-amplitude analysis
cloud is observed during the signal acquisition, in real time mode (only in “Free-run”
mode).
“Spontaneous activity recording”. If the checkbox is checked, the simultaneous recording of spontaneous activity and interference curve is possible in the test (see below).
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“Sensitivity steps count on toggle spont./interference:” The number of steps for scale
change by vertical (sensitivity) used at switching between the acquisition modes of
spontaneous activity and interference curve. In other words, this is the number of
View|Sensitivity|Increase menu commands required for switching from scale used
for spontaneous activity displaying to scale used for interference pattern displaying.
To activate this option, select individual parametners of traces displaying on “Traces
display” page (see Fig. 2.120).

3.13.2. Spontaneous Activity Recording in Interference
EMG Test
In Neuro-MEP.NET software the spontaneous activity and interference curve at muscle contraction is expected to be recorded in the QEMG test while switching between
Spontaneous activity and Interference curve modes. But to save the time, in case
there is no need for careful analysis of spontaneous activity phenomena, it is possible
to combine the recording of spontaneous activity and interference curve in the Interference EMG test. For this purpose, make the following changes in the test template
(execute the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command, then select the test
template you need and press the

button):

 On the “Traces displaying” page check the “Traces displaying parameters. Individual” checkbox, press the
scales you use to display the spontaneous activity.

button and set the

 On the “Interference pattern” page (Fig. 3.129) check the “Spontaneous activity recording” checkbox and indicate the number of steps required for scale switching
(see comments to Fig. 3.129).
In this mode, at the beginning of the test, the Test|Interf./Spont. menu command is in
spontaneous activity recording state (the button is “released”). And all the registered
traces are marked as spontaneous activity traces. The turn-amplitude analysis for
these traces is not performed.
When all the spontaneous activity traces you need were recorded, execute the
Test|Interf./Spont. menu command to switch to the interference curves recording
mode (the button is “pressed”). The sensitivity (vertical scale) by default is changed
for several times and all the recorded traces will be marked as interference curves.
The turn-amplitude analysis for these traces is performed.
If desired, the Test|Interf./Spont. menu command can be executed several times interchanging the recording of spontaneous activity and tonic contraction.
If any trace was recorded in another mode by mistake (for instance, if the spontaneous activity trace was recorded in the interference curve mode), change the trace
properties by selecting it with the left mouse button and executing the “Spontaneous
activity” local menu command. Besides, you can define whether the selected trace is
a spontaneous activity trace or a tonic contraction trace according to the checkbox
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state near the command. To change the properties of several traces simultaneously,
select these traces in advance by the mouse click, holding the [Ctrl] key.
Keep in mind that in this mode each trace can have its own sensitivity (vertical scale)
and the commands for sensitivity changing are effective for the selected traces only.

3.13.3. Analysis Windows
The “Interpretation” analysis window contains the characteristics of spontaneous activity, motor unit potentials (MUP) and pattern determined by a doctor according to
visual analysis results (Fig. 3.130). Column names and option lists can be specified
arbitrarily (see comments to Fig. 3.129 )

Fig. 3.130

“Site” – name of the recording site (the studied muscle).
“Spont. activity” – qualitative evaluation of spontaneous activity.
“Fasciculations” – qualitative evaluation of fasciculations.
“MUP amplitude” – qualitative evaluation of MUP amplitude.
“MUP duration” – qualitative evaluation of MUP duration.
“MUP polyphasy” – qualitative evaluation of MUP polyphasy.
“Pattern” – qualitative evaluation of interference curve pattern.
“Frequency” – qualitative evaluation of pattern frequency.
“Comment” – comment to the interference curve.
To remove the current row of this table, use Delete current line local menu item. To
reset all values in the row to default values, use Reset current line menu command.
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To enter quickly the values to all cells of one row, double-click left mouse button on
the table row. At that the next window will appear (Fig. 3.131) where the selection for
each parameter can be done with one mouse click.

Fig. 3.131

The “Turn-amplitude analysis” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.132).

Fig. 3.132

“Trace” – trace name (number).
“Segment” – segment number on trace. The segment selection for the analysis is described above. If this cell is empty, the information is related to the whole trace.
“Max. ampl., µV” – maximum trace amplitude in microvolts.
“Mean ampl., µV” – mean turn amplitude in microvolts.
“Total ampl., mV/s” – total turn amplitude per one second (average for analysis interval) in millivolts per second.
“Mean freq., 1/s” – mean turn frequency in turns per second.
“Ampl./freq., µV×s” – ratio of mean turn amplitude to mean frequency in microvolts per
second.
“Trace comment” – a comment to a trace entered by a user.
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The “Turn-amplitude analysis of segments ([segment duration])” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.133).

Fig. 3.133

“Trace” – name (number) of a trace.
“Fragment” – fragment number on a trace. To calculate several fragments, specify
the turn analysis interval (Fig. 3.124). If the fragment number is written with hyphen
(for example, “1-3”), the first figure is the number of a segment selected by a user,
the second figure is a trace fragment number included in this segment (see comments
to Fig. 3.124 related to trace separation to fragments).
“Max. ampl., µV” – the maximal trace amplitude (swing) in microvolts.
“Mean ampl., µV” – the mean turn amplitude in microvolts.
“Total ampl., mV/s” – total turn amplitude per one second (average for analysis interval) in millivolts per second.
“Mean freq., 1/s” – mean turn frequency in turns per second.
“Ampl./freq., µV×s” – ratio of mean turn amplitude to mean frequency in microvolts per
second.
The “Spectrum analysis” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.134).

Fig. 3.134

“Fragment” – fragment name on a current trace for which the calculation is carried out.
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“Mean freq., Hz” – weighted mean frequency in Hertz.
“Median freq., Hz” – frequency median in Hertz.
“RMS, mV” – root mean square (effective) value in millivolts.
“Mean val., mV” – mean value in millivolts.
“Power 1400 Hz, ppm” – power at frequency of 1400 Hz (parts per million, ppm) from
total spectrum power for frequency window with 12.5 Hz width.
The “Turn-amplitude analysis” graph contains the scattergram where the dependence
of turn amplitude in millivolts on their frequency in turns per second is displayed
(Fig. 3.135). The analysis fragment duration is indicated in the window heading (in
brackets). The “Logarithmic scale” checkbox is selected, the data is scaled logarithmically.

Fig. 3.135

The solid line shows the limits of normal values (the patient’s date of birth and sex
must be entered. The normal values for some muscles can be missing).
The “Spectrum analysis” graph contains the dependence of spectrum power in decibels on frequency in Hertz (Fig. 3.136).

Fig. 3.136
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The “Short segments (NSS)” graph contains the dependence of short segments number (NSS) on activity in percents (Fig. 3.137).

Fig. 3.137

The “Envelope” graph contains the dependence of envelope in millivolts on activity in
percents (Fig. 3.138).

Fig. 3.138

Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.139) you can review
summary tables for all interference EMG tests performed during the exam. You can
find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.139
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3.14. Motor Unit Potentials (MUP)
Make the needle electrode ready, place the ground electrode on a patient and connect the electrodes to the amplifier input.
Signal acquisition can be carried out in three ways:
 Long epoch acquisition (10-30 seconds) with simultaneous (online) MUP selection
from them.
 Long epoch acquisition (10-30 seconds) and further MUP selection from them
(manual or automatic).
 Short epochs acquisition (single MUP) by means of trigger. It is possible to use both
level trigger and range trigger. The acquisition mode can also be either with accumulation or with averaging by trigger.
It is recommended to use the first acquisition mode as it is easier. To switch between
acquisition modes use the Test|Template|Additional menu command ([Alt+A])
(Fig. 3.140).

Fig. 3.140

“Analysis epoch, ms” – duration of trace being recorded in milliseconds.
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“Min turn amplitude, µV” – minimal threshold for calculation of MUP turns in microvolts.
“MUP similarity coefficient” – the minimal similarity (correlation) coefficient at which
two compared MUP are considered to be similar.
“Delete source traces at acquisition start” – if the checkbox is checked, the initial traces from which motor unit potentials are selected will be deleted automatically after
each execution of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command.
“Automatic MUP classification” – if the checkbox is checked, MUP classification (the
Test|MUP classification menu command) starts automatically after the recording of
new traces.
“Online MUP classification” – if the checkbox is checked, MUP classification is performed during recording (online), in real-time mode. This option is available only in
“Free-run EMG” mode.
“Start averaging/accumulation immediately”. If the checkbox is checked, the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command executes immediately after new test
creation. The further trace averaging (accumulation) starts by using either
Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus or Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu
commands.
“Acquisition autocompletion”. If the checkbox is checked, when the preset maximal
number of traces is reached (or the whole analysis epoch is recorded), the Acquisition|Stop menu command is executed automatically resulting in closing of the acquisition window and inclusion of all the received traces into analysis.
You can find the detailed description of acquisition modes in chapter 2.7.2.4
“Acquisition Mode”.

3.14.1. Long Epoch Acquisition with Online MUP
Selection
To start working in this mode the “Online MUP classification” checkbox should be
checked (see Fig. 3.140), the “Start averaging/ accumulation at once” checkbox
should be unchecked, “Free-run EMG” radio button should be selected, and analysis
epoch should be within the range of 10-30 s, but it also could be more. In this mode
MUPs are selected automatically, i.e. it is not necessary to set up triggers and operation thresholds.
Insert the needle into muscle and start signal acquisition using Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (or corresponding dedicated key). Adjust
the intensity of muscle activity in such a way that motor unit potentials do not superimpose on each other. At that the native trace displays in the left part of acquisition
window, and MUPs are displayed in the right part of the window. MUPs are displayed
in preview mode, i.e. the program displays MUP acquired during the last two seconds
of signal acquisition (Fig. 3.141).
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Fig. 3.141

This mode allows observing tre MUP current state, i.e. displayed MUPs are changed
almost immediately when you move the needle around the muscle. Each trace has a
button with its number (name). The button color indicates the MUP quality. Green color corresponds to MUP high quality (short build-up time), red color corresponds to
MUP poor quality (long build-up time, see the 5th trace on Fig. 3.141). If the prevailing
button color is red, it means that the needle is far from the motor unit, and you should
move the needle around the muscle.
After you adjust the intensity of muscle activity, and obtain high-quality MUPs (all the
buttons near the traces are green), you can start signal acquisition using Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command ([Ins] key or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
To pause the trace acquisition, use the Acquisition|Pause menu command ([Space]
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
The analysis window after the analysis epoch recording is shown in Fig. 3.142.

Fig. 3.142

You can correct marker positions, include separate MUPs into analysis (by checking
corresponding checkboxes), and exclude MUPs from analysis (by unchecking corresponding checkboxes) in the acquisition window. Right-click the corresponding MUPs
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either to exclude them from analysis or include to analysis. Also you can rotate (to select) and press (to include/exclude from analysis) trace selection knob on the dedicated keyboard.
To analyze the acquired traces use the Acquisition|Stop menu command (or the corresponding button on the keyboard).If you do not want to perform analysis, use
the Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
Repeat the procedure for the other puncture.

3.14.2. Long Epoch Acquisition
To start working in this mode the “Online MUP classification” checkbox should be unchecked (see Fig. 3.140), the “Start averaging/ accumulation at once” checkbox
should be unchecked, “Free-run EMG” or “Free-run with long trace” radio buttons
should be selected, and analysis epoch should be within the range of 10-30 s, but it
also could be more. If the “MUP automatic classification” checkbox is checked, the
Test|MUP classification menu command performs automatically at acquisition completion.
Insert the needle into muscle and start signal acquisition using Acquisition|Monitoring menu command. Adjust the intensity of muscle activity in such a way
that motor unit potentials do not superimpose on each other. Start signal acquisition
by the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command.
To pause the trace acquisition, use the Acquisition|Pause menu command ([Space]
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If every new fragment must be registered as a new trace, use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command ([Ins] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
To analyze the registered traces use the Acquisition|Stop menu command (or the
corresponding button on the keyboard). If you don’t want to perform analysis, use the
Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on the
keyboard).
Repeat the procedure for the other puncture.
From each puncture it is enough to record a trace of such duration when each motor
unit potential (MUP) is repeated several times (as a rule, it takes 10-30 seconds). If
the acquisition quality is not enough it is recommended to make the traces longer.

3.14.3. Short Epoch Acquisition (Single MUP)
To start working in this mode the “ Trigger synchronization (accumulation)” or “Trigger
synchronization (averaging)” should be checked (see Fig. 3.140). If the “MUP automatic classification” checkbox is checked, the Test|MUP classification menu command performs automatically at acquisition completion.
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Start signal monitoring by the Acquisition|Monitoring menu command (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) and insert the needle into a muscle.
Adjust the intensity of muscle activity in such a way that motor unit potentials do not
superimpose
on
each
other
and
start
signal
acquisition
by
the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (Fig. 3.143).
Button of trigger type switch
Button of accumulated
traces removal

Fig. 3.143

Shifting the trigger either by means of arrow keys with pressed [Ctrl] key, knobs on
the dedicated keyboard or mouse, achieve the synchronization of motor unit potentials
appearing at the bottom of the window. After that start their accumulation in the right
part of the window (Fig. 3.143) by pressing [Ins] key, right mouse button or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard. The control with the mouse can be performed in the following order: click on the trigger with the left mouse button (i.e. press
and then release left mouse button without mouse position change), it will result in
trigger sticking to the mouse cursor. After that you can move the mouse without using
pressed buttons, thus it is easier than at common dragging with the mouse use. To
unstick the mouse from the trigger, click on it with the left mouse button once again.
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To pause the trace acquisition use the Acquisition|Pause menu command (space
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard). To stop and then restart the acquisition process, use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command [Ins]
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
If accumulated traces do not suit you, you can remove them by pressing
button (Fig. 3.143).

removal

In case high amplitude MUP alternate with low amplitude ones and you should record
only low amplitude MUP, you can switch the trigger type using
button located in
the top left corner of the window (Fig. 3.143). At that, only traces which peaks get to
narrow interval will be recorded (Fig. 3.144). You can switch the trigger type by pressing trace button on the dedicated keyboard.

Fig. 3.144

To analyze the registered traces use the Acquisition|Stop menu command (or
the corresponding button on the keyboard). If you don’t want to perform analysis, use
the Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
Repeat the procedure for the other puncture.
From each puncture it is enough to record several tens of motor unit potentials. If the
acquisition quality is not enough it is recommended to record more motor unit potentials.
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3.14.4. MUP Selection for Analysis
MUP selection for analysis (if online-classification was not used) can be carried out in
three ways:
 Automatic MUP selection by classification (multi-MUP).
 Automatic MUP selection by decomposition.
 Manual MUP selection.
It is recommended to use automatic MUP selection. Manual selection is convenient, if
signal is too noisy or the performance of automatic search algorithm is inefficient.

3.14.5. Automatic MUP Selection
In the program there are two algorithms of automatic MUP selection: classification
(multi-MUP) and decomposition. MUP classification is preferred if separate motor unit
potentials are not overlapped. MUP decomposition is preferred when motor unit potentials are overlapped (pattern analysis).
After recording of sufficient number of traces, start the automatic MUP search by the
Test|MUP classification ([F7]) or Test|MUP decomposition ([F8]) menu command.
In the appeared New MUP window (Fig. 3.145) the potentials are sorted by the number of repeats (the number under the button near each MUP). Those motor unit potentials are marked in grey from which the average potential is made.

Fig. 3.145
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Remove the marks against those potentials which you think are erroneous or doubtful
(they are crossed). Click on MUP with the right mouse button to change the state of
the checkboxes rapidly. To correct markers more precisely as well as to review and
change all the traces of the potential, double-click on the selected MUP and go to
MUP window (see notes to Fig. 3.150). The “Combine similar MUPs” checkbox allows
combining new motor unit potentials with the previously received potentials which are
similar with new ones in shape. To include the determined MUP into analysis, press
OK. Press the
button, if the initial traces are poor and motor unit potentials can not be determined.
If the quantity of detected motor unit potentials is not enough you can register the additional traces and repeat the classification (decomposition) or use manual MUP
search.
The initial traces, which are already analyzed (performed decomposition or classification), are provided with "*” symbol near the name and do not participate in the analysis any more.
Besides, the decomposition or classification can be performed not for all initial traces
but for selected ones. To do this, use MUP classification (selected) and MUP decomposition (selected) local menu commands.

3.14.6. Manual MUP Selection
After recording of sufficient number of traces, start the manual MUP search. For that
purpose place the mouse cursor on the potential of the initial trace (Fig. 3.146, a),
press [Alt] and holding it press the left mouse button (Fig. 3.146, b). If it is necessary
correct the position of markers and select Copy MUP as new or Copy into cell N…
from the drop-down list (Fig. 3.146, c).

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3.146

MUPs can be dragged to cells with the mouse and analyzed.

3.14.7. MUP Analysis
You can switch between three types of traces view using the Test|Show native/analyzable menu command:
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 Simultaneous review of native traces and motor unit potentials selected for analysis
(Fig. 3.147, a).
 Review of native traces only (Fig. 3.147, b).
 Review of motor unit potentials selected for analysis only (Fig. 3.147, c).

a)

b)
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c)
Fig. 3.147

If the software can detect the raw traces for obtained MUPs, than when you select
such raw trace the software will frame MUPs obtained from it (MUPs 6 and 7 in
Fig. 3.148).

Fig. 3.148

Besides after the automatic on-line classification all initial MUPs participated in calculation of averaged MUP in the cell are displayed on initial trace (Fig. 3.148). The potentials in the initial trace are color-coded and numbered. The numbers coincide with
the analysis cell numbers.
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Fig. 3.149

To delete a poor motor unit potential, select it with a mouse click and then use
the Trace|Delete menu command ([Ctrl+Del] or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
There are two ways to remove MUP from analysis without deletion: you can either
hide MUP using the local menu command “Hide trace” (motor unit potentials disappear from the screen) or cancel inclusion into analysis by the local menu command
“Take into analysis” (motor unit potentials remain on the screen, but they are
crossed). You can also change MUP recording status during analysis by the checkbox
in the “MUP parameters” analysis window.
To correct markers more precisely and view all the potentials of the current MUP (in
case of MUP averaging), double-click on the MUP selected for analysis. On the left of
the appeared window (Fig. 3.150) the scaled-up MUP is located; on the right – the superposition of all motor unit potentials from which the current potential is formed; on
the right in the bottom of the window – cascade display of the same motor unit potentials.
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Fig. 3.150

To delete poor motor unit potentials taking part in the averaging, select the necessary
potential by clicking on it with the left mouse button (bottom right or top right panel of
the window Fig. 3.150), then open the context menu using the right mouse button and
select the Exclude trace from analysis ([Ctrl+Del]) command. At that the trace will
be deleted from the MUP overlapping window (top right panel, Fig. 3.150) and will appear in the MUP cascade window in grey colour (bottom right panel, Fig. 3.150). Further you can include the deleted MUP into analysis. To do it, choose the MUP and
then open the context menu using the right mouse button and select the Include into
analysis ([Ctrl+Del]) menu item. It is possible to select and then delete several potentials using the mouse and holding the [Ctrl] key simultaneously. In case you want
to exclude the trace from analysis more quickly, double click with the left mouse button on traces in the top right or bottom right panels. To include the excluded trace into
analysis double click on it in the bottom right panel with the left mouse button. In the
same window you can correct the number of MUP phases and turns by correcting
values in the table located on the bottom right side of the window. Keep in mind that
while shifting MUP on-set and end markers, the potential parameters will be recalculated automatically that can lead to renewal of phases and turns number.
After you complete all the necessary actions with MUP close the “MUP” window by
pressing “Close” or [Esc].
You can combine motor unit potentials from two different cells. If it is one and
the same MUP in your opinion, left-click the potentials to drag it to other cell. If the potentials are not the same, cancel the dragging by pressing [Esc] button. To overlap
MUP, you can also select these potentials with the mouse, hold [Ctrl] key down and
select the Test|MUP Combine menu command (or the “MUP Combine” context menu
command).
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To hide all motor unit potentials which are not included into analysis, use the local
menu command “Hide nonanalyzable”.
Use Test|Clear menu command to show the dialog box (Fig. 3.151). In this dialog box
you can select data for deletion (MUPs and/or initial traces).

Fig. 3.151

After recording all the necessary results you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side), some other muscle ([F12]) or you can start
another technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.152).

Fig. 3.152
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After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.153).

Fig. 3.153

To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “MUP” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.154).

Fig. 3.154
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“Changed names for interpretation table”. If you want to set your own names for
colums of interpretation table, check this checkbox (see Fig. 3.158).
“Interpretations choices”. The choices for columns of interpretation table.
“Delete source traces when acquisition starts”. If the checkbox is checked, after each
execution of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command, the source
traces from which motor unit potentials are selected will be deleted automatically.
“Automatic MUP classification”. If the checkbox is checked, after new traces acquisition, the MUP classification process (the Test|MUP classification menu command)
starts automatically.
“Online MUP classification” – if the checkbox is checked, MUP classification is performed during recording (online), in real-time mode. This option is available only in
“Free-run EMG” mode.
“Min. turn level (µV)”. Minimal level to calculate MUP turns, in microvolts.
“MUP similarity coefficient”. Minimal similarity coefficient (correlation), where two
compared motor unit potentials are considered to be similar.
“MUP analysis epoch (ms)”. Duration of analysis epoch of obtained MUP traces.

3.14.8. Analysis Windows
The “MUP amplitude” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.155).

Fig. 3.155

“Min ampl., µV” – minimum MUP amplitude in microvolts.
“Max ampl., µV” – maximum MUP amplitude in microvolts.
“Mean ampl., µV” – mean MUP amplitude in microvolts.
“Ampl. norm, µV” – normal value of MUP amplitude in microvolts.
“Ampl. dev., %” – mean MUP amplitude deviation from norm in percents.
“>1 mV ampl., %” – number of gigantic motor unit potentials (with amplitude of more
than 1 mV) in relation to the total number of motor unit potentials in percents.
“Mean area, nV×s” — mean area of MUP in nanovolts per second.
“Polyphase, %” – number of polyphase motor unit potentials (number of phases is
more than 4) in relation to the total number of motor unit potentials in percents.
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“Polyturn, %” – number of polyturn (pseudo-polyphase) motor unit potentials (number
of phases is less than 5, but number of turns is more than 4) in relation to the total
number of motor unit potentials in percents.
“Mean Size Index” – the mean value of size index of all MUP (see details concerning
size index in comments to Fig. 3.157)
The “MUP duration” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.156).

Fig. 3.156

“Min. dur., ms” – minimal MUP duration in milliseconds.
“Max. dur., ms” – maximal MUP duration in milliseconds.
“Mean dur., ms” – mean MUP duration in milliseconds.
“Dur. norm, ms” – MUP duration norm in milliseconds.
“Dur. dev., %” – mean MUP duration deviation from norm in percents.
“Stage” – stage of denervation-reinnervation process.
“MUP count” – total MUP number included into analysis.
The “MUP parameters” analysis window contains the following information for each
MUP from areas of analysis (Fig. 3.157).

Fig. 3.157

“N” – MUP number (name).
“In analysis” – inclusion of current MUP into analysis (taking part in calculation of
mean values and staging of denervation-reinnervation process).
“Dur., ms” – MUP duration in milliseconds.
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“Dur. dev., %” – MUP duration deviation from norm in percents.
“Ampl., µV” – MUP amplitude in microvolts.
“Area, nV×s” – MUP area in nanovolts per seconds.
“Thick., ms” – MUP “thickness” (ratio of MUP area to its amplitude) in milliseconds.
“Phases” – number of MUP phases. Keep in mind that this value can be corrected but
while shifting the current MUP onset and end markers, the number of phases will be
recalculated automatically.
“Turns” – number of MUP turns. Keep in mind that this value can be corrected but
while shifting the current MUP onset and end markers, the number of turns will be recalculated automatically.
“Risetime, ms” – front (rise time) of maximum negative peak in milliseconds.
“Frequency, Hz” – frequency of motor unit potential occurrence, in Hertz.
“Spike dur., ms” – spike duration, i.e. MUP duration between the first and the last
peaks in milliseconds.
“Size Index” – MUP size index calculated by formula:

SizeIndex  2 lg A 

S
6,
A

where A – MUP amplitude, µV; S – MUP area, µV×ms.
The “Interpretation” analysis window contains the characteristics of motor unit potential (MUP) and pattern determined by a doctor according to visual analysis results
(Fig. 3.158).

Fig. 3.158

“Spont. activity” – qualitative evaluation of spontaneous activity.
“MUP amplitude” – qualitative evaluation of MUP amplitude.
“MUP duration” – qualitative evaluation of MUP duration.
“MUP polyphasy” – qualitative evaluation of MUP polyphasy.
“Pattern” – qualitative evaluation of interference curve pattern.
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The “MUP duration” analysis graph (Fig. 3.159) contains the histogram of MUP duration distribution.

Fig. 3.159

The “MUP amplitude” analysis graph (Fig. 3.160) contains the histogram of MUP amplitude distribution.

Fig. 3.160
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The “MUP duration-amplitude” analysis graph (Fig. 3.161) contains the scattergram
on which the dependence of MUP amplitude on MUP duration is displayed. The range
of normal values range is in rectangles (squares). The cross corresponds to mean
amplitude values and MUP duration.

Fig. 3.161

The “MUP phases” analysis graph (Fig. 3.162) contains the histogram of MUP distribution into phases.

Fig. 3.162
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Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.163) you can review
summary tables for all MUP tests performed during the exam. You can find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.163

3.15. Macro EMG
If you apply the classic technique of macro EMG acquisition, the special needle (macro electrode) with three outputs is required: the first electrode is connected to side surface of the needle and is analogous to needle electrode for single muscle fibres study
(it has very small area for signal feed-out from one muscle fibre), the second electrode
is the needle tip with 10-15 mm length to cover one motor unit, the third electrode is
needle cannule. To perform the recording, one more needle injected in some distance
from the studied motor unit (second needle can be replaced with the bar electrode)
should be used. The acquisition is performed through two channels. The single fiber
activity is recorded by the first channel (this channel is used only as a reference signal
for the second channel averaging). The second channel intended for the macro potentials acquisition is connected between the tip of the first neddle and second needle
(surface electrode). The modern studies reveal that macro EMG can be recorded
without the use of special macro electrode both with the use of electrode for single fibres study and with the use of common concentrical needle. At that, the needle is
connected to the first amplifier channel, the surface electrode is connected to plus of
the second channel. Besides, the plus of the first amplifier channel (needle cannule)
and minus of the second channel should be interconnected with the special bridge (for
example, pup-jack linker included in the delivery set).
Signal acquisition can be performed in two ways:
 Recording of long epochs (10–30 seconds) with simultaneous (online) separation of
single fiber potentials (triggers for averaging) and macro potential averaging.
 Recording of short epochs (single potentials) using trigger. It is possible to use level
and range triggers.
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It is recommended to use the first way, which is more simple than the second one. To
switch between modes use the Test|Template|Additional ([Alt+A]) menu command
(Fig. 3.164).

Fig. 3.164

“Analysis epoch (ms)”. Duration of recorded trace, in milliseconds.
“Macro analysis epoch (ms)”. Duration of macro potential, in milliseconds.
“Online macro classification”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, defining of
single fiber potentials and macro potential averaging is performed simultaneously with
trace recording (online), in the real-time mode. This option is available only in “Freerun” mode.
“Show macro during online classification”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked,
macro potentials displays on the screen together with trigger potentials. By default this
option is inactive, because of abundance of data on the screen.
You can find the detailed description of acquisition modes in the chapter 2.7.2.4
“Acquisition Mode”.

3.15.1. Macro EMG Acquisition
Macro EMG acquisition has much in common with acquisition of potentials from single
fibers (Single Fibre, jitter). You can fing the detailed description of these techniques in
the chapter 3.19 “Single Fibre (Jitter)”.
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The acquisition can be repeated several times, at that the new group of potentials will
be created after the new recording termination. Only macro potentials, i.e. traces recorded form the second channels will be displayed in the analysis windows.
After the recording of all required traces, one can switch to the study of the same
muscle from other side (Test|New test, opposite side), other muscle or other technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on “New test” toolbar).
After the recording of several traces, the test window looks like the following
(Fig. 3.165).

Fig. 3.165

To delete the poor macro potential, select it by clicking it with the mouse, and then
use Trace|Delete menu command ([Ctrl+Del] keys or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
There are two ways to remove macro potential from analysis without its deletion: you
can either hide macro potential using “Hide trace” local menu command (macro potential disappears from the screen) or cancel inclusion into analysis by “Take into
analysis” local menu command (macro potential remains on the screen, but it is
crossed). You can also change macro potential recording status during analysis by
the checkbox in the “All traces” analysis window.
On the basis of single fibre potentials recorded in this test from the first channel, the
new test “Single Fibre (Jitter)” for the jitter study can be created. To do this, use
Test|Create Single Fibre test menu command.
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The prior setup of test template can be performed with the use of Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. “Macro EMG” page of test template wizard setup contains the following information (Fig. 3.166).

Fig. 3.166

Table “Recording site type”.
“Channel” – the number of amplifier channel.
“Site” – the name of the recording site.
“Site type” – the recording site type: “Single Fibre” or “Macro EMG”.
“Online macro classification”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, defining of
single fiber potentials and macro potential averaging is performed simultaneously with
trace recording (online), in the real-time mode. This option is available only in “Freerun” mode.
“Show macro during online classification”. If the corresponding checkbox is checked,
macro potentials displays on the screen together with trigger potentials. By default this
option is inactive, because of abundance of data on the screen.
“Macro analysis epoch (ms)”. Duration of macro potential, in milliseconds.
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3.15.2. Analysis Windows
“All traces” analysis window contains the parameters of all macro potentials
(Fig. 3.167).

Fig. 3.167

“N” – trace name (number).
“In analysis” – inclusion of current MUP into analysis (taking part in calculation of
mean values and staging of denervation-reinnervation process).
“Dur., ms” – the macro potential duration, in milliseconds.
“Ampl., µV” – the macro potential amplitude, in microvolts.
“Area, nV×s” – the area under macro potential, in nanovolts per seconds.
“Fibre density” – the density of motor unit fibres.
“Count” – the number of averaged potentials composing this macro potential.
“Macro-MUP parameters” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.168).

Fig. 3.168

“Min. dur., ms” – the minimal duration of macro potential, in milliseconds.
“Max. dur., ms” – the maximal duration of macro potential, in milliseconds.
“Mean dur., ms” – the mean duration of macro potential, in milliseconds.
“Min. ampl., µV” – the minimal amplitude (swing) of macro potential, in microvolts.
“Max. ampl., µV” – the maximal amplitude (swing) of macro potential, in microvolts.
“Mean. ampl., µV” – the mean amplitude (swing) of macro potential, in microvolts.
“Min. area, nV×s” – the minimal area of macro potential, in nanovolts per seconds.
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“Max. area, nV×s” – the maximal area of macro potential, in nanovolts per seconds.
“Mean. area, nV×s” – the mean area of macro potential, in nanovolts per seconds.
“Fibre density” – the average index of fibres density.
“Count” – the number of macro potentials included to analysis.
The “Fibre density” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.169).

Fig. 3.169

The
buttons are designed to simplify the table
completion. When you press the button, the number in the cell under the button increases automatically. However you can enter the required number to the cell.
“Amplitude” analysis window contains the histogram of macro potentials amplitudes
distribution, in microvolts (Fig. 3.170).

Fig. 3.170

“Area” analysis graph contains the histogram of macro potentials areas distribution, in
nanovolts per second (Fig. 3.171).

Fig. 3.171
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“Amplitude–area” analysis graph contains the scattergram of macro potentials area
dependence (in nanovolts per second) from its amplitude (in microvolts) (Fig. 3.172).
The cross on the scattergram indicates the mean value.

Fig. 3.172

3.16. Repetitive Stimulation (Decrement Test)
3.16.1. Repetitive Stimulation Acquisition
Before you start repetitive stimulation it is recommended to perform a motor conduction velocity test first and then begin repetitive stimulation by means of the
Test|Linked tests|Repetitive stimulation menu item ([F3]).
Set
the
required
value
of
electrical
stimulus
by
means
of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection
of nerve under examination.
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On Protocol panel select a stimulation macro (algorithm) you need (Fig. 3.173). For
example, the macro “3 Hz, 5 stim., every 10 sec.” corresponds to series of 5 stimuli
given every 10 seconds. The macro “Tetanization test” corresponds to a repetitive
stimulation with titanic series. How to select a macro without the mouse: press [F2],
select the macro using the arrow buttons and press either [F2] once more or [Enter].
You can make the same actions using the dedicated keyboard.

Fig. 3.173

Place the stimulator and start a macro by the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation
menu item (or press the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
To finish the macro prematurely, use the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or press the
corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard or [Esc] key).
If you are not sure in the correct stimulator position before starting a stimulation algorithm,
use
the
single
stimulation
first
by
means
of
the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command. At qualitative M-wave close
the acquisition window ([Esc]) and start the stimulation algorithm.
In the test it is possible to calculate two decrement parameters set in the test template
simultaneously (Fig. 3.178): for example, the fifth stimulus of the series in comparison
with the first one and the last stimulus of the series in comparison with the first one.
After recording all the necessary results, you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start another
technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.174).

Fig. 3.174

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.175).

Fig. 3.175
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To superimpose all the traces by horizontal use Test|Superimpose horizontally/restore. At that the test window looks like the following way (Fig. 3.179). To restore the default trace layout execute the menu command once again.

Fig. 3.176

To edit the marker positions on the traces, use Test|Move apart/restore. At that
the traces with markers are positioned without superimposing. All markers are visible
and the test window looks the following way (Fig. 3.177). To restore the previous trace
layout execute the command once again.

Fig. 3.177

To change the interval by horizontal between next traces in series, use
View|Traces|Shrink horizontally and View|Traces|Expand traces menu commands. If [Ctrl] key is pressed, these commands impact only the selected series.
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “Repetitive stimulation” page of the test template wizard contains the following information (Fig. 3.178).

Fig. 3.178

“Amplitude:” is a method of M-wave amplitude measurement: baseline to negative
peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of M-wave latency measurement: by onset or by negative
peak.
“Area:” is a method of M-wave area measurement: full area (from peak-to-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of M-wave duration measurement depends on
the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration is equal to duration of all
wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to negative peak duration.
“Base stimulus”. Base stimulus number in series in which relation the decrement calculation is performed.
“Decrement № 1 (2)”. Stimulus number for comparison with the base one. Stimulus
number in series, used for calculation of the first (or the second) decrement value. Either the last stimulus in series (without reference to stimuli number in series) or stimulus with a specified number can be set.
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“Show decrement as delta”. If the checkbox is checked, the way of decrement calculation can be changed: the second response delta relative to the first one is indicated (in
percents) instead of ratio of the second response to the first response (in percents).

3.16.2. Analysis Windows
The “Repetitive stimulation” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.179).

Fig. 3.179

“Series N” – series of stimuli number.
“Stim. time, s” – time of application of current series of stimuli, in minutes:seconds.
“Freq., Hz” – stimulation frequency of current series in Hertz.
“Stim. number” – number of stimuli in current series.
“Decrement” – the graphic visualization (diagram) of decrement. One vertical segment
correponds to each M-wave.
“Comment” – comment to last trace in series. During the macros execution, the comment from each command of “Repetitive stimulation” macros are copied here automatically.
“Baseline ampl., mV” – base response amplitude (selected for comparison with the
rest responses) in millivolts.
“Ampl. decr., % (1-5)” – amplitude decrement of the fifth stimulus of the series in comparison with the first one in percents. Stimuli numbers for the first stimulus calculation
are set in the test template (Fig. 3.178).
“Ampl. decr., % (1-last)” – amplitude decrement of the last stimulus of the series in
comparison with the first one in percents. Stimuli numbers for the second stimulus
calculation are set in the test template (Fig. 3.178).
“Baseline area, mVxms” – base response area (selected for comparison with the rest
responses) in millivolts per milliseconds.
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“Area decr., % (1-5)” – area decrement of the fifth stimulus of the series in comparison
with the first one in percents.
“Area decr., % (1-last)” – area decrement of the last stimulus of the series in comparison with the first one in percents.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity at which the current M-wave is received in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration at which the current M-wave is received in milliseconds.
The “Series N” analysis window contains the following information for the current series of traces (Fig. 3.180).

Fig. 3.180

“N” – trace number within a series.
“Ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude (value depends on the amplitude measuring method
set in the test template) in millivolts.
“Ampl., %” – M-wave amplitude (the first wave in the series = 100%) in percents.
“Area, mV×ms” – M-wave area in millivolts per milliseconds.
“Area, %” – M-wave area (the first wave in the series = 100%) in percents.
“Lat., ms” – M-wave latency in milliseconds.
“Lat., %” – M-wave latency in percents.
“Dur., ms” – M-wave duration in milliseconds.
“Dur., %” – M-wave duration in percents.
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The “Decrement dynamics by series” analysis window (Fig. 3.181) contains the graph
on which the dependence of M-wave parameters decrement on number of series is
displayed. At the same time the calculation of two different decrements can be displayed on the screen (the View|Analysis graphs menu command). To switch on/off
the visibility of the separate graphs, use the context menu. To do it, right-click
the analysis window and select the required item. The state of the checkboxes is
saved in the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Save layout menu command.

Fig. 3.181

The “First M-wave dynamics by series” analysis window (Fig. 3.182) contains
the graph on which the dependence of first M-waves parameters in a series (the first
response of the first series = 100%) on number of series is displayed.

Fig. 3.182
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The “Series N” analysis window (Fig. 3.183) contains the graph on which the dependence of M-wave parameters on trace number within a series is displayed.

Fig. 3.183

Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.184) you can review
summary tables for all repetitive stimulation tests performed during the exam. You can
find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.184

3.17. Incremental MUNE
Incremental MUNE technique allows to perform the motor unit number estimation using increment method.
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3.17.1. M-wave Acquisition
To perform Incremental MUNE test after the creation of a new exam, use Test|New
menu command and choose MUNE|Incremental technique.
Prepare the stimulating electrode and connect it to the electrical stimulator control
unit.
Start the process of impedance measurement (Acquisition|Impedance… menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) and place the required
electrodes on a patient by connecting them to amplifier input. As soon as the required
impedance level is achieved, close the impedance measurement window ([Esc]). If
you have a certain experience, this technique can be executed without impedance
measurement of the placed electrodes.
First in this technique, you should record M-wave at supramaximal stimulus. At that,
the order sequience does not differ from the procedure of Motor CV study. After
the recording of supramaximal M-wave, the screen can look like the following
(Fig. 3.185).

Fig. 3.185

After that, it is necessary to execute Test|Increment ([F2]) menu command. At that,
the recording mode is changed to the series recording (M-wave levels), the stimulus
amplitude is reset to the initial value, the stimulus autoincrease is activated, the sensitivity (vertical scale) is increased.
To record the increment M-waves, execute Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu
command. At that the recording of M-waves with a constantly increasing stimulus
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force will start, the received M-waves (as points) and their levels (as horizontal lines)
will display in “M-wave increment” quick analysis window. After the receiving of
enough number of levels, execute Acquisition|Stop menu command. At that, the
window can look like the following way (Fig. 3.186).

Fig. 3.186

After increment M-waves recording, the program tries to set automatically M-waves
levels corresponding to inclusion of next motor units (see horizontal lines in “M-wave
increment” window in the Fig. 3.186 to the right). However, the manual correction of
levels is possible, for example, the levels can be dragged using the mouse. To remove the excess level, “catch” it with the mouse and drag up or down up to coincidence with another already existing level. To add the new level use Add new line local menu command instead of mouse click.
If any M-wave in series differs from general tendency or is artefact one, it can excluded from analysis by selecting it with the mouse click and using Hide selected
trace in series local menu command.
The recording of increment waves can be performed several times. At that, the new
line is provided for each next attempt in “MUNE” analysis window (Fig. 3.189) and the
data of only one current (selected) attempt are displayed on “M-wave increment”
graph (Fig. 3.190).
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After the recording of several traces, the test window looks like the following way
(Fig. 3.187).

Fig. 3.187

After the recording of all necessary waves, you can pass to examination of the same
muscle from other side (Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or
other technique using Test|New menu command (or using the corresponding button
on “New test” toolbar).
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The preliminary setup of test template can be executed using Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. The “Incremental MUNE” page of template setup wizard contains the following information (Fig. 3.188).

Fig. 3.188

“Initial increment stimulus intensity (mA)” – the stimulus value before the recording of
increment waves. It is set by Test|Increment menu command.
“Sensitivity steps count on increment switch on” – it specifies the number of stages on
which the sensitivity at Test|Increment menu command execution is increased.
“Amplitude” – the method of M-wave amplitude measurement after the new test creation.
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3.17.2. Analysis Windows
The “MUNE” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.189).

Fig. 3.189

“Max wave, mV” – the maximal value of supramaximal M-wave.
“Incr. wave, µV” – the amplitude of increment wave, in microvolts.
“Steps count” – the number of of M-wave levels in the recording. The value can be
specified manually, but it will be reset to automatical value at the further manual correction of M-wave levels.
“Mean MU ampl., µV” – the average motor unit amplitude, in microvolts.
“MU count” – the assessment of motor units number.
“Mean” – the mean value of motor unit number assessment by all tries.
The “M-wave increment” analysis window (Fig. 3.190) contains the dependence graph
of increment waves amplitude from stimulus intensity for current (selected) series of
increment M-waves.

Fig. 3.190
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3.18. MUNE (MUP Decomposition)
MUNE (MUP decomposition) technique allows estimating the number of motor units
in the muscle by the recording of long epochs of interference curve using the needle
electrode and further decomposition of MUPs from them. In this test as in Macro EMG
test two similar sites are used – needle and surface. The difference is that if you apply
the needle, it is required to record MUP, not single fibres potentials.

3.18.1. Interference Curve Acquisition
To perform MUNE (MUP decomposition) test after the new exam creation, use
Test|New menu command and select the corresponding test template.
Run the process of impedance measurement (Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard), then place the required
electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. As soon as the acceptable level of impedance is achieved, close the impedance measurement window
([Esc]). If you are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance
measurement.
Insert the needle into a muscle and start the signal monitoring using Acquisition|Monitoring menu command (or the corresponding button on the keyboard), then
run signal acquisition by Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command.
To pause the trace recording, use Acquisition|Pause menu command ([Space] key
or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If every new fragment must be registered as a new trace, use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command
([Ins] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
To include all recorded traces to the analysis, use Acquisition|End menu command
(or the corresponding button on the keyboard). To deny from it, execute
Acquision|Escape menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
If it is required, repeat the procedure for the next injection.
When you obtain the sufficient number of traces, run the process of its decomposition
(Test|MUP decomposition), if the pattern is rather dense and MUP overlap each
other or classification prosess (Test|MUP classification), in case MUP do not overlap
each other actually.
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After that, the test window will look like the following (Fig. 3.191).

Fig. 3.191

The upper trace in each pair is the averaged MUP, the bottom one is averaged surface MUP.
There are two ways to remove the potentials from analysis without its deletion: you
can either hide traces using “Hide trace” local menu command (traces disappear
from the screen) or cancel inclusion into analysis by “Take into analysis” local menu
command (traces remain on the screen, but they are crossed). You can also change
surface MUP recording status during analysis by the checkbox in the “SMUP parameters” analysis window (see Fig. 3.194).
To calculate the number of the motor units, it is required to perform Motor CV test in
this exam for the specified recording site. M-wave amplitude obtained during this test
is also required for motor units calculation.
After the recording of all required responses, one can switch to the study of the same
muscle from other side (Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or
other technique using Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on
“New test” toolbar).
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The prior setup of test template can be performed with the use of Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. “MUNE (MUP decomposition)” page of test template
wizard setup contains the following information (Fig. 3.192).

Fig. 3.192

Table “Recording site type”.
“Chan.” – the number of amplifier channel.
“Site” – the name of recording site.
“Site type” – the recording site type: “Needle” or “Surface”.
“Delete source traces at acquisition start” – if the checkbox is checked, the initial traces will be deleted after Test|Acquisition/stimulus menu command execution.
“Automatic MUP classification” – if the checkbox is checked, the automatic MUP classification will be run after the acquisition termination.
“Min turn amplitude (µV):” – the minimal turn amplitude considered at MUP search, in
microvolts.
“MUP similarity coefficient:” – the minimal coefficient of similarity (correlation) for two
MUP when they considered to be the same.
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“Amplitude” – the method of amplitude measurement: from peak-to-peak or baseline –
negative peak.

3.18.2. Analysis Windows
“MUP parameters” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.193).

Fig. 3.193

“N” – MUP number (name).
“In analysis” – if you check the checkbox, this MUP will be considered in the analysis.
“Dur., ms” – MUP duration, in milliseconds.
“Ampl., µV” – MUP amplitude, in microvolts.
“Area, nV×s” – MUP area, in nanovolts per seconds.
“Thick., ms” – MUP thickness (MUP area ratio to its amplitude), in milliseconds.
“Phases” – number of MUP phases.
“Turns” – number of MUP turns.
“Risetime, ms” – the front (rise time) of maximal negative peak, in milliseconds.
“Freq., Hz” – the frequency of this MUP emerging, in hertz.
“Spike dur., ms” – the peak duration, i.e. MUP duration between the very first and
the very last peaks, in milliseconds.
“Size Index” – MUP size index.
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“SMUP parameters” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.194).

Fig. 3.194

“N” – surface MUP number (name).
“In analysis” – if you check the checkbox, this surface MUP will be considered in
the analysis.
“Dur., ms” – surface MUP duration, in milliseconds.
“Ampl., µV” – surface MUP amplitude, in microvolts.
“Area, nV×s” – surface MUP area, in nanovolts per seconds.
MUNE analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.195).

Fig. 3.195

“Max wave, mV” – the value of supramaximal M-wave, in millivolts.
“Mean MU ampl., µV” – the mean amplitude of motor unit, in microvolts.
“MU count” – the assessment of motor units number.

3.19. Single Fibre (Jitter)
3.19.1. Jitter Acquisition
To perform a Single Fibre (Jitter) test press the
button on the “New test” toolbar
and select the name of a test template from the drop-down list. If test template name
is missing you need use the Test|New menu item and select a default test template.
Make the needle electrode ready, place the ground electrode on a patient and connect the electrodes to the amplifier input.
Signal acquisition can be carried out in two ways:
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 acquisition by long epochs (10-30 seconds) with simultaneous (online) SFAP (single fiber action potential) selection from them (“free-run” acquisition mode is used).
 acquisition by short epochs (single SFAP) by means of trigger. It is possible to use
both level trigger and range trigger (“trigger synchronization” acquisition mode is
used).
It is recommended to use the first way. To switch between acquisition modes use
Test|Template|Additional ([Alt+A]) menu command (Fig. 3.196).

Fig. 3.196

“Analysis epoch, ms”. Duration of trace being recorded, in milliseconds.
“SFAP analysis epoch, ms”. Duration of acquired traces with single fiber action potentials, in milliseconds.
“Auto jitter classification after acquisition”. If the checkbox is checked jitter classification (SFAP search) starts automatically after the recording of new traces.
“Online jitter classification”. If the checkbox is checked, jitter classification (SFAP
search) is performed during recording (online), in real-time mode. This option is available only in “Free-run EMG” mode.
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You can find the description of acquisition modes in chapter 2.7.2.4 “Acquisition
Mode”.
“Jitter calculation”.
“By crossing of trace with horizontal marker” — the jitter value is calculated using the
time of trace crossing the horizontal marker.
“By max slope point near crossing of trace with horizontal marker”. The jitter is calculated using the time of maximum slope point that is close to crossing point of trace
with horizontal marker. This point is shown as an illuminated circle.
"By calculated (virtual) peak selected by horizontal marker". The jitter is calculated using the time of smooth trace peak that is close to crossing point of trace with horizontal marker. This point is shown as an illuminated circle.

3.19.2. Long Epoch Acquisition with Online SFAP
Selection
To start working in this mode the “Online SFAP classification” checkbox should be
checked (see Fig. 3.196), “Free-run EMG” radio button should be selected. In this
mode SFAPs are selected automatically, i.e. it is not necessary to set up triggers and
operation thresholds.
Insert the needle into muscle and start signal acquisition using Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (or corresponding dedicated key). Adjust
the intensity of muscle activity in such a way that single fiber action potentials do not
superimpose on each other. At that the native trace displays in the left part of acquisition window, and SFAPs are displayed in the right part of the window. SFAPs are displayed in preview mode, i.e. the program displays MUP acquired during the last two
seconds of signal acquisition (Fig. 3.197).

Fig. 3.197
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This mode allows observing tre SFAP current state, i.e. displayed SFAPs are changed
almost immediately when you move the needle around the muscle. Each trace has a
button with its number (name). The button color indicates the SFAP quality. Green
color corresponds to SFAP high quality (short build-up time), red color corresponds to
SFAP poor quality (long build-up time, see the 3rd trace on Fig. 3.197). If the prevailing
button color is red, it means that the needle is far from the muscle fiber, and you
should move the needle around the muscle.
After you adjust the intensity of muscle activity, and obtain high-quality SFAPs (all the
buttons near the traces are green), you can start signal acquisition using Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command ([Ins] key or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
To pause the trace acquisition, use the Acquisition|Pause menu command ([Space]
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
The analysis window after the analysis epoch recording is shown in Fig. 3.198.

Fig. 3.198

You can correct marker positions, include separate SFAPs into analysis (by checking
corresponding checkboxes), and exclude SFAPs from analysis (by unchecking corresponding checkboxes) in the acquisition window. It is convenient to click on corresponding SFAPs with right mouse button to exclude them from analysis (include into
the analysis). Also you can rotate trace knob on the decicated keyboard to select
the trace or press the knob either to exclude the trace from the analysis or to include
it.
To analyze the acquired traces use the Acquisition|Stop menu command (or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If you do not want to perform analysis, use
the Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
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Repeat the procedure for the other recording site.

3.19.3. Short Epoch Acquisition
To start working in this mode the “Trigger synchronization (accumulation)” checkbox
should be checked (see Fig. 3.196).
Start signal monitoring by the Acquisition|Monitoring menu command (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard) and insert the needle into a muscle and
start signal acquisition by the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (Fig. 3.180).

Fig. 3.199

Shifting the trigger either by means of arrow keys at pressed [Ctrl] key, knobs on the
dedicated keyboard or the mouse, achieve the synchronization of appearing singlefibre action potentials (SFAP). After that start their accumulation by pressing [Ins]
(right mouse button or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
To pause the trace acquisition use the Acquisition|Pause menu command (space
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard). To stop and then restart the acquisition process, use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command ([Ins]
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard).
To analyze the registered traces use the Acquisition|Stop menu command (or the
corresponding button on the keyboard). If you do not want to perform analysis, use
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the Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on
the keyboard).
_________________________
You can repeat the recording several times and at the same time, after completion of
a new record, a new SFAP group will be created. To switch between windows with
groups of traces, click the corresponding row of the “Jitter (all traces)” table or use
Test|Previous pair [F5] and Test|Next pair [F6] menu commands.
In the left side of the window the superposition of all SFAP pairs in the current group
is displayed, in the right side-cascade display of all SFAP pairs (Fig. 3.200).

Fig. 3.200

To select SFAP pair, place two markers with the help of the mouse so that fronts of
the first and second SFAP in pair were within their boundaries (Fig. 3.201).

Fig. 3.201

Those traces which were not included into analysis are marked in grey; the traces
which intersect only with the first (left) marker (blocks) are marked in pink. To hide the
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traces which were not included into analysis, use the Test|Hide artefacts menu
command.
The current group of traces can be deleted by the Test|Delete set of traces menu
command. To create a new group of traces on the basis of traces which were not included into analysis, use the Test|New pair menu command. To duplicate (clone) a
group of traces use the Test|Clone pair of traces menu command.
Using the Test|Align by first marker menu command you can superimpose all
the traces by first marker time (Fig. 3.206, a). If you use Test|Align by second
marker menu command you can superimpose the traces by second marker time
(Fig. 3.202, b).

a

b

Fig. 3.202

To select SFAP pairs for analysis more precisely, use the “Interpeak intervals” graph
(Fig. 3.203).

Fig. 3.203

In this graph the dependence of interpeak intervals on trace serial number is displayed. All traces, which interpeak interval is inside the fill area, are included into
analysis. By default, after traces acquisition, this interval equals to ±4σ. To exclude
pairs with too long or short interpeak interval from analysis, drag the upper or lower
boundary of the fill area with the help of the mouse. Besided you can drug the vertical
splitters to choose potentials from the defined number range.
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After recording all the necessary traces you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side), some other muscle or you can start another
technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
After recording of several traces, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.204).

Fig. 3.204

3.19.4. Analysis Windows
The “All points” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.205).

Fig. 3.205

“N” – number of set of traces (traces group).
“Include into analysis” – this checkbox shows whether the group is included into analysis, i.e. into calculation of MCD and MSD end values (Fig. 3.207).
“With blocks” – if the checkbox is checked, the traces with blocks (absence of the second SFAP in pair) are included into analysis; if the checkbox is not checked, the
traces with blocks are considered to be artefacts.
“MIPI, µs” – mean interpeak interval between SFAP in pair in microseconds.
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“MCD, µs” – mean consecutive difference in microseconds.
“MSD, µs” – mean successive difference sorted by IDI (interval between SFAP pairs),
in microseconds.
“MCD/MSD” – ratio of MCD to MSD.
“Freq., Hz” – mean frequency of SFAP pairs occurrence in Hertz.
“Count, pcs.” – number of SFAP pairs in the group which are neither artefacts nor
blocks.
“Blocks count, pcs.” – number of blocks (skips of the second SFAP) in the group.
“Blocks number, %” – number of blocks in percents.
“Fibre density” analysis window (Fig. 3.206) contains the information concerning the
muscle fibres density. The number of fibres can be set both by buttons clicking with
the mouse in the first table row and by entering values in “Density” row. The average
value of density is calculated automatically.

Fig. 3.206

The “Jitter” analysis window (Fig. 3.207) contains information about the value, norm
and deviation from norm for MCD and MSD calculated on the basis of all the traces
groups taken into analysis.

Fig. 3.207

“Jitter” analysis graph (Fig. 3.208) is the histogram of jitter distribution.

Fig. 3.208
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3.20. Blink Reflex
3.20.1. Blink Reflex Acquisition
To perform a blink reflex test press the
button on the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template from the drop-down list (Fig. 3.209). If test template
name is missing you need use the menu item Test|New and select a default test template.

Fig. 3.209

Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
To obtain the reference information about recording and stimulation sites, use
the View|Help window menu command ([F1]) (Fig. 3.210). To close the window, repeat this command.

Fig. 3.210
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Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the necessary electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. The numbers of
used amplifier channels and the names of sites are displayed in the top left corner of
the window under the “Montage” heading. Close the impedance measurement window
[Esc] when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced enough,
you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection
of nerve under examination.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required response repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change the
stimulus intensity or move the stimulating electrode till you get the acceptable result.
Instead of single stimulation the repetitive stimulation can be started by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu item (or by the corresponding button
on the dedicated keyboard).
When you get a qualitative response, finish the acquisition and save the traces for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Exit menu item. If you do not want to save
the traces, press [Esc].
Move the stimulating electrode to a new stimulation site and repeat the technique.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
To switch the block (realization/skip) of R1 and R2 waves on the selected trace use
the Test|R1 skip/realization ([F2]) or Test|R2 skip/realization ([F3]) menu commands.
If you usually acquire a lot of traces, but analyse only one trace (markers are placed
only on one trace), uncheck the “Automatic wave search” checkbox (see chapter
2.7.2.13 “Marker Names on Traces”). In this case marker automatic arrangement will
not be performed. Further you can arrange markers manually on the trace chosen for
analysis.
You can display only ipsilateral or contralateral traces. To do this, use
View|Traces|Ipsi only or View|Traces|Contra only menu command.
If the evident artefact (trend) is presented at the trace beginning, you can remove it
using Test|Remove stimulus artefact (trend) menu command or Remove stimulus
artefact (trend) local menu command. The left part of Fig. 3.211 represents the blink
reflex before the execution of this command and the right one is after execution.
The command impacts all selected traces, i.e. can be applied to several traces at
once. If the result of artefact removal does not suit you, you can return to initial trace
using Test|Undo stimulus (trend) artefact removal (Undo stimulus (trend) artefact removal local menu command) menu command.
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Fig. 3.211

After recording all the necessary traces you can start another technique (Test|New or
the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.212).

Fig. 3.212
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After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.213).

Fig. 3.213
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The preliminary setup of test template can be executed using Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. The “Blink reflex” page of template setup wizard contains the following information (Fig. 3.214).

Fig. 3.214

“Remove stimulus artefact (trend)” – if the checkbox is checked, after the recording of
each new trace the attempt to remove the trend distorting the trace beginning is performed. The trend removal for each received trace can be executed also manually using Remove stimulus artefact (trend) menu comand.
“Ipsilateral trace always first”. If the checkbox is selected, ipsilateral trace is moved at
the top part of the screen when new epoch is recorded.
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3.20.2. Analysis Windows
The “Blink reflex” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.215).

Fig. 3.215

The “/i” symbols show that this value is related to ipsilateral response and “/c” symbols
indicate that this value is related to contralateral response.
“Lat., ms” – minimum latency of the corresponding response in milliseconds.
“Lat. norm, ms” – latency norm in milliseconds.
“Lat. dev., %” – latency deviation from norm in percents.
“Dur., ms” – mean response duration in milliseconds.
“Dur. norm, ms” – response duration norm in milliseconds.
“Dur. dev., %” – duration deviation from norm in percents.
“Ampl., µV”– mean response amplitude in microvolts.
“Ampl. norm, µV” – amplitude norm in microvolts.
“Ampl. dev., %” – the amplitude deviation from norm in percents.
“R1-R2 interv., ms” – the interval between R1 and R2 responses in milliseconds.
“R2i-R2c interv., ms” – the interval between the ipsilateral response R1 and contralateral response R2, in milliseconds.
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The “All traces” analysis window contains the following information for each recorded
trace (Fig. 3.216).

Fig. 3.216

“N” – trace (name) number.
“R1 lat., ms” – R1 component latency in milliseconds.
“R1 dur., ms” – R1 component duration in milliseconds.
“R1 ampl., µV” – R1 component amplitude in microvolts.
“R2 lat., ms” – R2 component latency in milliseconds.
“R2 dur., ms” – R2 component duration in milliseconds.
“R2 ampl., µV” – R2 component amplitude in microvolts.
“Stim. side" – stimulation side at which the current trace is received.
“Rec. side” – recording site side of the current trace. The “/i” symbols show that this
value is related to ipsilateral response and “/c” symbols indicate that this value is related to contralateral response.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus amplitude at which the current trace is received in milliamperes.
“Stim., µs” – stimulus duration at which the current trace is received in microseconds.
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The “Latencies (stimulation right/left)” analysis window (Fig. 3.217) contains the graph
of latencies distribution according to the side of stimulation and recording site.

Fig. 3.217

3.21. Galvanic Skin Response (GSR)
3.21.1. GSR Acquisition
To perform GSR test use the menu item Test|New and select the name of a test template. If test template name is missing you need, use a default test template.
Make the stimulating electrode ready and connect it to the control unit.
Start the process of impedance measuring (the Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the necessary
electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window [Esc] when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are
experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard control. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection
of nerve under examination.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required M-wave, repeat the stimulation start-up. The trace of the previous stimulus is
displayed on the screen in grey color.
If the message “Stimulus differs from the specified one” or “Open circuit of electrical
stimulator” appears, check the stimulating electrode connection to the electrical stimulator and place it more carefully. Do not forget to moisten felt inserts of the stimulating
electrodes with physiological solution.
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To calculate conduction distances, enter the distances using the Test|Distance input
menu command ([F2]) (Fig. 3.218).

Fig. 3.218

If markers are not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude), you can start
their manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and holding it click
the left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately you can correct them with the mouse.
On the trace there can be 4 markers of the feature points:
 Н – potential onset;
 1 – the first component;
 2a – the second component (the first wave);
 2b – the second component (the second wave).
After recording all the necessary results, you can study the other side of the same recording site Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other recording site ([F12]) or you
can start another technique using the Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.219).

Fig. 3.219

3.21.2. Analysis Windows
The “Galvanic skin response” analysis window contains the following information
(Fig. 3.220).

Fig. 3.220

“N” – trace (name) number.
“Recording site” – name of the recording site.
“Lat., s” – wave latency in seconds.
“A1, mV” – first component amplitude in millivolts.
“S1, s” – first component duration in seconds.
“A2, mV” – second wave amplitude in millivolts.
“S2a, s” – ascending part duration of the second component in seconds.
“S2b, s” – descending part duration of the second component in seconds.
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“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration in milliseconds.
The “Autonomic CV” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.221).

Fig. 3.221

“N” – traces (names) numbers for which the conduction velocity is calculated.
“Recording site” – names of recording sites between which the conduction velocity is
calculated.
“Dist., mm” – distance between the recording site in millimeters.
“Time, s” – conduction time between the recording sites in seconds.
“Vel., m/s” – conduction velocity through vegetative (autonomic) fibres in meters per
second.

3.22. T-Reflex
3.22.1. T-Reflex Acquisition
T-reflex (Tendon-reflex) acquisition is carried out by means of special electronic tendon hammer manufactured by Neurosoft Ltd.. This hammer is not included into the
basic delivery set and should be ordered separately.

To perform a “T-reflex” test, after creating a new exam, press the
button on the
“New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template and a recording site side
from the drop-down list (Fig. 3.222). If test template name is missing, you need use
the Test|New menu item and select a default test template.

Fig. 3.222

Start the process of impedance measuring (Acquisition|Impedance menu command,
[Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance measurement win291
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dow ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced
enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Start the acquisition by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu item
(or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). At the same time, the
program switches into the mode of stimulus waiting from the tendon hammer. Strike
the tendon and observe the received T-reflex on the screen. If you fail to get the required T-reflex, repeat the stimulation.
At qualitative T-reflex finish the acquisition and save the results for further analysis by
means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or by the corresponding button on the
dedicated keyboard). If you don’t want to save the results press [Esc].
In case the “Acquisition autostart” option (default setting, see note to Fig. 2.110) is set,
the acquisition restart takes place immediately after the execution of
the Acquisition|Stop menu command and the program switches into the mode of
stimulus waiting from the tendon hammer again. When you operate in this mode, execute Acquistion|Cancel menu command after last reflex acquisition to close the acquisition window.
Only marked reflexes (reflexes with names) are included into the “T-reflexes parameters (all traces)” final analysis table (Fig. 3.228). T-reflex marking is carried out with
the help of the mouse by selecting the reflex name from the drop-down list
(Fig. 3.223).

Fig. 3.223

To mark a reflex on the current trace, instead of mouse click, you can use [F2] and
the keys of the dedicated or main keyboards.
To hide all the traces which are not marked, use the Test|Hide nonanalyzable menu
command.
It happens that during the recording you have got rather good T-reflex but you decided to get better one and continued stimulation. However, new results turned to be
worse than previous and the best response is not seen any more at the traces of the
previous stimulus. In this case there is a possibility to find the best T-reflex on the
“History” page of the acquisition window, select it by the mouse click, press the right
mouse button and select Take into analysis from the local menu.
If T-reflex is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude), you can start
the manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and holding it click the
left mouse button on the proposed wave location.
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If the markers are placed inaccurately you can correct them with the mouse.
On the T-reflex there can be 5 markers of the feature points:
1 – wave onset marker;
2 – negative peak marker;
3 – marker of negative peak end (if T-reflex amplitude measurement is carried out according to the negative peak, this marker is also considered to be the T-reflex end
marker);
4 – positive peak marker;
5 – T-reflex offset marker.
T-reflex amplitude measurement is usually carried out according to the negative peak,
so the markers 4 and 5 are not displayed. The visibility and names of T-reflex markers
can be set in test template.
After recording all the necessary results you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), some other muscle or you can start another technique using either the Test|Linked tests ([F3]) menu command or
Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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To preset a test template use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “T-reflex” page of the test template wizard contains the following information
(Fig. 3.224).

Fig. 3.224

“Amplitude:” is a method of T-reflex amplitude measurement: baseline to negative
peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of T-reflex latency measurement: by onset or by negative peak.
“Area:” is a method of T-reflex area measurement: full area (from peak-to-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of T-reflex duration measurement depends on
the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration is equal to duration of all
wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to negative peak duration.
“Reflex names”. The list of reflexes available for study.
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After recording of several traces, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.225).

Fig. 3.225

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.226).

Fig. 3.226
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3.22.2. Analysis Windows
The “T-reflexes parameters (all traces)” analysis window contains the following information about each trace (Fig. 3.227).

Fig. 3.227

“N” – trace number (name).
“Reflex name” – reflex name to be selected from the drop-down list. Empty name corresponds to absence of reflex. The trace with empty name is not taken into consideration in the rest analysis windows.
“Lat., ms” – T-reflex latency in milliseconds. Latency is measured either by onset peak
or negative peak; the measuring method is set in a test template.
“Dur., ms” – T-reflex duration in milliseconds. Duration depends on the amplitude
measurement method. If the amplitude is measured by “peak-to-peak” method and all
5 markers of T-reflex are present, then all the wave phases are included in the duration. If the amplitude is measured by “baseline-negative peak” method, the duration is
calculated only by the negative peak.
“Ampl., mV” – T-reflex amplitude in millivolts. The amplitude is measured either from
peak to peak or only by negative peak according to the value set in the test template.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under T-reflex in millivolts per milliseconds. Calculated area
depends on the T-reflex amplitude measuring method.
“Stim., N” – stimulus intensity at which the current T-reflex was received in Newtons.
The “T-reflexes parameters” analysis window contains the information about the
marked T-reflexes only (Fig. 3.228).

Fig. 3.228

“N” – trace number (name).
“Reflex name” – reflex name.
“Lat., ms” – T-reflex latency in milliseconds. Latency is measured either by onset peak
or negative peak; the measuring method is set in a test template.
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“Dur., ms” – T-reflex duration in milliseconds. Duration depends on the amplitude
measuring method. If the amplitude is measured by “peak-to-peak” method and all 5
markers of T-reflex are present, then all the wave phases are included in the duration.
If the amplitude is measured by “baseline-negative peak” method, the duration is calculated only by the negative peak.
“Ampl., mV” – T-reflex amplitude in millivolts. The amplitude is measured either from
peak to peak or only by negative peak according to the value set in the test template.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under T-reflex in millivolts per milliseconds. Calculated area
depends on the T-reflex amplitude measuring method.
The “Afferent conducting” analysis window contains the information calculated on the
basis of T-reflex and results of transcranial magnetic stimulation (Fig. 3.229). The information is displayed automatically, if a transcranial magnetic stimulation test with the
same sites is available in the exam.

Fig. 3.229

“Reflex name” – reflex name.
“N” – trace number (name).
“T lat., ms” – T-reflex latency in milliseconds.
“MMEP lat., ms” – latency of muscle motor evoked potential in milliseconds.
“Cond. time, ms” – afferent conduction time in milliseconds.
The “Reflex excitability” analysis window contains the information calculated on the
basis of T-reflex and results of “motor conduction velocity” test (Fig. 3.230).

Fig. 3.230

“Reflex name” – reflex name.
“N” – trace number (name).
“T ampl., mV” – T-reflex amplitude in millivolts.
“M ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude in millivolts.
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“T/M ampl., %” – ratio of T-reflex amplitude to M-wave amplitude in percents.
In case two T-reflex tests are available in the exam with the same muscles from the
opposite body sides are examined, the comparison window T-reflex (right/left) can
be displayed on the screen using the Test|Right/left comparison menu command
(Fig. 3.19).

Fig. 3.231

“Side” – stimulation (recording) side.
“Reflex name” – type of studied reflex.
“Lat., ms” – T-reflex latency, in milliseconds.
“Ampl., mV” – T-reflex amplitude, in millivolts.
“Dur., ms” – T-reflex duration, in milliseconds.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under T-reflex, in millivolts multioplied by milliseconds.
is used for copying of graphs and tables of the current window to exam
report.
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Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 3.232) you can review
summary tables for all T-reflex tests performed during the exam. You can find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 3.232

3.23. Tremor
3.23.1. Tremor Acquisition
To perform a “tremor” test use the Test|New menu item and select a default test template.
Start the process of impedance measuring (the Acquisition|Impedance menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then place the electrodes on
a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance measurement
window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Start signal monitoring by the Acquisition|Monitoring menu command (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard), and after getting signal of good quality
start its acquisition by the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command.
To pause the trace acquisition use the Acquisition|Pause menu command (space
key or the corresponding button on the keyboard). If every new fragment must be registered as a new trace, use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command ([Ins] key or the corresponding button on the keyboard) to stop and then restart
the acquisition process.
To analyze the registered traces use the Acquisition|Stop menu command (or the
corresponding button on the keyboard). If you don’t want to perform analysis, use the
Acquisition|Cancel menu command ([Esc] key or the corresponding button on the
keyboard).
If it is necessary, repeat the procedure several times.
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After recording all the necessary traces, you can study the other side of the same
muscle Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other muscle ([F12]) or you can start
another technique (Test|New or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
After recording of several traces, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 3.233).

Fig. 3.233

3.23.2. Analysis Windows
The “Tremor” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.234).

Fig. 3.234

“N” – trace number (name).
“Ampl., µV” – tremor amplitude in microvolts.
“Freq., Hz” – tremor frequency in Hertz.
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The “Tremor” analysis graph contains the dependence of trace power in square microvolts on frequency in Hertz (Fig. 3.235).

Fig. 3.235

3.24. Nociceptive Reflex (RIII)
3.24.1. Reflex Acquisition
To perform RIII test use the menu item Test|New and select the name of a test template. If the required template name is missing, use a default test template.
Prepare the stimulating electrode and connect it to the electrical stimulator control
unit. Usually train stimulation is used in this test (not all stimulators manufactured by
Neurosoft Ltd. can produce such stimuli).
Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard), then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window ([Esc]) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are
experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Set
the
required
value
of
electrical
stimulus
by
means
of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard controls. Place the stimulating electrode in the projection
of nerve under examination.
Start the single stimulation using the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command (or the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard). If you fail to get the
required response, repeat the stimulation. The trace of the previous stimulus is displayed on the screen in grey color.
If the message “Stimulus differs from the specified one” or “Open circuit of electrical
stimulator” appears, check the stimulating electrode connection to the electrical stimulator and place it more carefully. Do not forget to moisten felt inserts of the stimulating
electrodes with physiological solution.
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If markers are not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude), you can start
their manual search by means of the mouse cursor – click the left mouse button on
the proposed wave location holding [Alt] key down.
The markers arranged inaccurately can be corrected with the use of mouse.
On the trace there can be 4 markers of the feature points:
 21 – RII wave onset;
 22 – RII wave offset;
 31 – RIII wave onset;
 32 – RIII wave offset;
After recording all the necessary results, you can study the other side of the same recording site Test|New test, opposite side, [F4]), other recording site ([F12]) or you
can start another technique using the Test|New menu command (or the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
The test window after the recording of several traces is shown in Fig. 3.236.

Fig. 3.236

Objective and subjective pain thresholds are obtained in this test. Neuro-MEP.NET
software obtains objective pain threshold using the trace with minimum stimulus level
and RIII response. To obtain subjective pain threshold, you should select the trace
acquired when subjective pain threshold was reached and right-click on it. At that the
context menu appears on the screen. Choose Subjective pain threshold ([F4])
menu item.
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To switch between blocks of presence/absence of RII and RIII waves on the selected
trace use Test|RII-wave skip/realization ([F2]) or Test|RIII-wave skip/realization
([F3]) menu commands respectively.

3.24.2. Analysis Windows
The “RIII” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.237).

Fig. 3.237

“N” – trace name (number).
“RII lat., ms” – nerve action potential latency in milliseconds.
“RII ampl., µV” – R2 component amplitude in microvolts.
“RII dur., ms” – RII response duration, in milliseconds.
“RII area, nV×s” – the area of RII response, in nanovolts per seconds.
“RIII lat., ms” – RIII response latency in milliseconds.
“RIII ampl., µV” – RIII response amplitude in microvolts.
“RIII dur., ms” – nerve action potential duration, in milliseconds.
“RIII area, nV×s” – the area of RIII response, in nanovolts per seconds.
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity in milliamperes.
“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration in milliseconds.
"Number of pulses in train". The number of pulses in train.
The “Pain threshold” analysis window contains the following information for subjective
and objective auditory threshold (Fig. 3.238).

Fig. 3.238

“N” – trace name (number).
“Stim., mA” – stimulus intensity in milliamperes.
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“Stim., ms” – stimulus duration in milliseconds.
"Number of pulses in train" - The number of pulses in train.
The “RIII” analysis graph contains the RIII area and stimulus intensity dependence diagram (Fig. 3.239).

Fig. 3.239

3.25. Heart Rate Variability (HRV)
3.25.1. ECG Acquisition (ECG)
To perform Heart rate variability test use the menu item Test|New and select the
Electromyography (add.)|Heart rate variability technique.
Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard), then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the impedance
measurement window ([Esc]) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are
experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
You can find the detailed description of acquisition process in chapter
3.12.1 “Spontaneous Activity Acquisition”. The only difference is that the straining onset marker can be arranged at Valsalva maneuver recording. To do this, use Acquisition|Place marker menu command or [F2] key. This marker allows increasing the accuracy of automatic search of specific points.
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The test window after the ECG recording is shown in Fig. 3.241.
Preliminary setup of the test template can be performed using Setup|Test template|Customize… menu command. “Heart rate variability” page of test template wizard contains the following data (Fig. 3.240).

Fig. 3.240

“Default cardiovascular test list”. A sequence of tests assigned to each new trace automatically. Besides, the order of recorded tests can be changed with indicator button
located at the bottom part of the window (Fig. 3.241). These buttons show the current
and next executed test type.
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Further the test type can be changed in “Test type” column of “RR-intervals” analysis
window (Fig. 3.241).

Fig. 3.241

3.25.2. Analysis Windows
The “RR-intervals” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 3.242).

Fig. 3.242

“N” – trace number.
“Test type” – сonditions of the acquired trace. Test type indicated in this column can
be changed for each trace.
“Dur., s” – the duration of the acquired trace, in seconds.
“HR, bpm” – heart rate, in beats per minute.
“R-R min., ms”, “R-R max., ms”, “R-R mean, ms» – minimum, maximum, and mean
duration of R-R interval.
“CV, %” – variation coefficient in percents.
“SDNN, ms” — root-mean-square deviation of R-R interval duration in milliseconds.
“RMSSD, ms” — root-mean-square differential parameter in milliseconds.
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“Index name”, “Index value”. The name and numeric value of calculated index depending on test type.
The “Background test ([trace number])” analysis graph contains successive values of
RR-intervals for the first trace marked as background one (Fig. 3.243).

Fig. 3.243

The “Deep breathing test ([trace number])” analysis graph contains successive values
of RR-intervals for the first trace recorded at deep breathing (Fig. 3.244). Markers of
interval minimum and maximum arranged automatically but can be adjusted using
mouse. Besides, you can add new markers and delete existing ones using Add minimum, Add maximum and Delete trace local menu commands.

Fig. 3.244
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The “Valsava maneuver ([trace number])” analysis graph contains successive values
of RR-intervals for the first trace marked as “Valsava maneuver” (Fig. 3.245). Minimum and maximum markers can be adjusted using mouse.

Fig. 3.245

The “Orthostatic test ([trace number])” analysis graph contains successive values of
RR-intervals for the first trace marked as “Orthostatic test” (Fig. 3.246). “15” and “30”
markers can be adjusted using mouse.

Fig. 3.246
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“Background test (spectrum) ([trace number])” analysis graph shows the RR-interval
distribution spectrum for the first trace that is specified as a background one
(Fig. 3.247).

Fig. 3.247

The “Deep breathing test (spectrum) ([trace number])” analysis graph shows the RRinterval distribution spectrum for the first trace recorded at deep breathing
(Fig. 3.248).

Fig. 3.248
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The “Valsava maneuver (spectrum) ([trace number])” analysis graph shows the RRinterval distribution spectrum for the first trace specified as a “Valsava maneuver”
(Fig. 3.249).

Fig. 3.249

The “Orthostatic test (spectrum) ([trace number])” analysis graph shows the RRinterval distribution spectrum for the first trace specified as an “Orthostatic test”
(Fig. 3.250).

Fig. 3.250
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4.

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
4.1. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
To carry out transcranial magnetic stimulation you will need the magnetic stimulator
Neuro-MS manufactured by Neurosoft Ltd. (the device is not included in the basic
delivery set and should be ordered separately). The magnetic stimulator must be connected to the mains supply and to the USB port of the computer.

4.1.1. Acquisition of Muscle Motor Evoked Potential
To perform a “transcranial magnetic stimulation” test, after a new exam creation,
press the
button on the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template
from the drop-down list (Fig. 4.1). If test template name is missing you need use the
menu item Test|New and select a default test template.

Fig. 4.1

Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance measurement menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard) then
place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. Close the
impedance measurement window ([Esc] key) when acceptable impedance level is
reached. If you are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance
measurement.
In the program select the current stimulation area (cortical, segmental or peripheral)
either by clicking on the corresponding button below the test window (Fig. 4.2) or executing the menu command Test|New stimulation site ([F2]). After that all the registered traces will be referred to the selected stimulation area. In case you have selected the stimulation area incorrectly, you can correct it later in the “All traces” analysis window (Fig. 4.7).
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Fig. 4.2

Set the required initial value of electrical stimulus by means of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease menu
items or dedicated keyboard. Place the coil of electrical stimulator over the stimulated
area.
Start the single stimulation by means of the Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu
item (by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard or the button on the
magnetic stimulator coil) (Fig. 4.3). If you failed to get the required muscle motor
evoked potential (MMEP), repeat the stimulation start-up and simultaneously change
the stimulus intensity or move the coil till you get the acceptable result. Instead of single stimulation the repetitive stimulation can be started by the Acquisition|Repetitive
stimulation menu item (or by the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard).
On the top of the acquisition window the current amplitude of MMEP response in millivolts (mV) (if the value is not normal, it will be displayed in red color), the increase of
amplitude in comparison with the previous stimulus (displayed only after the second
stimulus), latency and duration of the received potential in milliseconds (ms) are displayed (Fig. 4.3). Besides, the traces of the previous stimulus are displayed on the
screen in pink color.

Fig. 4.3
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While getting qualitative potential finish the acquisition and save the potential for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item (or by the corresponding
button on the dedicated keyboard). If you do not want to save it, press [Esc].
Move the coil to a new stimulation site (if it is necessary, select a new stimulation area) and repeat the procedure.
In case the trace is recorded with facilitation, it is necessary to set the facilitation
mode in the program by the Test|Facilitation ([F7]) menu item. Later you can change
the facilitation state for the trace in the “All traces” analysis window (Fig. 4.7) or using
Facilitation (Current trend) local menu command.
If MMEP has low amplitude, you can use the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation
menu command to make it better.
It happens that during the recording you have got rather good MMEP results but you
decided to get better ones and continued recording. However, new results turned to
be worse than previous and the best response is not seen at the traces of the previous stimulus any more. In this case there is a possibility to find the best MMEP result
on the “History” page of the acquisition window (Fig. 4.3), select it by the mouse click,
press the right mouse button and select “Take into analysis” from the local menu.
If MMEP is not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude), you can start the
manual search by means of the mouse cursor – press [Alt] and holding it click the left
mouse button on the proposed wave location.
If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse.
After recording all the necessary results you can study the other side of the same
muscle (Test|New test, opposite side), some other muscle ([F12]) or you can start
another technique by the Test|Linked tests ([F3]) or Test|New menu command (or
the corresponding button on the “New test” toolbar).
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After recording of several traces, the test window looks as follows (Fig. 4.4).

Fig. 4.4

After switching of the window layouts by the View|Window layouts|Layout toggle
menu command ([Ctrl+Tab]) the test window looks as follows (Fig. 4.5).

Fig. 4.5
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To preset a test template use Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “Transcranial magnetic stimulation” page of the test template wizard contains
the following information (Fig. 4.6).

Fig. 4.6

“Amplitude:” is a method of MMEP amplitude measurement: baseline to negative peak
or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of MMEP latency measurement: by onset or by negative peak.
“Area:” is a method of MMEP area measurement: full area (from peak-to-peak) or area of negative peak only. The method of MMEP duration measurement depends on
the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration is equal to duration of all
wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to negative peak duration.
“Cortical stimulation sites”. Names of cortical stimulation sites.
“Segmental stimulation sites”. Names of segmental stimulation sites.
“Peripheral stimulation sites”. Names of peripheral stimulation sites.
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4.1.2. Analysis Windows
The “All traces” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 4.7).

Fig. 4.7

“N” – trace number (name).
“Side” – side of patient body.
“Recording site” – site name.
“Stim. area” – name of stimulation area (cortical, segmental or peripheral).
“Stim. site” – name of stimulation site. By default, each test template contains the list
of stimulation sites for a certain stimulation area.
“Facilitation” – facilitation state for a certain trace.
“Lat., ms” – MMEP latency in milliseconds.
“Norm, ms” – MMEP latency norm, if it is specified in the system of standards, in milliseconds.
“Dev., %” – latency deviation from norm in percents.
“Ampl., mV (/)” – MMEP amplitude in millivolts.
“Dur., ms” – MMEP duration in milliseconds (ms).
“Area, mV×ms” – area under MMEP in mVxms.
“Stim., %/T” – stimulation intensity in percents from maximal and in teslas (on the surface of the stimulator coil).
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The “Conduction time” analysis window contains the following information for the traces pairs of different stimulation areas (Fig. 4.8). In the table there are two lines for
each conduction time: the first line – for the first trace in the pair, the second one – for
the second trace in the pair; the conduction time is displayed in the second line.

Fig. 4.8

“N” – trace numbers (names) for which the conduction time is calculated.
“Side” – side of patient body.
“Recording site” – site name.
“Stim. area” – name of stimulation area.
“Stim. site” – name of stimulation site in a certain area.
“Lat., ms” – MMEP latency in milliseconds.
“Ampl., mV (/)” – MMEP amplitude in millivolts.
“Dur., ms” – MMEP duration in milliseconds.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under MMEP in mV×ms.
“Cond. time, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites in milliseconds.
“Cond. norm, ms” – conduction time norm in milliseconds.
“Dev., %” – conduction time deviation from norm in percents (%).
The “Facilitation” analysis window contains the comparison of MMEP received with
facilitation and without it and the following information (Fig. 4.9).

Fig. 4.9

“Side” – side of patient body.
“Recording site” – site name.
“Stim. area” – name of stimulation area.
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“Stim. site” – name of stimulation sites in a certain area.
“N” – trace number (name) without facilitation.
“N (facilit.)” – trace number (name) with facilitation.
“Lat. diff., ms” – MMEP latencies difference with facilitation and without it in milliseconds.
“Ampl. incr., %” – MMEP amplitude increment in percents.
The “With F-wave analysis” window allows to analyze the parameters calculated on
the basis of magnetic stimulation and F-wave data and contains the following information (Fig. 4.10).

Fig. 4.10

“N” – trace numbers (names).
“Side” – side of patient body.
“Recording site” – site name.
“Stim. area” – name of stimulation area.
“Stim. site” – name of stimulation site in a certain area.
“Lat., ms” – MMEP latency in milliseconds.
“Periph. lat. F, ms” – F-wave peripheral latency in milliseconds. The value is set automatically if F-wave test with the same recording site is available in the exam.
“Radicular delay, ms” – radicular delay for segmental sites in milliseconds.
“Delay norm, ms” – radicular delay norm in milliseconds.
“Norm dev., %” – radicular delay deviation from norm in percents.
“СМСТ-F, ms” – central motor conduction time taking into consideration the F-wave
for cortical sites in milliseconds.
“Norm СМСТ-F, ms” – СМСТ-F norm in milliseconds.
“Norm dev., %” – СМСТ-F deviation from norm in percents.
The “With М-wave” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 4.11).
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Fig. 4.11

“N” – trace number (name).
“Side” – side of patient body.
“Recording site” – site name.
“Stim. area” – name of stimulation area.
“Stim. site” – name of stimulation site in a certain zone.
“Facilitation” – facilitation state for this trace.
“MMEP ampl., mV” – MMEP amplitude in millivolts.
“M-wave ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude in millivolts. The value is set automatically if
a “motor conduction velocity” test with the same recording site is available in the exam.
“MMEP/M, %” – amplitude ratio of MMEP to M-wave in percents.
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In case two MMEP tests are available in the exam with the same muscles from the
opposite body sides are examined, the comparison window MMEP (right/left) can be
displayed on the screen by the Test|Right/left comparison menu command
(Fig. 4.12).

Fig. 4.12

“Side” – stimulation side.
“Stim. area” – name of stimulation area.
“Stim. site” - name of stimulation site in a certain zone.
“Lat., ms” – MMEP latency, in milliseconds.
“Ampl., mV” – MMEP amplitude, in millivolts.
“Dur., ms” – MMEP duration, in milliseconds.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under MMEP, in mV×ms.
“Cond. time, ms” – conduction time between stimulation sites, in milliseconds.
“Radicular delay, ms” – radicular delay for segmental sites, in milliseconds
“MMEP/M, %” – amplitude ratio of MMEP to M-wave, in percents.
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. Copying of graphs and tables from the current window to exam report.
Using the View|Summary tables… menu command (Fig. 4.13) you can review summary tables for all transcranial magnetic stimulation tests performed during the exam.
You can find the description of parameters containing in this table above.

Fig. 4.13

4.2. Paired Stimulation
Paired stimulation technigue assumes using for stimulation two magnetic stimuli following one after another with small interval. It is used for intracortical inhibition and facilitation study. The first stimulus in a pair has under-threshold intensity (does not
evoke visible response) and is called conditioning stimulus. The second stimulus has
over-threshold intensity and is called testing stimulus. To perform this test the special
modification of Neurosoft magnetic stimulator ensuring paired stimulation is required.

4.2.1. Acquisition of Muscle Motor Evoked Potential
To perform Paired stimulation test use Test|New menu command and choose
the required test template.
Acquisition includes three stages:
 Definition of motor threshold at which the response appears using single-pulse
stimulation and changing the intensity of the first stimulus (the second stimulus
in pair is turned off);
 Definition of base response at which the response appears using single-pulse
stimulation and changing the intensity of the second stimulus (the first stimulus
in pair is absent); you should achieve not less than 1 mV amplitude of base
motor response;
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 Paired stimulation with variable interstimuli interval. The amplitude of first stimulus should be set to 70% from motor threshold intensity (under-threshold intensity).
To perform the first stage disable the second stimulus in pair (Test|Toggle stimulus
menu command), perform stimulation changing stimulus amplitude and observing the
obtained response. The value of magnetic stimulus intensity at which the motor response is obtained in half of 10-20 traces may be considered as threshold one. After
the acquisition of such a trace, mark it as a motor threshold one using Test|MMEP
threshold menu command.
To perform the second stage disable the first stimulus in pair (Test|Toggle stimulus
menu command), perform stimulation changing stimulus amplitude to achieve visible
motor response (amplitude not less than 1 mV). After the acquisition of such a trace,
mark it as a base one using Test|Base MMEP menu command. It is necessary for further calculation.
To perform the third step enable both stimulus in pair (Test|Toggle stimulus menu
command) and set the intensity of the first stimulus to 70% from threshold value (under-threshold value). However, some specialists propose to set the intensity of the
first stimulus to 100% from threshold value. Then run the repetitive stimulation (macros with variable interstimuli interval) by Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu
command and record the required number of responses.
After the acquisition of several traces the test window looks similar to the window represented in Fig. 4.14.

Fig. 4.14
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4.2.2. Analysis Windows
The “Initial values” analysis window contains the following data (Fig. 4.15).

Fig. 4.15

“N” – trace number (name).
“Stim.,%/T” – stimulus intensity, in percents from maximal and in teslas (on the coil
surface).
“MMEP ampl., mV” – MMEP amplitude, in millivolts.
The “All traces” analysis window contains the following data (Fig. 4.16).

Fig. 4.16

“N” – trace number (name).
“Cond. stim., %/T” – conditioning stimulus intensity, in percents from maximal and in
teslas (on the coil surface).
“Cond. stim., %MT” – conditioning stimulus intensity, in percents from motor threshold.
“Test. stim., %/T” – testing stimulus intensity, in percents from maximal and in teslas
(on the coil surface).
“Test. stim., %MT” – testing stimulus intensity, in percents from motor threshold.
“Interst. interv., ms” – interval between stimuli in pair, in milliseconds.
“MMEP ampl., mV” – MMEP amplitude, in millivolts..
“MMEP ampl., % from base” – MMEP amplitude, in percents from base one.
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The “Amplitude – interstimulus interval” analysis window contains the dependence
graph of response amplitude (in % from base) from interstimulus interval (in %)
(Fig. 4.17).

Fig. 4.17

4.3. Silent Period
Silent period resides in the muscle bioelectrical activity disappearance at its tonic contracton and motor cortex magnetic stimulation. At that after the motor response appearance the pause of 50-250 ms is observed (absence of muscle electrical activity,
muscle “silence”) depending on stimulus intensity.

4.3.1. Acquisition of Muscle Motor Evoked Potential
To perform the Silent period test use Test|New menu command and choose the required test template.
The peculiarity of this test is that a small part of trace before stimulus is recorded, and
stimulation is performed at contracted muscle.
Run the impedance measurement (Acquisition|Impedance measurement… menu
commad, [Ctrl+Z] or button on dedicated keyboard), place electrodes on patient connecting them to the amplifier input. As soon as the acceptable impedance level is
reached, close the window of impedance check ([Esc]). If you are experienced
enough, you can perfrom the technigue without impedance measurement.
Set the required stimulus initial value using Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase stimulus
and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease stimulus menu commands or dedicated keyboard controls. Place the coil of magnetic stimulator over the stimulated area.
Contract the examined muscle and run the single-pulse stimulation using Acquisitio|Acquisition/stimulus menu command (corresponding button on dedicated keyboard or magnetic stimulator coil).
As soon as you obtain the qualitative potential, finish the acquisition saving the results
for further analysis by Acquisition|Stop menu command (or corresponding button on
dedicated keyboard). If you do not want to save results, press [Esc].
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Silent period starts from the moment of stimulus delivery and ends when EMG activity
returns after the silent period (SP marker). If the silent period was not found automatically (no SP marker on the trace), you can set it manually. To do it click left mouse
button on the supposed marker location holding [Alt] key down.
After the acquisition of several traces the test window looks similar to the window represented in (Fig. 4.18).

Fig. 4.18

4.3.2. Analysis Windows
The “All traces” analysis window contains the following data (Fig. 4.19).

Fig. 4.19

“N” – trace number (name).
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“Silent period, ms” – silent period duration from the moment of stimulus delivery to SP
marker of EMG activity return, in milliseconds.
“Stim., %/T” – stimulus intensity, in percents from maximal and in teslas (on the coil
surface).
The “Silent period – stimulus intensity” analysis window contains the dependence
graph of silent period duration (in ms) from stimulus intensity (in %) (Fig. 4.20).

Fig. 4.20

4.4. Triple Stimulation Test
To perform the triple stimulation test the coupled electrical stimulator (for example,
two electrical stimulators Neuro-MEP) and Neuro-MS magnetic stimulator manufactured by Neurosoft Ltd. (in not included in the base delivery set ans supplied optionally) are required. The magnetic stimulator should be connected to the mains and
computer USB port.
Owing to two collisions use, the triple stimulation technique allows avoiding such imperfections of standard transcranial magnetic stimulation as lack of all spinal mononeurons activation, desynchronization and cancellation of descending stimulation
flows. Besides, this technique allows defining accurately enough the relative number
of axons which do not participate in the conduction by corticospinal tract. The detailed
description of study technique is given in the article “Transcranial stimulation excites
virtually all motor neurons supplying the target muscle. A demonstration and a method
improving the study of motor evoked potentials. MR Magistris, KM Rosler, A Truffert
and JP Myers. Department of Clinical Neurology, Geneva University Hospital, Switzerland. – Brain, Vol 121, Issue 3 437–450, 1998 by Oxford University Press”.

4.4.1. Responses Acquisition at Triple Stimulation
To perform the Triple stimulation test (TST) after the new exam creation, use
Test|New menu command and select the corresponding test template.
Run the process of impedance measurement (Acquisition|Impedance measurement menu command, [Ctrl+Z] or footswitch button) and place the required elec326
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trodes on a patient and connect them to amplifier input. As soon as the acceptable
impedance level is achieved, close the impedance measurement window ([Esc]). If
you are experienced enough, you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Place and fix the stimulating electrodes on a patient’s body, fix the magnetic stimulator coil above the patient’s head. For example, if you study the upper extremity, the
magnetic stimulator coil is placed above the motor zone of upper extremity, the first
stimulating electrode is set on the wrist, the second stimulating electrode is set on
Erb’s point.
Specify the required initial value of the electrical stimulus using
Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase stimulus and Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease
stimulus menu commands, control elements on the dedicated keyboard or enter the
values (Fig. 4.21). Make only one stimulator active by unchecking the checkbox of the
other one. To switch quickly the stimulators checkboxes “circularly”, it is convenient to
use [F4] functional key.
First (magnetic) stimulator checkbox
Second (first electrical) stimulator checkbox
Third (second electrical) stimulator checkbox

Interstimuli interval between first and
second stimuli
Interstimuli interval between second and
third stimuli

Fig. 4.21

Run the single stimulation using Acquisition|Acquisition/Stimulus menu command
(the corresponding button on the dedicated keyboard or the button on the magnetic
stimulator coil). If the required response is not obtained, repeate the stimulation run
and simultaneously measure the stimulus intensity or shift the coil up to the acceptable result aschieving. Instead of single stimulation, you can run the repetitive stimulation using Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command (or the corresponding
button on the dedicated keyboard).
As soon as the qualitative potential is achieved, terminate the acquisition with response saving. Activate another stimulator (fisrt electrical stimulator, then second
electrical one) and repeat the process of response obtaining. When you receive the
responses from each of three stimulators separately, continue the study.
Run the automatic calculation of stimulators delays using Test|Delay calculation
menu command ([F5]). Please remember that this command is available only after the
recording of three single responses from each of three stimulators (the other two ones
are switched off).
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Activate all three stimulators (Fig. 4.21) and execute Acquisition|Stimulus menu
command. Record the receieved test trace.
To record the control trace using Test|Magnetic/electrical menu command, switch
from magnetic stimulation to electrical one (when the second electrical stimulator operates instead of magnetic one). Pay attention that the stimulators delays will be automatically changed at that.
If responses are not found on the trace automatically (very low amplitude), then you
can run the search manually from the mouse cursor. To do this, press [Alt] key and
holding it, click the supposed place of wave location with the mouse.
The markers arranged inaccurately can be corrected with the use of mouse.
After acquisition of several traces, the test window looks like the following (Fig. 4.22).

Fig. 4.22
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The prior setup of test template can be performed using Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command. The “Triple stimulation” page of template setup wizard
contains the following information (Fig. 4.23).

Fig. 4.23

“Amplitude:” is a method of responses amplitude measurement: baseline to negative
peak or peak-to-peak.
“Latency:” is a method of responses latency measurement: by onset or by negative
peak.
“Area:” is a method of responses area measurement: full area (from peak-to-peak) or
area of negative peak only. The method of responses duration measurement depends
on the one of area measurement: at the full area the duration is equal to duration of all
wave, at the negative peak area the duration is equal to negative peak duration.
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4.4.2. Analysis Windows
“All traces” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 4.24).

Fig. 4.24

“N” – the trace number (name).
“Trace type” – the name of the received trace type by stimulation type. For test trace
(“magnetic – electrical 1 – electrical 2” stimulation) you should indicate “Test”, for the
control trace (“electrical 2 – electrical 1 – electrical 2” stimulation), indicate “Control”,
in all other cases (also at stimulation by only one stimulus) the table box remains
empty.
“M lat., ms” – M-wave latency, in milliseconds. This value and two next ones are calculated only in case one stimulator is activated.
“M ampl., mV” – M-wave amplitude, in millivolts.
“M dur., ms” – M-wave duration, in milliseconds.
“M area, mV×ms” – area under M-wave, in millivolts per milliseconds.
“TST ampl., mV” – TST response amplitude, in millivolts.
“TST dur., ms” – TST response duration, in milliseconds.
“TST area, mV×ms” – area under TST response, in millivolts per milliseconds.
“Triple stimulation” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 4.25).

Fig. 4.25

“Test” – the data for the test trace (“magnetic – electrical 1 – electrical 2” stimulation).
“Control” – the data for the control trace (“electrical 2 – electrical 1 – electrical 2” stimulation).
“Test/Control” – the data for comparison of test and control traces parameters.
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“N” – trace name (number).
“Ampl., mV” – amplitude of test or control response, in millivolts.
“Area, mV×ms” – area under test or control response, in millivolts per milliseconds.
“Ampl., %” – the ratio of test and control responses amplitudes, in percents.
“Area, %” – the ratio of test and control responses areas, in percents.

4.5. Recruitment
The recruitment test is based on the estimation of muscle motor evoked potential amplitude dependence on the stimulus intensity.

4.5.1. Acquisition of Muscle Motor Evoked Potential
To perform the Rectuitment test use the Test|New menu command and select
the required template.
Place the electrodes on a patient and position the stimulator coil over the motor cortex. Using the stimulation by single pulses detect the hotspot moving the grid like pattern. Make sure the motor response is obtained. It is not necessary to save this response for the analysis.
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Select the Test|Create stimulation protocol menu command. At that the following
dialog box should appear at the screen (Fig. 4.26).

Fig. 4.26

“Protocol name” — stimulation protocol name. By default the “VAR” is set, however
you can enter any name.
“Min stimulus (%)”, “Max stimulus (%)” — the minimum and maximum stimulus values
to study the recruitment.
“Stimulus step (%)”— the stimulus increment step in percentage from maximum value.
“Repeat each stimulus (times)” — the required number of reruns for each stimulus intensity value.
“Random stimuli order”. If the checkbox is not selected, the stimulus is changed in ascending order. If the checkbox is selected, the stimulus is changed arbitrary.
“Random stimulation period”. If the checkbox is not selected, the stimulation period is
constant. If the checkbox is selected, the stimulation period is changed arbitrary within
the specified values starting from “Min. stimulation period (s) to “Max. stimulation period (s)” in seconds.
“Total stimuli:” — the total number of generated stimuli. The value is calculated automatically and displayed.
Close the window (Fig. 4.26) by pressing
col is generated.

button. The new stimulation proto-

Start the stimulation protocol using Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command and wait till it is completed.
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After trace acquisition completion, the test window looks like the following way
(Fig. 4.27).

Fig. 4.27

4.5.2. Analysis Windows
“All traces” analysis windows contains the following information (Fig. 4.28).

Fig. 4.28
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“N” — trace number (name).
“Lat., ms” — MMEP latency, in milliseconds.
“Ampl., mV” — MMEP amplitude, in millivolts.
“Dur., ms” — MMEP duration, in milliseconds.
“Area, mV×ms” — area under MMEP, in mV×ms.
“Stim., %/T” — stimulus intensity in percents from maximum one and in tesla (on coil
surface).
“Recruitment curve” analysis window shows the MMEP amplitude dependence (in millivolts) on the stimulus intensity (in percents) (Fig. 4.29).

Fig. 4.29

4.6. Repetitive Stimulation
The repetitive stimulation test allows using the series of electromagnetic stimuli of different frequencies and is intended to study the intracortical inhibition and facilitation.

4.6.1. Acquisition of Muscle Motor Evoked Potential
To start the Repetitive stimulation test use Test|New menu command. In the appeared “New test” dialog box select the required test template.
Place the electrodes on the patient. Position the stimulator coil over the motor cortex.
Using the stimulation by single pulses obtain the response with about 1 mV amplitude.
It is not necessary to save these responses for the analysis.
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Select the protocol with the required stimulation frequency (Fig. 4.30).

Fig. 4.30

Open Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command and generate a series of
stimuli. The acquisition can be repeated if it is necessary.
When the several series of stimuli are obtained, the test window looks like the following way (Fig. 4.31).

Fig. 4.31
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4.6.2. Analysis Windows
“All traces” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 4.32).

Fig. 4.32

“Ser. N” —number of trace series.
“N” — trace number in series.
“Lat., ms” — MMEP latency, in milliseconds.
“Ampl., mV” — MMEP amplitude, in millivolts.
“Ampl., %” — MMEP amplitude, in percents to the first response in the series.
“Dur., ms” — MMEP duration, in milliseconds.
“Area, mV×ms” — area under MMEP, in mV×ms.
“Area, %” — MMEP area in percents to the first response in the series.
“Stim. rate, Hz” — stimulation frequency for series of stimuli in Hertz.
“Stim., %/T” — stimulus intensity in percents from maximum one and in tesla (on coil
surface).
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The “Current series” analysis window shows the response decrement dependence (in
percents of amplitude of first response in the series) on the sequence number of
stimulus in series (Fig. 4.33).

Fig. 4.33

4.7. Paired Associative Stimulation
The paired associative stimulation is intended to study the plasticity of motor cortex.
The technique involves repeat pairing of peripheral nerve stimulation and transcranial
magnetic stimulation. The electrical stimulus is delivered to sensory fibers of target
muscle nerve and then magnetic stimulus is delivered to motor cortex area of the
muscle. To perform the test, use the Neurosoft magnetic stimulator with Neuro-MEP
electrical stimulator or the Skybox digital EMG/EP system manufactured by Neurosoft.

4.7.1. Response Acquisition
To perform the Paired Associative Stimulation test, use Test|New menu command
and select the required test template.
The acquisition includes three steps:
 to perform the test it is required to define the latency of N20 component of somatosensory EP. To do this, perform somatosensory EP test and define N20 latency;
 to define the base response during the transcranial magnetic stimulation by single
pulses. Try to obtain response of 1 mV amplitude;
 paired stimulation with variable interstimuli interval.
Place the recording electrodes to the target muscle, electrical stimulating electrode to
the nerve and position the stimulator coil over the motor cortex. Specify the amplitude
and the duration of electrical stimulus to obtain N20 component of somatosensory EP
(slight muscle contraction).
To define the base response, disable the first stimulus in the pair (using
Test|Magnetic/electrical menu command; on test creation the first stimulus is disabled automatically) and perform the stimulation changing the stimulus amplitude and
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observing the motor response. Obtain the response of 1 mV amplitude. It is not necessary to save this response for the analysis.
To generate the stimulation protocol, use the Test|Create stimulation protocol
menu command. At that the following dialog box should appear at the screen
(Fig. 4.34).

Fig. 4.34

“Protocol name:” — stimulation protocol name. By default the “PAS” is set, however
you can enter any name.
“N20 latency (ms):” — the latency of somatosensory EP component in milliseconds. If
somatosensory EP test with the required component already recorded within
the exam, then this value is added automatically.
“Min. interstimuli interval (ms):”, “Max. interstimuli interval (ms):” — the minimum and
the maximum obtained values of interstimuli interval between electrical and magnetic
stimuli in milliseconds. Pay attention that full interval value is not required,
the “adding” to N20 latency component value should be entered.
“Interstimuli interval step (ms):” — interval increment step in milliseconds.
“Repeat each interval (times):” — the required number of reruns for each interstimuli
interval.
“Random interval order:”. If the checkbox is not selected, the interstimuli intervals are
changed in the increasing order. If the checkbox is selected, the interval is changed
arbitrary.
“Random stimulation period”. If the checkbox is not selected, the stimulation period
(between a pair of stimuli) is constant. If the checkbox is selected, the stimulation period is changed arbitrary within the specified values starting from “Min. stimulation period (s) to “Max. stimulation period (s)” in seconds.
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“Total stimuli:” — the total number of generated pairs of stimuli. The value is calculated automatically and displayed. Please pay attention that during the stimulation
both pairs of stimuli (electrical + magnetic) and several separate magnetic stimuli are
delivered to detect the base stimulus value.
Close the window (Fig. 4.34) by pressing
generated.

button. The stimulation protocol is

Run the protocol using Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command and wait
till it is completed.
When several traces are recorded, the test window looks like the following way
(Fig. 4.35).

Fig. 4.35
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4.7.2. Analysis Windows
The “All traces” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 4.36).

Fig. 4.36

Be default all table rows are grouped by interstimuli interval value. In “Base MMEP”
table section the responses obtained with magnetic stimulation are shown
(when electrical stimulation was not applied).
“N” — trace number (name).
“Ampl., mV” — MMEP amplitude, in millivolts.
“Ampl., %” — MMEP amplitude, in percents to the base response.
“Stim., mA” — electrical stimulus intensity in milliamperes.
“Stim., %” — magnetic stimulus intensity in percents from maximum one.
The mean values of each interstimuli intervals and mean values by all traces are displayed in the table.
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The “Amplitude — interstimulus interval” analysis window shows the response amplitude in percents from base response, from interstimuli interval (in milliseconds)
(Fig. 4.37). The round points indicate separate obtained values and the polygonal line
connecting the round points shows the mean values for each interstimulus interval.

Fig. 4.37
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5.

Evoked Potentials
5.1. Recommendations for EP Acquisition
At acquisition of EP with any modality, it is very important to achieve low interference
level in the room. The device and computer must be safely grounded. Big electromotors, welding devices and other powerful electric devices, working nearby, are inadmissible. The cup electrodes with touch-proof connectors for attachment to amplifier
are used for EP acquisition (Fig. 5.1 represents the example of Neuro-MEP-4 connection, Fig. 5.2 is the example of Neuro-MEP-Micro connection).

Fig. 5.1

Fig. 5.2

Fig. 5.3 shows an example of poor electrode positioning: big loops, made up by sites,
work as antenna and cause high interference level. Fig. 5.4 shows perfect electrodes
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positioning: twisted wires prevent forming of big loops and allow to lower noise level.
While placing electrodes it is recommended to place wires from a patient as close to
each other as possible. It is not necessary to twist wires, but it can help when
the evoked potentials are not detected because of high interference level.

Fig. 5.3

Fig. 5.4

Each amplifier channel has two outputs on the panel: the first one - touchproof - in the
form of separate (red “+” and black “-“) round white sockets with pins (basically used
for EP exams), and the second one – DIN – in the form of combined 6-pins round
socket (basically used for EMG studies). If you use one of the amplifier channel outputs (for example, touchproof), then the electrodes of the second (DIN) output must
be disconnected. Otherwise, the interference level can increase many times.
During EP studies the black (“-“) amplifier output is considered to be the active electrode and the red (“+”) amplifier output is considered to be the reference one. For EP
studies it is always necessary to place the ground (general) electrode on the patient.

5.2. EP Acquisition
This section describes the general approaches to acquisition and analysis of all types
of evoked potentials. The peculiarities of acquisition and analysis of the specific EP
types are given in the corresponding sections below.
For EP acquisition, after a new exam creation, click on the necessary button on
the “New test” toolbar and select the name of a test template from the drop-down list.
The example of selection for short-latency auditory EP is shown in Fig. 5.5. If test
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template name is missing you need use the Test|New menu item and select a default
test template.

Fig. 5.5

To obtain the reference information about the recording sites, use View|Help window
menu command ([F1]) (Fig. 5.6). To close the window, repeat this command.

Fig. 5.6

Start the process of impedance measurement (the Acquisition|Impedance menu
command, [Ctrl+Z] or the button on the dedicated keyboard), then place the electrodes on a patient and connect them to the amplifier input. The numbers of used amplifier channels and the names of sites are displayed in the top left corner of the window under the “Montage” heading. Close the impedance measurement window
([Esc]) when acceptable impedance level is reached. If you are experienced enough,
you can perform the test without impedance measurement.
Make the required stimulator ready and connect it to the control unit.
Set
the
required
initial
value
of
stimulus
by
means
of
the Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase and Acquisition |Stimulus|Decrease menu
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items or dedicated keyboard. If desired, before recording you can start the signal
monitoring window by the Acquisition|Monitoring menu command and follow the
signal level received from electrodes and the presence of interference.
Make
sure
that
the
averaging
mode
is
switched
on
(the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command or the corresponding
button on the dedicated keyboard), start the repetitive stimulation by
the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command (or press the corresponding
button on the dedicated keyboard) and follow the process of signal averaging.
If you fail to get the required evoked potentials, you can stop averaging by
Acquisition|Cancel ([Esc]) menu command and then restart it. To restart the acquisition, use “Delete trace” button located on the dedicated keyboard. Besides, during the
averaging you can reset any channel, i.e. start the averaging by this channel once
again. To do this, press the button near the trace with the right mouse button in the
acquisition window and select Reset (restart) averaging in the local menu. This option is available only in case of averaging with statistical analysis (see comments to
Fig. 2.112)
When you get qualitative evoked potentials, finish the acquisition and save the results
for further analysis by means of the Acquisition|Stop menu item. If you do not want
to save the results, press [Esc].
If it is necessary to start the stimulation first and begin the signal averaging after a little while, then, before starting the simulation, switch off the averaging
(the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu command), start recording
(the Acquisition|Repetitive stimulation menu command) and, at the moment you
need, switch on the averaging (the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation menu
command).
During
signal
acquisition
you
can
switch
on/off
the
averaging
(the Acquisition|Averaging/Accumulation) menu command any number of times.
To stop the stimulation for some time, use the Acquisition|Pause menu command.
If the specified number of stimuli is delivered, and the high quality evoked potential is
not obtained, the stimulation can be continued using Acquisition|Stimulus|Double
stimuli count menu command.
EP traces can be viewed either as all (summarized) or even/odd (received while averaging even and odd stimuli separately) traces. To switch between these modes use
the View|Traces|Even-Odd/All menu command ([Ctrl+E]).
To change quickly the artifact rejection threshold, use Acquisition|Increase artifact
rejection threshold and Acquisition|IDecrease artifact rejection threshold menu
commands. These commands are hidden, however you can add them to the toolbar
(see 2.7.1 “Toolbars” section).
If the obtained traces are recorded from the wrong stimulation side, select the traces
to adjust them using Trace|Stimulation side menu command.
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To mark the EP components manually, click the left mouse button on the corresponding component name on the toolbar (Fig. 5.7, a) and shift the appeared crosshair cursor to the point of the assumed component and press the left mouse button once
more (Fig. 5.7, b). As soon as the marker components are arranged on a trace,
the automatic shift to the next component occurs. However, if you keep [Ctrl] key
pressed and click the mouse, the shift to the next component will not occur. It allows
arranging the same component at different traces. If you do not want to arrange
the component, press the

a)

button with the mouse or the [Esc] key.

b)

Fig. 5.7

If the markers are placed inaccurately, you can correct them with the mouse. Use
the described method to position EP components during signal averaging in acquisition window.
To place EP components automatically use the Trace|Place EP components and
Trace|Place all EP components menu commands.
To
delete
EP
components
use
the
Trace|Marker|Delete
current,
Trace|Marker|Delete all on trace and Trace|Marker|Delete all menu commands.
You can display only ipsilateral or contralateral traces. To do this, use View|Traces|
Ipsi only or View|Traces|Contra only menu command.
To change the stimulation side, execute Test|Stimulating/recording side menu
command ([~] hot key or select other stimulation side on information panel using the
mouse).
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If native trace saving option is enabled (see section 2.7.2.6Ошибка! Источник
ссылки не найден. “Averaging”), the traces can be reaveraged after acquisition using Trace|Reaveraging menu command. At that the window with the current epoch
appears at the screen (Fig. 5.8).

Fig. 5.8

The window contains the separate tab for each epoch channel (the two-channel record is shown in Fig. 5.8. The tabs are named as “1.1 ch.” and “1.2 ch.” respectively).
In the top left part of the window the averaged trace is displayed. The interval with
data to calculate the quality parameters is also shown. This interval can be adjusted
with the mouse. The obtained quality parameters (FMP, SNR, RNL) and the number
of native traces participating in the averaging are displayed under the trace. The detailed information on quality parameters is stated in section 2.7.2.6 “Averaging”.
All native traces ranged by quality are shown in the right part of the window.
The traces excluded from the averaging are colored grey. The traces excluded manually from averaging or included to it, are shown with thicker line in any way.
The histogram showing the quality of native traces and averaging settings including
the averaging type, the parity type and rejection threshold are displayed in the bottom
left part of the window.
The trace reaveraging includes the adding/removal separate traces to/from the analysis and also change of their weight coefficients. The weight coefficients depend on
averaging type. The separate traces can be added/removed using one of the following
ways:
 Move the slider under the quality histogram. The traces of lower quality rightward
the slider are removed.
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 Use the buttons under the quality histogram:
,
,
. These
buttons are used only for simple averaging and allow reviewing the results only for
first half of stimuli, only for the second half of stimuli, only for first third of stimuli,
ect.
 Manual trace adding/removal. Select the trace among the native ones and
add/remove it using context menu command opened with right mouse click.
The
type and optimal quality criteria.

button runs the autosearch of averaging

If the “Add as new” checkbox is selected, the obtained averaged trace is added to
the existing traces, overwise the existing trace is rewrited.
button to save the new trace. However the reaveraging can be initiPress
ated again using Trace|Reaveraging menu command.
When all the required traces are obtaind, you can start another test (Test|New or
the related button on the “New test” toolbar).
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To preset a test template, use the Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command.
The “EP components” page (Components/Latencies tab) of the test template wizard
contains the following information (Fig. 5.9).

Fig. 5.9

“Name”. EP (ERG) component name.
“Comment”. The text comment to the component.
“Latency calculation”. If the checkbox is checked, component latency is calculated and
displayed in analysis table.
“Set search criteria”. If the checkbox is checked, the criteria for the automatic search
of a components can be set.
“Min., ms; Max, ms” – the minimal and maximal latency for the automatic search of a
component.
“Peak” – the peak direction (up or down) for the automatic search of a component.
“Site number” – the number of a recording site for the automatic search of a component. If a component can be in any recording site, there is no need to indicate
the number.
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“Show reference value limits during averaging”. If the corresponding checkbox is
checked the variation limits of latency norms (in case these norms exist) are displayed
as marked fragments over the trace during signal acquisition (Fig. 5.10).

Fig. 5.10

“EP components automatic search”. If the checkbox is checked, the automatic search
of EP components starts immediately after a new trace acquisition. In the program
there is a search algorithm for some common EP components. If this algorithm
doesn’t suit you or you add your own components, it is possible to set the parameters
for the automatic search of the components.
“Asymmetry calculation within epoch”. If the checkbox is checked, in addition to the latencies calculation, the calculation of their asymmetry is also performed, i.e. latency
differences received from the different sites (within one epoch).
“Asymmetry calculation for right/left side stimulation”. If the checkbox is checked,
the asymmetry calculation at stimulation from right and left sides is performed (between different epochs).
“Show isoline traces (EP component with “-0-“ name)”. If the checkbox is checked,
and “-0-” component is set on a trace, the horizontal dashed line will be drawn via this
component.
“Ipsilateral trace always first”. If the checkbox is selected, ipsilateral trace is placed
before the contralateral one after the acquisition is completed.
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“Show norm values in “EP parameters” table”. If the checkbox is checked,
the reference values are displayed under the values of latencies, intervals, etc. in
the “EP parameters” table.
“Show deviation from norm in “EP parameters” table”. If the checkbox is checked,
the deviations of the obtained values from the reference ones are displayed in “EP parameters” table.
The “EP components” page (Intervals) of the test template wizard contains the following information (Fig. 5.12).

Fig. 5.11

To create new calculated intervals use buttons located at the right part of the window.
To change the existing calculated intervals, left-click on component names.
“Asymmetry calculation within epoch”. If the checkbox is checked, in addition to the latencies calculation, the calculation of their asymmetry is also performed, i.e. latency
differences received from the different sites (within one epoch).
“Asymmetry calculation for right/left side stimulation”. If the checkbox is checked,
the asymmetry calculation at stimulation from right and left sides is performed (between different epochs).
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The “EP components” page (Amplitudes) of the test template wizard contains the following information (Fig. 5.12).

Fig. 5.12

To create new calculated intervals use buttons located at the right part of the window.
To change the existing calculated intervals, left-click on component names.
“Asymmetry calculation within epoch”. If the checkbox is checked, in addition to the latencies calculation, the calculation of their asymmetry is also performed, i.e. latency
differences received from the different sites (within one epoch).
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The “EP components” page (Amplitudes ratio) of the test template wizard contains the
following information (Fig. 5.13).

Fig. 5.13

To create new calculated intervals use buttons located at the right part of the window.
To change the existing calculated intervals, left-click on component names.
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5.3. Analysis Windows
The “Latencies” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 5.14).

Fig. 5.14

“N” – trace number (name).
“Stim. site” – name of the stimulation site (usually is used for somatosensory EP).
“Rec. sites” – name of the recording site of a trace.
“Rec. side” – side of recording site.
“Comment” – comment to trace. You can enter the comment directly in this cell.
“Component” – name of EP component.
“Lat., ms” – latency of EP component in milliseconds. For two channels – latencies difference.
“Norm, ms” – latency norm for EP component in milliseconds.
“Dev., %” – latency deviation from norm in percents.
“Stim. side” – stimulation side.
“Stimulus” – stimulus intensity.
“Stim. dur.” – stimulus duration.
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The “Intervals” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 5.15).

Fig. 5.15

“N” – trace number (name).
“Stim. site” – name of the stimulation site (usually is used for somatosensory EP).
“Rec. sites” – name of recording site of a trace.
“Rec. side” – side of recording site.
“Comment” – comment to trace. You can enter the comment directly in this cell.
“Components” – names of EP components between which the intervals are calculated.
“Int., ms” – interval between EP components in milliseconds.
“Norm, ms” – norm of EP interval in milliseconds.
“Dev., %” – interval deviation from norm in percents.
“Stim. side” – stimulation side.
“Stimulus” – stimulus intensity.
“Stim. dur.” – stimulus duration.
The “Amplitudes” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 5.16).

Fig. 5.16

“N” – trace number (name).
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“Stim. site” - name of the stimulation site (usually is used for somatosensory EP).
“Rec. sites” – name of recording site of a trace.
“Recor. side” – side of recording site.
“Comment” – comment to trace. You can enter the comment directly in this cell.
“Components” – names of EP components between which the amplitude is calculated.
“Ampl., µV (/)” – amplitude between EP components in microvolts. For two channels
the amplitudes ratio is calculated.
“Norm, µV” – norm of EP amplitude in microvolts.
“Dev., %” – amplitude deviation from norm in percents.
“Stim. side” – stimulation side.
“Stimulus” – stimulus intensity.
“Stim. dur.” – stimulus duration.
The “Amplitudes ratio” analysis window contains the following information (Fig. 5.17).

Fig. 5.17

“N” – trace number (name).
“Stim. site” – name of the stimulation site (usually is used for somatosensory EP).
“Rec. sites” – name of recording site of a trace.
“Rec. side” – side of recording site.
“Comment” – comment to trace. You can enter the comment directly in this cell.
“Amplitudes” – names of EP components between which the amplitudes ratio is calculated.
“Amplit. ratio" – amplitude ratio between EP components.
“Ratio norm” – norm of amplitude ratio.
“Dev., %” – amplitude ratio deviation from norm in percents.
“Stim. side” – stimulation side.
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“Stimulus” – stimulus intensity.
“Stim. dur.” – stimulus duration.
The “EP parameters” analysis window combines information indicated in the previous
tables and contains the following data (Fig. 5.18)

Fig. 5.18

“N” – trace number (name).
“Stim. site” – name of the stimulation site (usually is used for somatosensory EP).
“Rec. sites” – name of recording site of a trace.
“Rec. side” – side of recording site.
“Comment” – comment to a trace. You can enter the comment directly in this cell.
“Lat., ms” – latency of EP component in milliseconds (first string), the latency norm in
milliseconds (second string), latency deviation from norm (third string).
“Int., ms” – interval between EP components in milliseconds (first string), the interval
norm in milliseconds (second string), interval deviation from norm (third string).
“Ampl., µV” – amplitude between EP components in microvolts (first string), the amplitude norm in microvolts (second string), amplitude deviation from norm (third string).
“Ampl. ratio" – amplitude ratio between EP components (first string), the amplitude ratio norm (second string), amplitude ratio deviation from norm (third string).
“Stim. side” – stimulation side.
“Stimulus” – stimulus intensity.
“Stim. dur.” – stimulus duration.
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“Latency (stimulation side)” analysis window shows the dependence of EP component
latency on the stimulus intensity for the components selected for latency calculation
(Fig. 5.19).

Fig. 5.19
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5.4. Visual EP Features
The stimulator in “Flash visual EP” test is LED goggles or LED photic stimulator on a
stand. The right and left eyes on the goggles are marked with “R” and “L” letters correspondingly. It is recommended to perform the acquisition of potentials from a patient
with closed eyes.
The stimulator in “Reversal pattern visual EP” test is the additional monitor connected
to device or computer in case high resolution pattern is available. Neurosoft Ltd
manufactures a wide range of pattern stimulators starting from the simplest one (only
five different sizes of black-and-white checkerboard squares) and ending with the high
resolution pattern which allows to display the images with high resolution in TrueColor. The settings of high resolution pattern are given in Fig. 5.20.

Fig. 5.20

“Stimulation parameters”
“Monitor distance (cm):” is the distance from the reversal pattern monitor up to patient’s eyes in centimeters.
“Unit size (ang. min.):” is the size of minimal element being visible to a patient in angle
minutes. It is reasonable only for checkerboard pattern (square size), vertical/horizontal bars (bar width) and concentric rings (ring width).
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“Change step (ang. min.):” is the step of size change of minimal element in angle minutes
using
Acquisition|Stimulus|Increase
stimulus
and
Acquisition|Stimulus|Decrease stimulus menu commands.
“Duration (ms):” is the duration of stimulus visualization (only for “Direct” pattern type,
see below).
“Pattern type:”. The stimulation type can either the reversal pattern (interchange of
two images, most often specular ones) or direct (interchange of one image and background color, the duration of image visualization can be specified).
“Stimulation side” is the stimulated patient’s eye. If only one eye is selected, the second one should be closed with the special blind.
“Color palette setup”.
“Brightness:”. The image brightness can be either high or low.
“Color1”, “Color2”. The colors for pattern image generation.
“Background color”. The background color in case the direct pattern is selected or the
filling area in the reversal pattern is used.
“Fixed point:”. The point size of patient’s look fixation, it can be either small, middle,
big or is absent.
“Color point:”. The point color of look fixation.
“Point shift (ang. min.):” is the shift of look fixation point relative to the screen center in
angle minutes. It is used only for the selected filling area and takes place only along
the background (area which is not used for the stimulation).
“Picture parameters”
“Filling area”. The filling area is specified by including/excluding the screen quarters
from the simulated area. Besides, only central part of the screen (circle) with arbitrary
angular size can be set.
“Pattern drawing”. The type of visualized picture: checkerboard, horizontal/vertical
bars, concentric rings, “windmill”, “darts” or from specified list of images (pictures) or
video files (motion stimulus). If you prefer the image list, select it by pressing
button. You can create your own lists and include in them arbitrary images of any graphical formats or short video files. The list of images can be of any length, but for visual
EP only two first images will be used. The complete list of images can be applied only
for cognitive EP test.
“Third-party firm stimulator”. See section 7.2 “Operation with Third-party Firm Stimulators”.
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5.5. Auditory EP Features
The stimulator in “Auditory EP” test is headphones. The right and the left telephones
of the headphones are marked with red and blue colors correspondingly.
Before the test performing, please, make sure the correct type of headphones is selected in the program. To do this, use Setup|Change menu command, “Device” page.
In “Short latency (brainstem) auditory EP” test it is possible to fix the hearing threshold
for each ear and further semiautomatic setup of operational stimulus for EP acquisition. Preliminary setup of the template can be performed using Setup|Test template|Customize… menu command. “Brain stem EP” page of test template wizard
contains the following data (Fig. 5.21).

Fig. 5.21

“Measure hearing threshold in new test”. If the checkbox is checked, the mode of
hearing threshold measurement mode will be activated automatically at the beginning
of new test.
“Operational stimulus level according to hearing threshold (dB)”. Stimulus intensity
added to measured hearing threshold in order to obtain stimulus used for EP acquisition.
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If the hearing threshold measurement mode is active at the creation of new test the
window shown in Fig. 5.22 will be displayed on the screen.

Fig. 5.22

Then it is necessary to place headphones on patient’s head and press
button.
Change stimulus intensity till the hearing threshold will be obtained, and press
button (Fig. 5.21).

Fig. 5.23

Then perform the same actions for another stimulation side, and close the window
pressing

button.

If the “Only one side” checkbox is checked the program allows you to measure
hearing threshold only for one ear. If the chechbox is not checked the program allow
you to close the “Hearing threshold” window only if threshold for both ears are
measured.
For work in this window it is convenient to use encoder (knob) of stimulus intensity on
the dedicated keyboard. To change intensity you should rotate the knob, to move to
the next stage – press on it.
When the threshold is obtained and you change the stimulation side, working stimulus
is set automatically depending on measured hearing threshold.
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The test provides the new “Auditory threshold” analysis window (Fig. 5.24).

Fig. 5.24

The auditory stimulus intensity can be specified using different sound intensity scales.
SPL scale (Sound Pressure Level) is standard sound intensity scale (in dB) to measure the sound pressure value relative to 20 µPa reference pressure.
120–130 dB SPL is pain threshold.
nHL scale is a scale (in dB) calibrated for persons with normal hearing. This scale is
used for short duration stimuli (clicks and tone-bursts less than 20 ms). 0 dB according to nHL scale is the average hearing threshold of a large population of normal hearing adults.
HL scale is a scale (in dB) calibrated for persons with normal hearing. This scale is
used for long duration stimuli (tone-bursts more than 20 ms). 0 dB according to HL
scale is the average hearing threshold of a large population of normal hearing adults.
The correction coefficients for SPL scale are intended to take into account the frequency response characteristics of headphones. They are set on the basis of the information supplied by the headphones manufacturer and can not be changed by a
user.
The correction coefficients for nHL and HL scales specify dB SPL level which corresponds to the zero in nHL and HL scales. These coefficients depend on the type of
the used headphones and stimulus frequency. Thus, to transform the stimulus intensity from nHL/HL to SPL, it is required to add the corresponding coefficient from the
table to nHL/HL value. These calculations are performed by the program automatically
according to this table.
To adjust the intensity in nHL/HL scales correctly, it is important to select
the correct type of the used headphones (in the program settings or in the
test template settings)!
If you use click as a stimulus, nHL and HL scale values are typically 30-35 dB less
than SPL scale values, and the correction coefficients for nHL and HL are the same.
Since the average hearing threshold of normal hearing adults can vary depending on
the region and other factors, a doctor can introduce her/his own correction coefficients
for nHL and HL scales by detecting the average hearing threshold in dB SPL (in response to tone-bursts for nHL and pure tones for HL) for a group of normal hearing
adults. However, in most cases it is enough to use the default settings.
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You can review and set the calibration data for the supported models of the headphones using Setup|Change… menu command, “Hardware” tab, “…” button located
to the right of “Headphones” drop-down list. The external view of the dialog box for
headphones calibration is shown in Fig. 5.25.

Fig. 5.25

In the table of coefficients for dB scales the coefficients for various stimuli types are
displayed to transfer stimulus intensity units from dB SPL to dB HL and dB nHL which
are commonly used in audiology.
If the headphones selected in the test template settings differ from the ones
used at acquisition, then you can have problems with acquisition (e.g., you
will not be able to record EP from a healthy person). The fact is, when different headphones are selected in the default settings, there will be additional delay while using some earphones (like EAR-3A TIP-300)!

5.6. Somatosensory EP Features
The stimulator used in “Somatosensory EP” test is an electrical stimulator set in
the nerve projection.
The additional function for stimulus artefact (trend) removal is provided in somatosensory EP test. If the notable artefact (trend) is presented at the EP trace beginning, you
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can remove it, using Test|Remove stimulus artefact (trend) menu command or
Remove stimulus artefact (trend) local menu command. In the left part of the
Fig. 5.26 one can see the action potential before this command execution and in the
right part – after the execution. The command is applicable to all selected traces, i.e.
can be used for several traces at once. If the result of the artefact removal does not
satisfy you, you can return to initial trace using Test|Undo stimulus artefact (trend)
removal (Undo stimulus artefact (trend) removal local menu command).

Fig. 5.26

5.7. Cognitive EP P300 Features
Two stimuli that interchange arbitrary (meaningful and nonmeaningful) are used for
cognitive EP P300. Each of them can be chosen at will, for example, the meaningful
stimulus can be the visual one, the nonmeaningful stimulus can be the auditory one.
There is only one limitation, if the meaningful stimulus is the reversal pattern, the
nonmeaningful stimulus should be also the reversal pattern. The parameters of meaningful and nonmeaningful stimuli are set on “Device” page of setup wizard of test template (Fig. 5.27).

Fig. 5.27
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“Cognitive EP P300” page of setup wizard for test templates contains the following information (Fig. 5.28).

Fig. 5.28

“Meaningful stimulus probability (%):” is the probability percent of meaningful stimulus
delivery relative to general number of stimuli.
“Patient wait time for response (ms):” is the time from meaningful stimulus delivery
during which the pressing of patient button is considered to be correct.
“Automatically calculate difference trace”. If the checkbox is checked, the automatic
calculation of difference trace for meaningful and nonmeaningful stimuli occurs after
the acquisition.
The use of patient button in this test is not obligatory, however, it facilitates the test
performing. If the patient button is available, a patient should press the button (any of
two ones) only for meaningful stimulus. At that, the information concerning correct/incorrect pressings is displayed on the screen. If the patient button is absent, a
patient should count the meaningful stimuli.
After the new test creation, it is necessary to play back the meaningful and nonmeaningful stimuli for a patient for her/him to remember and distinguish them during the recording. To do this, use Acquisition|Meaningful stimulus ([F2]) and
Acquisition|Nonmeaningful stimulus ([F3]) menu commands.
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After the signal acquisition from a patient the double number of traces is obtained in
this test, as far as the averaging is performed separately by meaningful and nonmeaningful stimuli (four top traces in the Fig. 5.29, two-channel recording). Besides, it is
possible to obtain the difference trace of meaningful and nonmeaningful stimuli where
P3 (P300) peak is visualized clearer. To do this, it is required to select one trace from
the set of meaningful and nonmeaningful stimuli (for example, 1,1k and 2,1k, see
Fig. 5.29) using the mouse clicking together with pressed [Ctrl] key and execute
Trace|Calculation|Difference|Epochs menu command.

Fig. 5.29

If patient button is used, the test contains additional – with “Response time” table
(Fig. 5.30) and “Response time” histogram of patient response time distribution
(Fig. 5.31).

Fig. 5.30

“N” – the trace number for which a patient’s response time is displayed.
“Mean response time, ms” – the average time of patient’s response.
“RMS dev., ms” – the root-mean-square deviation of response time from mean value.
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“True clicks, %” – the percentage of true clicks.

Fig. 5.31

5.8. Cognitive EP MMN Features
Cognitive EP MMN (mismatch negativity) are close to P300 by technique of performing. Also, two different stimuli types are used, one of them is named the standard one,
the other one is deviant (Fig. 5.32). The difference between the stimuli is not so much
evident and a patient should not distinguish them.

Fig. 5.32
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“MMN” page of setup wizard for test templates contains the following information
(Fig. 5.33).

Fig. 5.33

“Standard stimulus probability (%):” is the percentage of standard stimulus probability
supply relative to general number of stimuli.

5.9. Cognitive EP CNV Features
In this type of cognitive EP two different stimuli are used also, however, the technique
of performing is different. First the warning stimulus is supplied (usually it is a click),
then in arbitrary changed period of time (typically within 1-3 seconds) the starting
stimulus is delivered (usually it is a flash), in response to last one a patient should
press the button. Between these stimuli the slow negative wave with great amplitude
emerges, it is called contingent negative variation (CNV).
In this test, as in P300 test, the correctness control of patient button pressing is performed during the recording, and after the recording the histogram of patient response
time distribution is provided (see Fig. 5.31).
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“CNV” page of setup wizard for test templates contains the following information
(Fig. 5.34).

Fig. 5.34

“Patient wait time for response (ms):” is the time from starting stimulus supply during
which patient button pressing is considered to be correct.
“Intervals”
“Warning-start (ms)” is the mean interval between warning and starting stimuli, in milliseconds.
“Dispersion (warning-start, %)” is the maximal arbitrary probabilistic dispersion between warning and starting stimuli, in percents.
“Warning-warning (ms):” is the interval between two next warning stimuli, i.e. the stimulation period, in milliseconds.
Two automatically arranged additional markers appear on the recorded traces in this
test: “S2” marker corresponds to the second stimulus duration, “→” one indicates
the time of patient button pressing.
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5.10. Cognitive EP MRCP Features (Movement
Related Cortical Potential,
Bereitschaftspotential)
In this type of cognitive EP stimulators are not used, and averaging is performed by
EMG trigger, i.e. averaging is synchronized with muscle contractions. Electrodes of
one amplifier channel are placed on a patient muscles. Then patient is asked to tense
the muscle one time per several seconds.
To realize the opportunity of averaging by EMG trigger, you should set up the mathematical block (for more details see chapter 2.7.2.10). The example of set up of two recording channels from scalp and one EMG trigger is represented in Fig. 5.35.

Fig. 5.35

6.

Electroretinography
Electoretinogram (ERG) is a graphic imaging of bioelectrical activity changes of various cell types in the retina in response to photic stimulation i.e. retina evoked potential.
For ERG acquisition Neuro-MEP auditory-visual stimulator unit, ganzfeld stimulator
and penlights manufactured by Neurosoft are required. Also it is necessary to have
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corneal “hook” or “loop” electrodes. Any of devices listed in “Introduction” chapter can
be used as an amplifier.
The main ERG types (the classification according to the ISCEV standard is given in
parentheses) are:
1.

Rod ERG (dark-adapted 0.01 ERG).

2.

Maximal ERG (dark-adapted 3.0 ERG).

3.

Oscillatory potentials (dark-adapted 3.0 oscillatory potentials).

4.

Cone ERG (light-adapted 3.0 ERG).

5.

Flicker ERG (light-adapted 3.0 flicker ERG).

6.

Focal ERG (Focal or macular ERG).

7.

Pattern ERG.

8.

On/off ERG (long-duration light-adapted ERG).

See the detailed information on ERG types and used stimulators on ISCEV web page:
http://www.iscev.org.
Due to the fact that ERG is an evoked potential, the acquisition and analysis of ERG
are performed analogously to brain evoked potential acquisition and analysis (see
chapter 5 “Evoked Potentials”).
You can find the detailed description of ERG mechanisms, registration and analysis
methods in “Electroretinography” guidelines published by Neurosoft and included in
the delivery set.
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Appendix
7.1. Footswitches
Some Neuro-MEP delivery sets do not include footswitches. Neuro-MEP footswitch is
connected to computer USB port (see Neuro-MEP technical manual),
Neuro-MEP-Micro footswitch (depending on the unit construction) is attached to the
device directly or computer USB port. Each pedal pressing corresponds to executing
one of the menu commands (Table 1). The pedal functions can be overspecified (see
Fig. 2.110).
Table 1

Pedal

Menu Command

Left

Acquisition|Start acquisition/stimulus

Middle

Acquisition|Stop

Right

Acquisition|Cancel
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7.2. Operation with Third-party Firm Stimulators
The third-party stimulators can be connected to Neurosoft Company digital EMG and
EP systems both via trig-in (run is executed by third-party stimulator) and via trig-out
(run is executed by Neuro-MEP.NET software). The availability of trig-in and trig-out,
types and connectors pinout are described in details in the technical manual for the
corresponding devices.
If the trig-in for the acquisition start by the third-party stimulator is used, execute
Setup|Tests templates|Setup menu command, select the required test template,
press “Change” button and check the “Third-party firm stimulator” checkbox on “Device|Stimulator” page (Fig. 7.1).

Fig. 7.1

It is necessary to use the external stimulators connected to the trig-in in the following
order:
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1.

Connect an external stimulator to the trig-in with a cable.

2.

Switch on the external stimulator power supply.

3.

Start the software. Check “Third-party firm stimulator” checkbox in the acquisition
parameters settings (see, for example, Fig. 7.1).
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4.

In the stimulation settings it is desirable to set those stimulus parameters values
that are indicated on the external stimulator, because these values are saved together with the trace and considered in the analysis.

5.

Execute Acquisition|Acquisition/stimulus menu command. At that, the device
switches to wait mode of an external stimulus.
Before this command execution, any external stimuli transferred from the
external stimulator are ignored.

6.

Start external stimulator stimulation.

Otherwise signal acquisition does not differ from the one described in the corresponding sections of this manual.
It is necessary to use external stimulators connected to trig-out in the following order:
1.

Connect an external stimulator to the trig-out with a cable.

2.

Switch on the external stimulator power supply.

3.

Start Neuro-MEP.NET software.

4.

In the stimulation settings it is desirable to point those stimulus parameters values that are indicated on the external stimulator, because these values are saved
with the trace and considered for the analysis. Pay attention that “Third-party firm
stimulator” checkbox (Fig. 7.1) should be unchecked.

Otherwise signal acquisition does not differ from the one described in the corresponding sections of this manual.

7.3. XML-format of Data Export
To export the traces from the program to an external file, use Trace|Export to XML
menu command. At that, all traces of the current test are exported. Further this file
can be read by an external program. To read and perform the syntactic analysis of a
file, it is convenient to use any XML software tools. All modern programming languages provide the corresponding number of classes facilitating the operation with
XML. Nevertheless, if you have no experience in operation with XML documents, you
can subject this file to the syntactic analysis as a common text (ASCII) file, however
the process of such analysis will be much more difficult.
The fragment of the received XML file is given below.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!--Neuro-MEP.NET XML curves export-->
<File>
<FormatVersion>1</FormatVersion>
<CurveList Count="1">
<CurveSet Count="1" Number="1">
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<CurveSet.Points Count="2">
<Point Type="stimTrigIn" Time="0.1811375" />
<Point Type="stimTrigIn" Time="0.3784375" />
</CurveSet.Points>
<Curve Number="1">
<Frequency Units="Hz">20000</Frequency>
<Samples>70000</Samples>
<ChannelNumber>1</ChannelNumber>
<Data Units="Volt">-3.828531E-06
-1.857325E-06
-3.224195E-06
-2.85636E-06
........
-9.099875E-06
</Data>
</Curve>
</CurveSet>
</CurveList>
</File>

The file contains the following XML tags:
<File> – the body (main content) of the file. This section is always the only.
<FormatVersion> – the number of data format version.
<CurveList> – the list of exported traces. XML attribute Count indicates the number of trace lists. Often there is only one trace list in the test.
<CurveSet> – the “set” of traces. The “set” is the traces range received after one recording (acquisition). At the recording from one amplifier channel, the set contains one
trace, at the recording from two channels – two ones, etc. XML attribute Count indicates the number of traces in the set, XML attribute Number – the number of the current traces set.
<CurveSet.Points> – the list of characteristic points from the traces set. All stimuli
points including the ones from the trig-in with the indication of time relative to trace
beginning are recorded here. XML attribute Count indicates the number of points in
the list.
<Point> – the characteristic point of traces list. XML attribute Type indicates the
type of point in the list. For example, the type "stimTrigIn" means that this point
corresponds to the signal appeared on the device trig-in. XML attribute Time indicates
the time of this point shift relative to the traces beginning.
<Curve> – the trace. It represents the range of continuously recorded data from one
amplifier channel per one time. XML attribute Number indicates the number of trace in
the current set of traces.
<Frequency> – the sample rate of a trace in Hertz.
<Samples> – the number of samples in a trace.
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<ChannelNumber> – the number of the amplifier channel from which the current
trace is received.
<Data> – the trace counts in volts. The separate counts are divided by the line feed.
The number of counts corresponds to <Samples> tag, and the sample rate does to
<Frequency> tag.
In some cases, one trace consists of several traces. For example, at repetitive stimulation (stimuli series) or evoked potentials where each trace is the range of the integral
trace and traces received after the averaging of odd/even stimuli. In this case, the
nested <MultiCurve> tag is added to <CurveSet> tag as it is represented below.
This example contains one <CurveSet>, two <MultiCurve>, each of them contains three <Curve> in turn.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!--Neuro-MEP.NET XML curves export-->
<File>
<FormatVersion>1</FormatVersion>
<CurveList Count="1">
<CurveSet Count="2" Number="1">
<MultiCurve Count="3" Number="1">
<Curve Number="1">
<Frequency Units="Hz">40000</Frequency>
<Samples>400</Samples>
<ChannelNumber>1</ChannelNumber>
<Data Units="Volt">-2.126136E-06
-2.092353E-06
........
-7.327608E-07
</Data>
</Curve>
<Curve Number="2">
<Frequency Units="Hz">40000</Frequency>
<Samples>400</Samples>
<ChannelNumber>1</ChannelNumber>
<Data Units="Volt">1.335456E-06
1.403962E-06
........
-1.213862E-06
</Data>
</Curve>
<Curve Number="3">
<Frequency Units="Hz">40000</Frequency>
<Samples>400</Samples>
<ChannelNumber>1</ChannelNumber>
<Data Units="Volt">-5.587728E-06
-5.588668E-06
........
-2.516601E-07
</Data>
</Curve>
</MultiCurve>
<MultiCurve Count="3" Number="2">
<Curve Number="1">
<Frequency Units="Hz">40000</Frequency>
<Samples>400</Samples>
<ChannelNumber>2</ChannelNumber>
<Data Units="Volt">-5.276742E-07
-4.944798E-07
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........
1.605275E-07
</Data>
</Curve>
<Curve Number="2">
<Frequency Units="Hz">40000</Frequency>
<Samples>400</Samples>
<ChannelNumber>2</ChannelNumber>
<Data Units="Volt">-9.954229E-07
-4.844798E-07
........
1.749336E-07
</Data>
</Curve>
<Curve Number="3">
<Frequency Units="Hz">40000</Frequency>
<Samples>400</Samples>
<ChannelNumber>2</ChannelNumber>
<Data Units="Volt">-5.992559E-08
-6.547749E-08
........
1.461214E-07
</Data>
</Curve>
</MultiCurve>
</CurveSet>
</CurveList>
</File>
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